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I Executive Summary 

The objective of this evaluation of the project “Economically empowering vulnerable Palestinian 
refugees in risk of social exclusion in Lebanon” is to determine the relevance and fulfilment of 
objectives, development efficiency, effectiveness and to assess achieved impacts, and verify the 
sustainability of the benefits mainly to determine the extent to which the objectives and results 
foreseen in the initial logical framework have been met, progress achieved and challenges faced. 
 
A. Relevance 

The project was highly relevant in terms of target group and geographical area. The Palestinian refugee 
camps of Nahr el-Bared /Beddawi, Ein el-Helwe, and Rashidieh are among the most vulnerable areas in 
Lebanon facing limited employment opportunities and critical socioeconomic conditions. The Palestinian 
refugee women, often underprivileged, are considered as a priority group in Lebanon in terms of 
vulnerability and risk of exclusion. During the selection process, the selection criteria were enlarged to 
better suit the reality of the refugee camps; consequently, although only widows or divorced women 
were first target, married women with hardship cases, i.e. women having their husband unable to work, 
were included. According to the beneficiaries, their most urgent needs at the time the project started 
was to work, so as to increase their incomes to sustain their families’ daily needs and to improve their 
socio-economic living conditions. They also expressed the need to be empowered and acquire new skills 
so as to be self-independent. By focusing on building the women’s capacities towards an economic 
empowerment and the ability to control and manage their own resources, through high-quality trainings 
(mainly techniques and value of Tatreez, creation of designs, commercialization, marketing and creation 
of small-sized enterprises), the project pertinently responded to the initial beneficiaries’ needs. The 
overall and specific objectives as well as the results were clear, comprehensive and coherent making 
sense in addressing the problems of the women in Palestinian refugee camps. Even more, it was an 
innovative proposal as the first embroidery project aiming not only at empowering Palestinian women 
refugees economically but also enhancing their economic independence to control their own incomes. 
The logical framework was well designed and the objectively-verifiable indicators were well-chosen 
although sometimes a little bit ambitious. In general terms, the initial plan of action was in adequacy 
with the strategy; it was divided out logically settling for instance first the professional trainings in 
traditional Palestinian embroidery, the ones in creation of national and international designs and in 
marketing strategies and then the ones on business creation and management. The project has coped 
well with various changes in circumstances and unforeseen external factors. The overall degree of 
flexibility and adaptability of the project design was very high since several changes were made (in the 
budget, chronogram, content of activities) with a view to always adjust the project to the field realities 
and to fulfil the objectives, always placing the beneficiaries as a priority.  

Main recommendations: 

 Given the relevance of the project regarding the current state of deterioration of the socioeconomic 
situation in the Palestinian refugee camps, this model should be socialized and all the knowledge and 
experiences made available for those interested in developing further actions of this nature. 

 There was a lack of an accompanying baseline, describing the situation prior to the development of 
the project. In future projects, conduct a baseline study on the outset in order to have actual figures 
allowing an accurate assessment of the progresses made during the project implementation. 

Performance rating: A 

 
B. Efficiency 

The overall management of the project faced many issues which led to important delays in the project 
execution and three amendments to the EU grant contract. The budgetary, financial and administrative 
management were generally demanding, due to the challenges for working in Palestinian Refugee 
camps as well as to the complexity of EU and internal procedures for financial control. Not to mention, 
the important staff turnover. The project also faced some delays in the funds transfers which 
substantially affected its implementation as some activities had to be postponed. Regarding the overall 
implementation strategy, there was in the beginning a lack of transfer of information and coordination 
between the different actors involved in the project; the trainers didn’t receive specific information of 
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the project prior their trainings and the beneficiaries were not informed about all the activities nor 
updated on the chronogram. The problems of communication and coordination between Cives Mundi 
and Najdeh since the outset were certainly an important obstacle to a good management. Nevertheless, 
following the feedbacks and recommendations of the ROM conducted in September 2013 for the EU, 
the partners made significant efforts to find a consensus and work better together towards the 
achievement of the project objective and it definitely improved. An inter-institutional mechanism was 
put in place and staff deployed in Nahr el-Bared. The operation and execution strategy also significantly 
improved more focused on the result-oriented approach. Benefits, if seen in monetary terms, reach far 
beyond the invested funds, especially through the created long-term and revolving effects the target 
beneficiaries will have. Due to the modification of some activities, relocations had to be made to adjust 
the budget accordingly; nevertheless, the relation between results and investment was satisfactory to 
the extent that the activities have been implemented within the forecasted budget (826,169.47 EUR). 
The project was generally well planned in terms of inputs, although maybe sometimes insufficient in 
human resources compared to the workload the project supposed. In general, excellent relationships 
were established between the project team and the beneficiaries, key stakeholders, local authorities 
(popular committees) and other local institutions throughout the project, which contributed to its 
overall success. The target women evolved positively from being mere beneficiaries to active actors, 
fully involved. The initial lack of communication and coordination was corrected and the more they get 
their capacities strengthened and their self-confidence enhanced, the more they understood the finality 
of the project. Their behavior changed positively, their commitment increasingly grew and their 
participation resulted to be beyond expectations. The dissemination of the project resulted quite good, 
especially through visibility items, press releases, TV spots, online shop, closure ceremony. Also, regular 
meetings were organized with the Popular Committees to update them on the achievements; they were 
very committed to the project. In general terms, despite the overall important management issues and 
the context of insecurity in the refugee camps, all activities were implemented and completed (taking 
into account the amendments). The main challenge in terms of time were the important delays suffered 
at the beginning which undoubtedly led to the postponement of the project closure. Thus the duration 
had to be extended twice (to 32 months) in order to achieve the objectives and results as planned.   

Main recommendations: 

 In future projects, to avoid major management issues, develop an efficient and consistent financial 
and administrative management strategy in coordination with management and field staff. On 
project outset, organize a kick-off workshop with the participation of all implementing organizations 
to review: project, log frame, budget, Role and responsibilities of each actor, EU and internal 
procedures, project transfers and accountancy, internal monitoring strategy and control tools, 
narrative and financial reporting, communication strategy. Six months after, organize another 
workshop with the same participants to assess the level of coordination between management, 
administrative and financial departments, internal monitoring system and to verify the adherence to 
the procedures, in order to avoid potential problems with the rigorous EU requirements. 

 In future projects, develop a practical monitoring system with appropriate control tools to regularly 
monitor the compliance of the indicators and thus measure the project progresses more specifically. 

 In future projects, develop from the outset a communication strategy to improve the project quality 
and coordination, and the flow of information. Also, provide to all actors involved the main project 
documents (Description of the Action, Logical Framework, Chronogram).  

 In future project, to limit high staff turnover, strengthen the selection process to identify suitable 
candidates and provide adequate economic conditions that facilitate the stability of the staff. 

 As optimal relationships were established with the Popular Committees in Nahr El Bared, Ein El 
Helwe and Rashidieh camps, maintain the good relations in order to continue thorough work in the 
three target areas of the current project.  

 Building a mutual trust with the beneficiaries is a long process; thus, it is important to take 
advantage of the positive high satisfaction of this project to strengthen partnerships and to continue 
proposing complementary activities to those developed under this project 

 In future projects, involve the beneficiaries since the beginning as active actors and not only as 
participants to the activities proposed; organize a kick-off workshop to explain them the logic of 
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intervention and provide them with a summary of the project translated into their language; 
organize regular coordination meetings to update them on the upcoming activities. 

 Collect all data of the most important achievements of this project and produce a publication in 
order to share the best practices obtained at Palestinian refugee camps level and national level. 

Performance rating: C 

 
C. Effectiveness 

The project results were achieved contributing to the fulfilment of the specific objective of enhancing 
equal access and control of economic resources of the target Palestinian refugee women in Rashidieh, 
Ein el Helwe and Naher el-Bared/Beddawi. The result that certainly contributed more to their greater 
individual, economic and social independence is R1 as, through a set of high quality trainings, the 
beneficiaries were empowered and gained self-confidence to engage in small social entrepreneurships; 
100% were provided with the needed skills to manage their own economic resources, especially 
regarding their new created income generating activity. Empowering women economically is the first 
step towards self-confidence, independency and the equal access and control over economic resources. 
Thanks to the income generating activities, i.e. the selling of the Tatreez products, most of the targeted 
Palestinian refugee women now earn money and can contribute to the household budget; although it’s 
still a small percentage and it is still early to measure the actual impact on the household budgets and 
families, an important step has been reached. R2 highlighted through a study the problems faced by the 
women in the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon in their access to the labor market and gave 
valuable recommendations. In complement, a guideline outlining 12 good practice recommendations 
was elaborated for an integrated and unified approach to the empowerment of women in Palestinian 
refugee camps. R3 contributed to raise awareness on the Palestinian women’s labor rights at a larger 
scale; although it is too early to measure the impact of this campaign, it certainly created a momentum 
to promoting an enabling working environment for the Palestinian women. R4 tackled another 
important aspect as through trainings in leadership, gender equality, conflict resolution and negotiation, 
advocacy, the beneficiaries gained self-confidence and self-development enabling them to be more 
involved in political and social decision-making processes inside the camps and to stand for their rights. 
The 120 initially targeted women did benefit from all the trainings, but some dropped out before the 
end of the project mainly because in prior works with other NGOS they were used to have fast benefits 
(i.e. they would be given a product to do and be paid directly); whereas within this project, they had first 
to be trained on the whole production process, and earned money only when they started to sell their 
products. 50 women remained at the end. Two activities had to be modified: i) the cooperative couldn’t 
be created due to challenges with the Lebanese laws; however advanced trainings in Tatreez designs 
and sewing, marketing, and market study were implemented instead; ii) The TV program had to be 
abandoned as the Palestinian community was very reluctant to talk in front of the camera for political 
reasons; thus this activity was replaced by several other visibility actions (TV spots, final closure event). 
The outbreak of the war in Syria and its consequences in Lebanon wasn’t excepted. Although it never 
directly threatened the project execution, it did affect its management and caused some delays in the 
project implementation (difficulties to hire adequate staff, lack of local infrastructure and human 
resources, increase of the insecurity and instability in the camps). Notwithstanding, the project 
management team made great efforts to cope with the situation and take the adequate measure to 
adjust to these changes of circumstances ensuring the achievement of the project objectives.  

Main recommendations: 

 Conduct surveys and interviews in the three Palestinian refugee camps to measure more precisely 
the contribution of the project and the beneficiaries’ satisfaction. These surveys can also be used to 
identify new needs for the development of future actions complementary to this project. 

 The project suffered severe delays due to management issues, in future project a coordination 
strategy should be implemented on the outset as well as trainings of the staff on EU and internal 
procedures, if necessary. Also, each implementing organization and stakeholder should always have 
an updated chronogram so as to anticipate delays in some activities and act accordingly. Finally, 
financial disbursements shall be on time so as to avoid unnecessary delays of some activities. 
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 Good links were established with other NGOs working in Tatreez; build on the success obtained by 
these partnerships to continue sharing experiences and developing future actions together according 
to the needs of each geographical area, thereby avoiding risks of duplication of activities. 

Performance rating: B 

 
D. Impact 

Although it is still early to measure accurately the overall impact on the whole community, the project 
did contribute to the empowerment of the target group’s socioeconomic rights in Lebanon, improving 
their living conditions and access and control of economic resources. As showed by the indicators: 
empowered through the trainings, the beneficiaries became more self-confident in regards to managing 
the economic resources of their households. Currently, out of the initial 120 beneficiaries, 45 are 
working on producing Tatreez items and 2 have created their own small enterprises selling their 
products in Al Badia shop (Beirut). Each camp’s workplace is administrated by the beneficiaries, 
initiating the process of a collective management. None of the beneficiaries got an early marriage in 
their family since the beginning of the project, which shows an increased awareness. The capacities of 
CSOs working in the Palestinian camps have been reinforced by the skills acquired in relevant topics, 
such as leadership, communication, and conflict resolution. The beneficiaries organized meetings with 
the Popular Committees about the problems which hinder equality in accessing labor market and 
economic management; however, due to the increasing violence in the camps, the political situation 
became very unstable challenging the incorporation of more women into political organizations. The 
target women gained income-generating skills which will benefit people beyond the project direct 
beneficiaries, such as their families. Also, by linking the women with the labour market, they become an 
actor in the development of their camp and, in the medium and long-term, if the women keep on with 
their small business, it should also have a positive impact at camp level contributing to the camps' 
economy growth. After a first phase of training sessions, women are modestly starting to generate 
income by producing and marketing their products. The project has greatly and singularly succeeded in 
providing the target women with an alternative for conciliation between house and work. In addition to 
this nascent economic betterment, the project has also socially empowered the women bringing them 
to form one entity of craftswomen. Empowered, they gained self-confidence to the extent to which they 
have decided to create their own organization to generate economic resources and be independent.  

Main recommendations: 

 In order to maximise this project overall impact for vulnerable women and their community in the 
Palestinian refugee camps, further actions should be designed and implemented in the coming 
years: plan long-term strategies to capitalize the experiences gained from this project; promote in 
the media the good results and achievements so as to reach a larger number of future beneficiaries 
and ensure follow-up in line with the overall objective; select few case studies to be disseminated in 
the target camps but also in others camps to demonstrate the impacts generated by this project. 

 Future assistance to the Palestinian refugee women could incorporate a micro-credit program, which 
would be of great benefits to help the women utilizing the skills they have learned from the project. 

 Raising awareness of civil society in Lebanon on the defence and protection of the economical and 
labour rights of the Palestinian women refugees is a long process, thus continuous awareness 
campaigns shall be implemented to keep up the momentum created by the project 

Performance rating: B 

 
E. Sustainability 

Throughout project implementation, the beneficiaries’ commitment gradually grew and by the end, they 
had a strong feeling of ownership. The women are proud and very motivated. They started to benefit 
directly from the products sales, and even if it’s not much yet, they are finally starting to see the results 
of the project and of their intense efforts in the production process. They now feel that they totally own 
the project. The EU support has enabled establishing the basic conditions for sustainable income 
generating activities that will be managed by empowered Palestinian refugee women. The capacity 
building, skills and support provided to the target group throughout the 32 months have set the 
conditions for continuation and sustainability of the project after it ends. Beside, due to the project 
coherence with the Popular Committees’ values in the three Palestinian refugee camps, the activities 
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will continue to receive their attention and support beyond the project duration. Furthermore, the men 
of the beneficiaries’ entourage generally reacted positively to their participation to the project. 
Regarding the financial sustainability, the cooperative initially planned couldn’t be established for legal 
reasons. However, an alternative was found in close coordination with the beneficiaries in order to 
ensure their financial sustainability and independency, i.e. the creation of a handicraft women 
association. By belonging to a common entity, the target women can benefit from a legal structure to 
promote their products at local or even international level, search funds opportunities, establish links 
with shops and continue producing and selling independently, an interest that has been growing 
gradually throughout the project as the target women were getting more empowered and self-confident 
through the different trainings. Six month after the end of the project, the association was finally legally 
registered in Lebanon under the name of “TATREEZ” in January 2016. For the very first time, the 
Palestinian refugee women own and manage their small business and have the opportunity to work 
independently. They got organized creating a committee in each camp in charge of administrating each 
workplace with responsibilities well-defined (finance, design, marketing, packaging, ironing, etc.), 
depending on their qualifications and knowledge. As any small enterprise, it needs time to kick off but 
the women are working hard on their products, receiving orders, and being able to cover their expenses, 
and even receiving an economic compensation for their work and obtaining small profits to continue 
with their activities. Furthermore, Najdeh is providing a great support taking orders for the shop Al 
Badia (Beirut) and Fundesarte trainer and Cives Mundi Project Manager are also following-up closely 
with the women and taking orders, especially for clients in Europe. During the Christmas period, the 
women made a profit of 3,000 euros which will allow them to pay the rents of the workplaces in the 
refugee camps, to buy material, and to start the production cycle all over again. Although they have 
switched to the entrepreneurial mindset and work hard, the women might still need some punctual 
support in marketing and in day-to-day financial and administrative management to ensure the 
durability of their business. Finally, by focusing on Tatreez and supporting the commercialization of 
items with this embroidery, the project contributes to promote the Palestinian culture and identity. All 
the embroidery in the items proposed by the project are based on old Tatreez, respecting the patterns, 
colors and cross-stitches. What the project really did was to put old traditional Tatreez patterns on non-
traditional products (cushion, scarf, shopper bag, jewellery), change the background colours, (of the 
fabric not the Tatreez), and focus on quality textiles, in order to meet the potential demand on the 
Lebanese but also the European market. These changes will enable economic sustainability mostly 
because the target women are creating products highly attractive and that for now no one does.  

Main recommendations: 

  A follow-up should be implemented among the beneficiaries sometime after the project ended to 
ensure they are still able to manage the activities without the presence of the implementing NGOs.  

 Build on the positive results to promote the action so as to expand funding sources to continue the 
activities undertaken. 

 As starting a business can be challenging in the outset, the project should ensure the transfer of 
equipment to the beneficiaries, (such as the sewing machines, etc.) so that the women don’t have 
extra expenses in an early stage and can continue making and promoting the products for their 
commercialization. This would ensure the sustainability of the project. 

 The target Palestinian refugee women’s capacities were strongly built during the project; however, 
further actions shall be implemented to provide more support in marketing, and business 
management as well as supervision of their work and a follow-up of their sales at least during a few 
more months. It could be a one-year project or punctual support with external consultants.  

 Important to monitor the project results in order to follow the evolution of the beneficiaries in the 
medium and long term and draw clear conclusions of the actions that can be replicated in other 
projects and areas. Also, in order to replicate this project, initiatives shall be created to exchange 
experiences and best practices with public and/or private entities as well as other EU projects. 

 As most NGOs and donors are today more focus on Syrian refugees, raise awareness of the national 
and international NGOs and donors as well as EU and UN regarding the situation of Palestinian 
refugees and disseminate the good results of this project to show that positive impacts can be 
achieved so as to expend source of funding. 

Performance rating: B 
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II The project 

 

A. Summary 

Title 
Economically empowering vulnerable Palestinian refugees in risk of social exclusion in 
Lebanon 

EU reference  DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

Period 01/12/2012 – 31/07/2015 

Total duration 32 months 

Total cost  826,169.47 EUR 

EU grant 650,691.07 EUR 

Grant Beneficiary  ONGD CIVES MUNDI (Spanish) 

Partners 
NAJDEH (Lebanese) 

FUNDESARTE (Spanish) 

Location  Rashidie, Ein El Hewle and Beddawi camps 

Objectives  

Overall objective: Contribute to the economic empowerment and the socio-economic 
rights of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon. 

Specific objective: Contribute to the promotion of equal access and control of the 
economic resources among Palestinian refugee women in Rashidie, Ein el Helwe and 
Beddawi/Naher el Bared camps. 

Target groups 
Popular committees, Vulnerable population inside the Palestinian refugee camps, 
NGOs, Palestinian committees and Unions 

Final 
beneficiaries 

120 Palestinian refugee women in risk of economical exclusion 

Estimated 
Results 

R1. Access and control on income generating activities for Palestinian craftswomen is 
improved.   

R2. Alternatives for conciliation between house and work of Palestinian Female 
workers in the 3 camps are proposed.  

R3. Palestinian population sensitized over Female Palestinian workers’ rights.   

R4. Capacity of civil society organizations to protect Palestinian refugee women’s 
economic rights in Lebanon reinforced. 

Main activities 

R1.A1 Training program on traditional Palestinian embroidery (Tatreez) for 120 
Palestinian craftswomen and 15 trainers among them. 

R1.A2. Training program for 120 Palestinian craftswomen (in Ein El Helwe, Rashidie 
and, Beddawi camps) in creation of national and international designs as well as in 
marketing strategies of embroidery Palestinian products. 

R1.A3 Training for 120 Female Palestinian craftswomen in self-employment 
opportunities. 

R1.A4 Created a cooperative of Palestinian refugees craftswomen with three 
headquarters, one in each camp (Rashidie, Ein El helwe and Beddawi). 

R2.A1. Publication of a study on the situation, scope and problems derived from socio 
economic exclusion of divorced/widowed Palestinian refugee women in the camps of 
Rashidieh, Ein El Helwe and Nahr El Bared. 

R2.A2. Publication of a guide of good practices at workplace for female Palestinian 
workers and adoption in action target areas working environment. 

R3.A1. Awareness campaign on the necessity of Palestinian refugee women in 
Lebanon in having access and control of income generating activities. 

R4. A1 Training by GUPW trainers for 120 Palestinian female refugees in leadership, 
communication and advocacy                                                

R4. A2 Produced a TV program on economic rights, with participation of local and 
national women leaders 
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B. Project description 

The project aim to contribute to the economic protection of Palestinian female refugees, who are the 
most economically vulnerable in Lebanon. In the identification process, it was discovered that, from a 
sample of 100 potential beneficiaries, these women contribute between 10% and 20% of the basic 
expenditures on housing (between 50,000 and 100,000 Lebanese pounds– approximately 25 and 50 
euros per month) due to the production and sales of embroidery work which they undertake in their 
spare time. Through various trainings (mainly on designs, marketing, and business management), the 
project intends to provide 120 beneficiaries with the skills and knowledge to run their own business of 
qualitative and competitive craftwork pieces. By increasing their incomes and achieving economic 
independence, they will also be socially empowered. Hopefully they will indirectly serve as an example 
and inspiration to other women in the camps. 

The main challenges faced by this action in obtaining results are to break the beliefs and local cultural 
practices that exclude women as full actors in the process of economic development in the camps, and 
on the other hand, their inclusion in the labor market. Given the high unemployment rate of men, the 
working female Palestinian refugees are more and more accepted in the camps since their incomes are 
necessary in addition to those of the men to cover housing expenditures. The action proposed is 
considered a revolutionary one since it not only includes women’s economic contribution to the 
household but also the achievement of economic independence and management of their own income, 
which will ultimately result in their inclusion in the social level. 

 

C. Context of the project.  

Lebanon is the only country that grants long-term resident status to Palestinian refugees (around 
400,000 people who represent 10% of the total population) but does not enjoy the principle of 
reciprocity. The intervention zones of the project are the three most populated Palestinian refugee 
camps in Lebanon. (Rashidie 30,000 inhabitants, Ein El Helwe 75,000, Beddawi 30,000 inhabitants). 

In these camps, only 13% of paid workers are women, compared to 67% of men. Women’s income is 
often 4 times lower than men’s income and only 10% of them earn the minimum wage (around $300 
each month). As Palestinian women refugees (53% of the total population of the camps) they face 
double discrimination, both on a national level and inside the camps.  

It is therefore necessary to advocate for the equal access and control of economic resources by 
Palestinian refugees and to promote equality in the camps society. To carry out this action, the project 
will rely on two key actors:  the GUPW (General Union of Palestinian Women) as a local representative 
of the Palestinian Authority for women in all the refugee camps in Lebanon, and the Palestinian 
Committee of Cultural Revival. They will both benefit of available means to promote their objectives. 

 

 

III. Evaluation objectives  

 
A. Objectives 

Strictly following the objectives specified in the terms of reference, the aim of this evaluation is to 
determine the relevance and fulfilment of objectives, development efficiency, effectiveness and to 
assess achieved impacts, and verify the sustainability of the benefits mainly to determine the extent to 
which the objectives and results foreseen in the initial logical framework have been met, progress 
achieved and challenges faced. The evaluation procures credible quantitative and qualitative 
information, providing relevant conclusions and practical recommendations for Cives Mundi and its 
partners to consider in the development of further programs in the region and sector of action.  

 

B. Methodology 

The mission was undertaken in four stages: i) the consultants initially gathered all the existing 
information; ii) then, a mission was organized in Lebanon to conduct interviews with key stakeholders; 
iii) next, interviews were carried out with key stakeholders in Spain; iv) and finally, all the data collected 
were analysed for the writing of the report. 
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a. Study of Cabinet 

This phase consisted in the preparation of the work plan for data collection and analysis as well as the 
logistic preparation of the mission. The work plan was flexible enough in order to accommodate last 
minute difficulties. The evaluation team also started analyzing existing documents (description of the 
action, logical framework, budget, subsequent amendments, annual reports, studies) so as to acquire a 
comprehensive knowledge of the project. The consultants prepared the evaluation tools establishing the 
list of questions based on themes to be studied, as stated in the Terms of Reference, according to the 
five OECD/DAC evaluation criteria. 

 
b. Field work  

This phase consisted in the implementation of the work plan for quantitative and qualitative data 
collection mainly in Lebanon and in Spain. The consultants performed the evaluation following the 
integrated approach to the project cycle management. Different techniques were used for the collection 
of information which was further analyzed to respond to questions previously established and provide 
greater justification to the conclusions and recommendations arising from the evaluation  

The methodology mainly consisted in the organization of interviews and meetings with key persons, i.e. 
the real beneficiaries, the persons who played a strategic role in the project implementation and the 
persons involved in the project implementation. The evaluation team met with as many persons as 
possible among which Palestinian refugee women from each camp as well as the three ToT; Cives Mundi 
team (both in Lebanon and Spain); Najdeh team; Fundesarte trainer expert in design; Amideast expert in 
creation of small-sized business; Delegation of the European Union in Beirut 

The questions asked during the interviews focused the evaluation work on a limited number of key 
points, allowing more targeted data collection, and a more in-depth analysis. A list of specific questions 
was prepared based on the key questions specified in the ToR according to the five evaluation criteria: 
o Relevance: whether the original objectives of the project were (and still are) consistent with the 

beneficiaries' real needs and problems 
o Effectiveness: whether the project’s objectives and results were achieved and the planned benefits 

received, taking into account their relative importance. 
o Efficiency: whether the results were achieved with the lowest possible use of inputs or whether 

there might have been a more appropriate way of achieving them. 
o Sustainability: whether the flow of benefits to the beneficiaries is likely to continue 
o Impact: Positive and negative, primary and secondary long-term effects produced by the project, 

directly or indirectly, intended or unintended. 

The questions were adjusted to the different person interviewed depending on their role in the project 
and presented in the most convenient language, i.e. English, Arabic or Spanish. All the answers were 
compiled in a table divided into several columns representing the different groups interviewed. 

 

c. Analysis, synthesis and report 

The consultants analysed all the information obtained along with all the project documents and drawn 
up several conclusions and recommendations. An overall performance rating for each of the above five 
evaluation criteria was included on the basis of the following scale: 
o a. Highly satisfactory (fully according to plan or better) 
o b. Satisfactory (on balance according to plan, positive aspects outweighing negative ones) 
o c. Less than satisfactory (not sufficiently according to plan, taking account of the evolving context; 

a few positive aspects, but outweighed by negative aspects) 
o d. Highly unsatisfactory (seriously deficient, very few or no positive aspects). 

 

C. Constraints and limitations  

The lack of a baseline to perform a more accurate quantitative study has meant an important limitation 

for the evaluation of this project. Also, in some cases, it is still too early to assess the real impact of 

some activities. 
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During the evaluation period, the consultants tried to meet with as many persons as possible; but, 

despite repeated intents to contact with everyone, it has unfortunately not been possible to meet or 

interview by phone/skype the following persons or organizations:  Mrs. Natalia Sancha, former 

Coordinator of Cives Mundi in Lebanon; Mr. Maher Abdul, Cives Mundi project accountant in Lebanon, 

Mrs. Heike Weber, director of Anat association, and any representative of the General Union of 

Palestinian Women (GUPW). 

As for the beneficiaries, it has not been possible to meet all of them either. Due to security reason at the 

time of the mission in Lebanon, the consultants could not travel to all the target Palestinian refugee 

camps; therefore, it was decided to gather the beneficiaries in the camp of Ein el Helwe; unfortunately, 

not all of them could join the evaluation workshop.  

 

 

III. Evaluation findings  

The results of the evaluation are organized and codified in accordance with the five key evaluation 
criteria of the Development Assistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD/DAC), i.e. relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, impact and sustainability. The 
compiled information gathered during the interviews can be found in the “Recompilation Table of 
Intevriews”, Annex 3 of the current report. 

 

A. Relevance 

The relevance of a project relates primarily to its design and concerns the extent to which its stated 
objectives correctly address the identified problems or real needs. In other words, relevance concerns 
the appropriateness of the project design to the problems to be resolved at two points in time: when 
the project was designed, and at the time of the evaluation. 

 

A1. How would you qualify the identification of the target group? Were they well defined? Were they 
a priority target group in the country? 

Regarding the target geographical area and the target group, the project is highly relevant. The 
Palestinian refugee camps of Nahr el-Bared /Beddawi (near Tripoli), Ein el-Helwe (near Sidon), and 
Rashidieh (near Tyre) are among the most vulnerable areas in Lebanon facing limited employment 
opportunities, poor housing conditions, security issues, severe socioeconomic conditions, and poverty. 
The refugees remain uprooted and rely heavily on assistance from UNRWA. The identified target group 
is also among the most vulnerable group in Lebanon. The Palestinian refugee women living in these 
three camps are underprivileged and definitely need support; they are a priority group in Lebanon, 
especially in terms of vulnerability and risk of exclusion. 

During the selection process, the criteria were enlarged. Indeed, in the original proposal, the target 
group included only widows or divorced women but, based on the evaluation findings, it was found out 
that in the reality the widows were not the most needed persons as they usually receive help from 
associations inside the camps which take care of their children, for instance. On the other side, there are 
some married women who present hardship cases and suffer more than widows, as no matter how 
disastrous would be their situation, associations usually don’t include them as a priority. Thus, taking 
into account these aspects, and due to the difficulty to meet the 120 widows and divorced women, the 
project expanded the scope of the selection criteria to married women, but focusing on hardship cases, 
i.e. women having their husband unable to work and therefore been in charge of maintaining the 
household, including for instance a woman whose husband is in jail and another one whose husband is 
disabled. So although the selection criteria were slightly modified, the target group remained highly 
relevant as it still focused on Palestinian refugee women, a vulnerable group in Lebanon.  

From the questionnaires filled in by the women interviewed, regarding how they were selected as a 
beneficiary to the project, most of them mentioned both, that they were “approached by the NGO” and 
that “others approached the NGO on their behalf”. Correlated to the statements made by the project 
management, it confirms the changes that occurred in the selection process. In addition, when asked 
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whether Civis Mundi and Najdeh explained them clearly the selection criteria, 100% of the woman who 
provided an answer answered affirmatively. 

The selection of the key stakeholders, such as Amideast, Anat, and GWUP, resulted to be optimal as the 
collaboration with these organizations during the implementation was close and very productive.  

 

A2. Did the project respond to real needs formulated by the intended beneficiary group? 

The women interviewed expressed that their most urgent needs at the time the project started was to 
work, so as to increase their incomes to sustain the daily needs of their families and to generally 
improve their socio-economic living conditions. This is even more important to them as being 
Palestinian refugees they are not entitled to work in many professions by the Lebanese Law. They also 
expressed the need to be empowered and acquire new knowledge and skills so as to be self-
independent. As secondary, there was a need to socialize more and change their daily routine.  

 

 

 

By focusing on building the women’s capacities towards an economic empowerment and the ability to 
control their resources and support themselves in the future, the project pertinently responded to the 
initial needs formulated by the beneficiary group inside the refugee camps.  

The trainings proposed suited the beneficiaries’ needs. For instance, Anat and Fundesarte trainings 
focused on the techniques, the history and value of the Tatreez but also on the production system and 
the development of valuable designs to be sold; while, Amideast based its training on one of their 
program, “Arab women entrepreneur”, which is addressed to women who want to either start 
businesses or continue to run one they have. For an optimal course, the contents were constantly 
adjusted to the beneficiaries’ age as well as their level of education, language skills and knowledge.   

 

A3. Is there still a certain coherence between the preliminary project proposal and the current 
context? Or did the nature of the problems/needs originally identified change? 

During the project implementation, the nature of the needs and problems to be responded by the 
Action didn’t changed but slightly grew. The more the women were learning, getting empowered and 
were taking ownership of the project, the more they were willing to increase their knowledge for the 
next step. The women commented that in the beginning their most urgent need was to learn 
embroidery so as to have a work and get paid but throughout the project implementation, the more 
they strengthened their capacities in embroidery, the more they understood better the whole process 
of production and selling and by the end of the project, once they had learnt the embroidery, their 
needs were more focused in all aspects related to promoting and marketing their production as well as 
run their own small business. The project adjusted to this reality through issuing two amendments 
accepted by the European Commission aiming, among other things, at enhancing the women’s 
capacities in the new designs, strengthening the links and connections with different outlets in Lebanon 
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to ensure the commercialization of these new products and also supporting the women in exploring 
other opportunities to market their embroidery in the country and abroad.  

In conclusion, although the project was adjusted to the current context, there is still a certain coherence 
with the original proposal as the adjustments were made appropriately as a continuation to respond 
better to needs that emerged during the implementation.  

 

A4. Overall design strength and weakness: 

Were the specific objective, the general objective, the results clear and coherent? Did the specific 
objective correctly address the identified problems and social needs? Were the objectively-verifiable 
indicators of achievement well-chosen and widely agreed upon? Were the choice and the quantity of 
the inputs realistic? What was the overall degree of flexibility and adaptability to facilitate rapid 
response to possible changes of circumstances? Was the plan of action in adequacy with the 
achievement of the activities? 

According to the European Commission, the initial proposal was not very clear and well-focused. First it 
was drafted in Spanish which created some dissensions as all actors involved in the project couldn’t 
understand it; thus it had to be translated into English and also reviewed before having the final version. 
However, once the final version was approved, the overall and specific objectives as well as the results 
were clear, comprehensive and coherent making sense in addressing the problems and social needs of 
the woman and their families. They were a useful guide through project planning and implementation 
activities. Based on the evaluation findings, the overall design was highly consistent with the needs of 
the women in the Palestinian refugee camps at the time. It was even an innovative proposal as the first 
embroidery project aiming not only to enhance the Palestinian women refugees’ economic 
empowerment but also to promote their economic independence to control their incomes. 

Regarding the objectively-verifiable indicators, the original ones were well identified and closely related 
to the resulting statement and activities. 

To some extent, the project was well planned in terms of inputs. The budget amount, i.e. 826,169.47 
Euros, was initially relatively appropriate and resulted to be adequate for achieving the project purpose 
although it needed some amendments throughout project implementation to reallocate some of the 
funds to different budget headings, adjusting the project to a certain reality. Regarding human 
resources, the staff attributed to the project was competent but maybe sometimes insufficient in 
accordance with the proposed objectives and workload, especially taking into account that most of the 
staff was not working 100% in this action. Throughout project implementation, the field personnel were 
stretched, as there were mainly two staff members, i.e. the Project Manager from Cives Mundi and the 
one from Najdeh, operating in three distinct geographical locations (the three targeted refugee camps) 
situated far from each other’s and with 120 beneficiaries. Cives Mundi Coordinator was also very active 
of course, however she couldn’t be in the field daily to support the project staff. Anyhow, it is important 
to mention that the field coordinators in each geographical level were capable to follow up with the 
embroidery workers and they continued to coordinate among each other’s till now.  

The project has coped well with various changes in circumstances. In general terms, the overall degree 
of flexibility and adaptability was very high since, during implementation, several changes were made (in 
the budget, chronogram, content of activities) with a view to always adjust the project to the field 
realities and to fulfil the objectives. The project team was always available for rapid changes for 
instance, the locations of the trainings were changed and multiply to give a more appropriate access to 
all the beneficiaries reducing the trips from one camp to another; the trainings contents were adapted 
from one training to another to better meet the needs of the target group; support was provided to take 
care of the women’s children while they attend the trainings, etc. The project was also able to adjust to 
unforeseen external changes, always placing the beneficiaries as a priority.  Also the European 
Commission showed a great degree of flexibility and adaptability approving the amendments required 
by the project team so as to ensure the fulfilment of the project results and objectives.  

In general terms, the initial plan of action was in adequacy with the project strategy. It was divided out 
logically settling for instance first the professional trainings in traditional Palestinian embroidery, the 
trainings in creation of national and international designs and in marketing strategies and then the 
trainings for the business development so that the beneficiaries could apply what they learned. 
However, some trainings were delivered in a very early stage of the implementation reducing therefore 
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their impact, as for instance the training on self-employment forecasted during the first year while the 
women would have benefit most from this training towards the end of the project when they started 
their business. Also, the initial duration of the project, i.e. 24 months, was too tight to properly allow the 
project team to catch the work dynamic and lay down the project strategy of implementation from the 
outset, and thus to achieve the activities in the predicted time. Although there were some adjustments 
and improvements on the action plan that needed to be made during the course of the project, all in all 
the plan of action was an adequate tool to work with.  

 

A6. Was the project in line with the development priorities of the targeted refugee camps? 

Knowing that in a refugee camp nothing can be done and sustainable without the local authorities’ 
approval, Cives Mundi was in close contact with the local leaders, Popular Committee and GUPW, during 
the identification so as to ensure that the project would be in line with the camps’ priorities.  

The Palestinian refugee camps don’t have any formal infrastructure. There is a lot of poverty and the 
unemployment rate is very high. Palestinian refugees in Lebanon have a disastrous socio-economic 
situation with a high percentage of hardship cases. The legal status of Palestinians refugees in Lebanon 
has never been addressed since their arrival in 1948. They are denied access to basic human rights, such 
as Lebanese public health care, public schools, social security, ownership of properties, etc. Plus, as the 
Palestinian refugees are not formally citizens of another state, they are not able to claim the same rights 
as other foreigners living and working in Lebanon. They are subject to many employment restrictions, 
they do not have the right to work in many professions, such as engineer, lawyer, journalist. The 5 main 
sources of income of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are: employment with UNRWA; remittances from 
relatives working abroad; employment in Palestinian associations or organizations; employment in 
agriculture and Lebanese companies; employment in shops and enterprises within the refugee camps. 
According to a study realized by the UNWRA, in the refugee camps in Lebanon, only 13% of the gross 
active population or employed population are women who generally work in sectors such as services, 
health, education or craftwork compared to 67% of men. Also, women’s incomes are four times lower 
than those of men doing the same jobs and only 10% of the employed women receive an income 
reaching the minimum wage. Given the disastrous socioeconomic situation in the Palestinian refugee 
camps and the high unemployment rate of men, the working women are being more and more 
accepted since their incomes are necessary in addition to those of men to cover housing expenditures. 
Thus, focusing on the empowerment of the women to improve their individual status and socio-
economic situation as well as the one of their family by extent, the project purpose was in line with the 
development priorities of the camps. 

Moreover, the rights of vulnerable women in general are one of the priorities of the EU in Lebanon as 
well as the implementation of trainings to achieve their independence, empowerment, thus the project 
was relevant to the EU priorities. 

 

A7. Were other actors working in the fields, either local or international consulted at the time of 
project design? 

A thorough identification process was conducted in the field at the time of the project design and many 
international and local organizations working with Tatreez were consulted to assess the way they were 
working and their objectives.  

 

 

B. Efficiency 

 

The efficiency criterion concerns how well the activities transformed the available resources into the 
intended results in terms of quantity, quality and timeliness. A key question is “were things done right?” 
and thereby also addresses value-for-money, that is whether similar results could have been achieved 
more by other means at lower cost in the same time.  
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B1.  The quality of day-to-day management: 

B1a How would you qualify the general management of the project? i.e. budget planning, 
administrative and financial management, implementation, and internal control standards, in 
compliance with EC rules and requirements? 

According to the EU delegation, the overall management was below average as the project faced many 
delays in its execution and three amendments were requested which is uncommon. The palpable 
problems of communication and coordination that occurred in the beginning between the two main 
partners, i.e. Cives Mundi and Najdeh, were certainly an important obstacle to a good management. 
From Cives Mundi testimony, although Najdeh had a major role in the project implementation, the 
organization maybe didn’t discern quite well that Cives Mundi, as the beneficiary of the grant, was 
responsible for the project implementation before the European Commission and thus in charge of the 
overall project management and coordination, which certainly lead to the lack of consensus and 
misunderstanding in the way of implementing the project. Nevertheless, following the feedbacks and 
recommendations of the Results Oriented Monitoring (ROM) conducted in September 2013 for the 
European Commission, the partners made significant efforts to find a consensus and work better 
together towards the achievement of the project objective and it definitely improved. 

Moreover, it is important to mention that the local project team was mostly Palestinian, thus highly 
competent in terms of field context. The project was coordinated by the Project Manager hired by 
Najdeh - who had excellent relationships with Cives Mundi – and the first Project Manager hired by 
Cives Mundi, who lives in Ein the Helwe. Besides, Cives Mundi Coordinator, albeit a Spanish expatriate, 
has been living in Lebanon for 10 years and thus perfectly knows the context and speaks fluent Arabic. 

In terms of administrative procedure, the project faced some delays, for instance in hiring the 
administrative and financial staff. Another weakness in the human resources was the important staff 
turnover during the project implementation; Cives Mundi Project Managers and Najdeh Accountants 
were changed several times which affected the smooth implementation and follow-up causing some 
delays due to the hiring process. In addition, the rigorous administrative requirements exacerbated the 
pressure on staff to deliver efficiently, ensuring quality assurance. 

Regarding the original budget, it was in line with the initial planned activities; however, as some 
activities had to be modified during the project implementation, the budget had to be adjusted 
accordingly reallocating some funds in other budget lines. During the evaluation, it has been observed 
that the budgetary, financial and administrative management were demanding, due to the challenges 
for working in Palestinian Refugee camps (which are not considered to be Lebanese soil but rather 
under UN jurisdiction affecting thus the internal regulation) as well as to the complexity of the EU 
procedures, especially taking into account that this project was the first experience for Cives Mundi in 
managing an EU co-funded project. Beside, regarding the internal procedures for financial control, Cives 
Mundi usually utilize an IT accounting tool, i.e. CONTAX, which depending on how it is used and/or for 
what kind of project, can be very useful; nevertheless, Cives Mundi recognized that in the framework of 
this project, this IT accounting tool resulted to be rather a constraint to a smooth management and it 
generated some delays. Not to mention, the turnover of Najdeh accountants (three different ones 
during the project implementation) which represented additional challenges insofar as each new 
employee requires a period of adaptation and professional learning. 

The project also faced some delays in the funds transfers which substantially affected its 
implementation. Usually Cives Mundi was ordering quarterly transfers based on monthly budgets sent 
by Najdeh. However, during mid-implementation, the project was stalled because Cives Mundi had sent 
some funds which were unaccounted for; although the money had been spent at local level, the 
supporting documents were not introduced in the CONTAX by Najdeh. Thus, Cives Mundi was reluctant 
to transfer more money until the previous expenditures would be justified. Another delay to be 
mentioned in the transfer of funds: Cives Mundi sent to the EU Delegation its request for the second 
payment on August 2014 but did not receive the funds until November 2014, 3 months later. 
Consequently, the different delays in fund transfers forced the local staff to stop and delay the 
execution of some activities due to a lack of money. Also, during these periods, the project staff didn’t 
receive their salaries, leading to the resignation of some of the staff members. 

However, despite all the initial difficulties, the local and overall project management gradually 
improved. 
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B1b. How would you qualify the operation and execution strategy as well as the internal control 
rules? 

Regarding the overall implementation strategy, what mainly stood out from the evaluation is a lack of 
transfer of information between the different actors involved in the project. Two main examples: i) 
FUNDESARTE’s trainer didn’t receive the project proposal or any information regarding the beneficiaries, 
such as profile, background, selection criteria, skills level, needs, etc., before starting her mission; she 
commented that it would have been relevant to have all this information before so as to prepare a 
better training strategy more adapted to the real situation since the beginning; ii) The beneficiaries, 
especially the ToTs, claimed that they were not informed about all the activities included in the project; 
no planned meetings were organized to inform them about the upcoming activities nor a timeline 
schedule was given to them either, thus they couldn’t answer properly to the beneficiaries when asked 
about the planning.  

Furthermore, the trainers from the different participating organizations, i.e. FUNDESARTE, ANAT, 
AMIDEAST and GPUW, didn’t meet in the project outset (either face-to-face nor through phone/Skype) 
to coordinate and adjust the content of their trainings so as to ensure coherence, homogeneity and 
avoid repetition of some topics. Regarding the logistic, however, all trainers agreed that they had a 
strong support from Cives Mundi and Najdeh in the field at the time of implementing their trainings. 

In conclusion, it appeared that, especially during the project first year, there was a lack of systematic 
and well-structured guidance from management to field staff and other stakeholders. However, the 
operation and execution strategy, as well as the internal control, improved during the second half of the 
project. In the long run, despite all the difficulties and delays, all the activities (taking into account the 
amendments) were implemented leading to the achievement of the specific objective. 

 

B1c. How would you qualify the relations/coordination with local authorities, institutions, 
beneficiaries, other donors? 

In general, excellent relationships were established between the project team and the beneficiaries, key 
stakeholders, local authorities - the popular committees, i.e. the political parties inside the refugee 
camps - and other local institutions throughout the project, which contributed to its overall success.  

Participating organizations: The relation between Cives Mundi/Najdeh and Fundesarte, Amideast and 
Anat was optimal. The coordination was productive and useful, not only for direct project interventions, 
but also for common capacity building of the project beneficiaries. 

Beneficiaries: The relationships between Cives Mundi/Najdeh and the beneficiaries have been 
improving and increasing throughout the project implementation. For leading the revival committee of 
the Palestinian culture, including embroidery, Najdeh Project Manager was very well-known by the 
women in the field and also by all local NGOs who trust her. Cives Mundi first Project Manager is a 
resident of Ein el-Helwe, he was visiting regularly the beneficiaries as well as Cives Mundi second Project 
Manager who was also very committed to the project.   

The target women had also excellent relations with the trainers, especially with the one from 
Fundesarte who kept following the women after finishing her mission and even after the project ended. 
She still follows up from Spain, giving recommendations on the colors, textiles and advice when the 
women are facing a problem. Plus, she is promoting the products in Spain bringing for instance an 
important order for the Christmas period.  

Cives Mundi / Najdeh: As previously commented, the relationship between both main partners was not 
the most optimal in the beginning, there was a lack of coordination, communication and transfer of 
information which certainly led to a misunderstanding in the way of conducting some procedures. 
Problems were maybe more important at executive level than at field level, since the team composed of 
Cives Mundi Coordinator, Cives Mundi and Najdeh Project Managers had a good coordination, met 
regularly, shared all information and always participated together to the EU debriefings. After the ROM 
evaluation, both partners were requested by the EU delegation to make an effort, which they did for the 
sake of the project and the Palestinian refugee women.  

EU Delegation: In general terms, the relationship between the EU Project officer and the local project 
team - i.e. Cives Mundi Coordinator, Cives Mundi Project Manager and Najdeh Project Manager - were 
optimal through exchange of correspondence and regular debriefing meetings. The EU Delegation 
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showed a high level of understanding and flexibility approving the different amendments submitted by 
the project. Nevertheless, for being its first experience in managing a EU co-funded project and with all 
the difficulties faced during the implementation, Cives Mundi, from its headquarter in Spain, expressed 
that sometimes the communication was not smooth and fluid enough although the EU always ended 
answering their questions and solving their doubts. Finally, the project management pointed out that it 
would have been very valuable that the EU Project Officer conduct a field visit in the three targeted 
camps, at least once during the project implementation, so as to observe the ground reality, be in direct 
contact with the project itself and meet with the beneficiaries. 

 

B2. To what extent the costs of the project were justified in relation with the benefits they generated? 
Was the investment in human means and materials gathered in order to reach the expected results 
adequate, sufficient and on time? 

Benefits, if seen in monetary terms, reach far beyond the invested funds, especially through the created 
long term and revolving effects the target beneficiaries will have. The relation between results and 
investment was satisfactory to the extent that the activities have been implemented within the 
forecasted budget. At the end of the project, it appeared that 100% of the total budget1, i.e. originally 
826,169.47 EUR, has been spent in the implementation of the activities and project execution; however, 
it was tightly calculated as for instance some staff salaries became too low in relation to the increasing 
living costs in Lebanon.  

In general terms, the investment in materials gathered in order to reach the expected results were 
adequate and sufficient. For instance, the target women now benefit from three workplaces, one in 
each camp, fully equipped with sewing machines, generators, raw materials and some also received eye 
glasses. Regarding the human means, given the scale of the project, it might have been short, stretching 
the staff to their limits, as they were responsible for project planning at field level, activity 
implementation and reporting while meeting all the rigorous EU requirements.  

 

B3. Beneficiaries’ participation: was the beneficiaries’ participation in the accomplishment of the 
project activities the expected one?  

The participation and motivation of the women has evolved throughout the project. From what 
emerged during the evaluation, in the early project implementation, the beneficiaries didn’t understand 
quite well the project and its objectives as it had not been clearly explained to them. They would attend 
the activities, mainly trainings, but they didn’t participate in the decision-making process; thus they 
didn’t understand the full picture of the project and the logic of intervention, they were wondering for 
instance the exact purpose of the trainings or why they wouldn’t get paid. It also appeared that in the 
beginning the women in Ein el-Helwe and Rashidieh camps were much more motivated than the ones in 
Nahr el-Bared, maybe because they were much more qualified and had more experience in the 
Southern camps. However, things positively changed throughout the implementation as the target 
women started to be treated as active actors and ended up being fully involved. 

During Fundesarte trainings, the target group became more and more active and participated in all 
decisions. The trainer would of course advise them but in the end all decisions regarding the kind of 
product, shape, Tatreez pattern, colours, etc. were taken in group. The workshops had a participatory 
approach based on the “learning by doing” or “design thinking” methodologies and also field visits to 
the souks in Beirut. The women didn’t only strengthen their skills in Tatreez and design but also learned 
to work in group and respect each other’s opinion. According to the trainer, from one training to 
another, their commitment considerably grew in an impressive way.  

During Amideast training, the participation was good. Some differences of course were observed in term 
of motivation and education level but the target women were generally interested in the topics as they 
were getting skills that they didn’t have access to before. According to Amideast trainer, Nahr el Bared 
had a more relaxed group, Rachidiya a more positive group and Ain el Helweh a more serious group.  

Another point important to highlight is Najdeh’s contribution to the promotion of the beneficiaries’ 
products in different ways, including in their shop Al Badia based in downtown Beirut (Hamra). This 

                                                           
1 No exact amount of the final expenditure was available at the time this report was written, as the final 
expenditures verification was being carrying out by the Spanish audit firm BDO) 
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promotion not only benefitted economically the beneficiaries (marketing, selling, and embroidery) but 
also certainly contributed to motivate them somehow to produce more in order to sell their products.    

In conclusion, the participation increased throughout the project implementation and finally resulted to 
be beyond expectations.  

  

B4. In relation to the management and development of the activities, was it possible to accomplish 
them within the predicted time? 

In general terms, despite the overall project management issues and the general context of insecurity in 
the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, most activities could be implemented and completed, taking 
into account that some were modified during the project implementation, such as the creation of the 
cooperative (R1.A4) and the TV program (R3.A1). The main challenge in terms of time were the 
important delays suffered at the beginning of the project which undoubtedly led to the postponement 
of the project closure. Thus the project faced many challenges in terms of meeting the deadlines and 
the set implementation targets were not always met with precision. The duration of the project had to 
be extended twice, first for 6 months and then for 2 additional months, in order to achieve the 
objectives and results as planned. In conclusion, the activities were effectively completed but not within 
the initial predicted time (24 months) if not within the 32 months the project finally lasted after the 
approval of both amendments to extend the project duration.  

 

B5. How would you qualify the communication level and the quality of the dissemination of the 
project’s activities and results? 

The Communication and Visibility Plan proposed was not totally achieved as initially planned as some 
activities resulted to be too ambitious or not feasible in a context of the camps with Palestinian women 
refugee, such as the TV program. Also, due to the delays faced by the project, some of the promotion 
materials were produced at the end of the project (especially the posters and leaflets) leaving limited 
time to distribute them. 

Notwithstanding, apart from that, the dissemination of the project’s objectives, results and activities 
resulted quite good. It was mostly delivered through the elaboration of visibility items (such as stickers, 
leaflet distributed among the population and a banner used during all the trainings), press releases, TV 
spots, videos, project website and Facebook page, online shop, distribution of the study and the guide 
for good practices among the community, organization of a closure ceremony. Also, when the project 
was launch, TVs and newspapers were invited to the kick-off workshop for a press release and during 
the implementation, regular meetings were organized with the partners inside the refugee camps, the 
political parties and the popular committee to present them the project and its objectives and update 
them on its achievement and the benefits to the target group.  

The European Union’s requirements in terms of visibility were respected by placing the EU logo in all 
publications produced in the framework of this project. Similarly, in the media and during public events, 
specific mention of EU financial contribution was always made. Finally, the visibility of EU support has 
been absolutely guaranteed also in the project website (www.tatreez.info/en/), the Facebook page 
(www.facebook.com/tatreezproject/?fref=ts) as well as the online shop (www.tatreezshop.com). 

 

B6. What has been the quality and regularity of the presented narrative and financial reports? 

The project team did quarterly reports; the last one was submitted to the EU delegation in February 
2015. Although not in EU format, this report contained an updated logical framework as well as an 
update of all costs incurred during of the whole project until 2015. Also, following a collect and analysis 
of field information of each activity provided by the partners (Najdeh and Fundesarte), by the 
stakeholders (Amideast, Anat, Gupw, etc.) as well as feedbacks from the beneficiaries, Cives Mundi 
Coordinator and Project Manager elaborated the interim narrative report in EU format. It was quite 
detailed making it possible to have a satisfactory appreciation on the progress of the activities’ 
implementation; however, both annual narrative and financial reports were not delivered on time to the 
EU delegation which afterwards generated some confusions between the submission date and the 
period covered by of the reports.  

 

http://(www.facebook.com/tatreezproject/?fref=ts
http://www.tatreezshop.com/
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B7. How would you qualify the internal/external monitoring? (ex: accuracy and flexibility, the use 
made of it, etc.)  

A Results Oriented Monitoring (ROM) was conducted on September 2013 for the Delegation of the 
European Commission to Lebanon providing external feedback on the performance of project. Some 
good results emerged from this monitoring; however, it has been particularly worthwhile to raise the 
alarm on severe problems in time, especially the lack of consensus between Cives Mundi and Najdeh. 
Pertinent recommendations were made for the project to take adequate measures to solve these issues 
and improve its overall management and implementation.   

The internal monitoring was appropriate and necessary for the proper execution of the project; and it 
actually positively improved following the ROM. The internal monitoring was performed on an ongoing 
basis, especially to quickly solve problems that arose from daily management. Coordination meetings 
were held regularly and additional meetings were organized when deemed appropriate to solve 
problems. Minutes of all meetings and quarterly reports were elaborated. The internal monitoring has 
allowed to highlight the necessary changes and react fast to, for instance, the need of extending the 
project duration and adjust/reorient certain activities to ensure the fulfillment of the objectives. 

Cives Mundi Coordinator had monthly meetings with local authorities and local associates while both 
Project Managers (from Cives Mundi and Najdeh) visited regularly the beneficiaries and local NGOs. 
Providing that Cives Mundi Project Manager and accountant are both resident of Ein el-Helwe, they 
were very available to follow-up and support the activities implementation in this camp. Visits were 
conducted regularly to Nahr el-Bared/Beddawi (near Tripoli) and Rashidieh (near Tyre) by both Project 
Managers. However, for a period of time, the team couldn’t conduct the internal monitoring in Naher El 
bared and Beddawi camps as there were gunfire and snipers which made it very unsafe. Thus, a Najdeh 
employee from Tripoli was hired to follow up on the logistic and operational issues concerning the 
trainings as well as the beneficiaries which facilitated the general coordination. 

 

 

C. Effectiveness 

 

The effectiveness criterion concerns how far the project results were used or their potential benefits 
were realized; in other words, whether they achieved the project purpose. The key question is what 
difference the project made in practice, as measured by how far the intended beneficiaries are really 
benefiting from the products or services it made available. 

 

C1 Are the reached results and beneficiaries the same as the ones initially envisioned (general and 
specific level)? (Still 120 women? In case some women dropped out, what was (were) the reason(s)?) 

The objective of contributing to the economic empowerment of Palestinian women refugees in Lebanon 
met expectations. In general terms, the project did increase the women’s skills and self-confidence; they 
get empowered to improve their socio-economic situation. Plus, the project provided a momentum for 
these women to get together and socialize working in a place outside home but also to raise awareness 
on their labor rights. The reached results and the group of beneficiaries remain mainly the same as the 
ones initially envisioned after the amendments and adjustment of the selection criteria respectively, 
although the final number of beneficiaries went down to 50 women at the end of the project. These are 
the women who are still attending daily the workplaces in Ein el Helwe, Nahr el-Bared and Rashidieh. 
The initially 120 targeted women did benefit from the trainings, but some dropped out before the end 
of the project. One of the main issue was that some women who previously worked with other NGOs 
were used to have fast benefits, i.e. they would be given a product to do and be paid directly as they 
finish the production; whereas within this project, the women had first to be trained on the whole 
production process, and once they started to sell their products, the money earned was distributed 
among all of them. Therefore, some of the women who needed/wanted to earn money quickly 
(although, the whole process was clearly explained by the project team) couldn’t continue this way and 
left the project. Another reason that emerged is that some women ended up more qualified than 
others, and were thus much more motivated and committed to continue to produce and benefit from 
their production. 
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C2.   Are the planned benefits received as perceived by the target beneficiaries?   

The action effectively met the expectations of the target Palestinian women refugees in the sense that it 
has succeeded in achieving the initially expected benefits, such as the strengthening of their capacities 
and skills, improvement of good practices at work in relation to health, their economic empowerment, 
control over their economic resources, among others, in Rashidieh, Ein el Helwe and Naher el-Bared / 
Beddawi refugee camps.  The project has enabled providing high quality training to the beneficiaries. 
These trainings sessions were mostly practical, based on the “learning by doing” method, and examples 
given were very customized and aligned with the beneficiaries’ lifestyle; they were constantly adjusted 
to their needs related to generate increased skills in Palestinian traditional embroidery, incorporation of 
new and marketable designs and acquired knowledge and skills to develop their potential creativity 
regarding self-employment. 

Regarding the labor rights of Palestinian refugees, it is more complicated and certainly too early to 
measure any significant improvements; it’s a longer-term outcome. However, the project certainly 
created at least a momentum for this to change. 

The Palestinian refugee women interviewed in the framework of this evaluation were asked to rank 
their overall satisfaction with the project. In equal proportions, they stated that they were “highly 
satisfied” (50%) and “satisfied to a certain extent” (50%). It is encouraging to learn that in regard to the 
impacts of the project, all woman believe that they are likely to be sustainable.   

90%

78%

30%

13%

50%

10%

13%

22%

10%

11%

30%

10%

10%

60%

89%

88%

20%

80%

88%

Timeliness of project (When you first knew about it)

Timeliness of the activities /benefits

Method of implementation

Adequacy of the activities proposed

Suitability of the project

Commodity of the activities implementation (workshop
place)

Cives Mundi / Najdeh’s responsiveness to your opinions

Cives Mundi / Najdeh’s interface with you

Level of satisfaction on:

not satisfied at all not satisfied satisfied to a certain extent satisfied highly satisfied

 

C3. What were the reasons that caused delays or impossibility of the implementation of some 
activities? 

The implementation of the activities suffered important delays due to some different reasons.  

1. First, the project started with a 5-month delay due to operative and administrative issues. For 
instance, although the grant contract stipules in article 2.2 that the “implementation of the 
Action shall begin on 1st December 2012”, Cives Mundi didn’t sign the contract until December 
26th 2012; and also delays in signing internal agreements, delays in the recruitment process of 
hiring adequate staff.  

2. Delays in fund transfers which led to the postponement of activities due to a lack of money  
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3. Availability of the trainers as sometimes the coordination with external trainers coming from 
abroad resulted difficult. 

4. Lack of infrastructure and human resources support from local associates, initially agreed at 
project design, due to the deterioration of the financial situation of Palestinian and Lebanese 
NGOs working in the refugee camps which paralyzed some activities while the project team 
look for solutions to find logistical support and spaces to continue the trainings 

5. Security situation and instabilities inside the camps. For instance, in Naher el-Bared, one of the 
trainer faced road obstacles due to shooting and closing roads 

6. Some incoherence in the planning of some activities. For instance, it was initially planned to 
train the ToTs and beneficiaries at the same time while the ToTs needed to be trained first. 
Thus, some trainings with the beneficiaries were delayed so as to first finish the ones with the 
ToTs. 

All these reasons led to several modifications of the plan of action which sometimes affected a bit the 
coherence of the overall logic of intervention. For example, the study was submitted very late while it 
would have been more useful at the beginning of the project to check to which extent this project was 
improving their status in general.  

Furthermore, during implementation, the project team realized that two main activities couldn’t be 
implemented as initially planned: 

1. The creation of the cooperative: due to the challenges faced by the project in legalizing a 
cooperative formed by Palestinian refugee women within Lebanese laws, and the costs and 
time it would suppose, the initial idea to formalize a legal cooperative was put aside in favour 
of advanced trainings in Tatreez designs and sewing as requested by the beneficiaries and 
recommended by different trainers who participated in this action. These additional formations 
complemented the previous ones that have proven excellent results but were not sufficient to 
cover the needs in new designs the beneficiaries were developing (such as sewing zippers, 
seams’ handcraft finishing, insuring a catalogue of patterns, quality protocol of production or 
even colours combinations and selection). Also, topics such as marketing plan and study for the 
shop online were included to help the women maximising their limited resources towards the 
best ways to promote their products and increase sells. 

2. The TV program: when starting recording in the refugee camps, the project team realized that 
the Palestinian community was very reluctant to talk in front of the camera given that most of 
the inhabitants of the camps belong to one or another political party or organization and are 
afraid that their words would be taken as the view of their political or social organizations. Thus 
this activity was replaced by several visibility actions displaying the beneficiaries’ products and 
message to the public at large, such as spots for TV broadcasted during pick time in two of the 
main TV stations in Lebanon, final closure event for the closure of the action with exhibitions of 
the beneficiaries’ products, panels and boards.  

 

C4. Has the behaviour of some of the partners or beneficiary groups changed during the 
implementation of the project? If yes, did it affect the achievement of the objective in a certain way? 

The behaviour of some actors involved in the project changed in different ways during the 
implementation. The most negative was certainly Cives Mundi and Najdeh’s difficult relationship; 
however, this was more internal and both partners made great efforts to ensure that their differences of 
opinion wouldn’t affect the achievement of the project objective. 

Apart from that, the changes of behaviour were mostly positive. Due to the proven good results, 
people’s interests gradually increased leading to a higher participation and/or commitment. The most 
important change to be highlighted is certainly the beneficiaries’ behaviour. The more the project was 
progressing the more they were understanding and getting the global picture and were more motivated; 
they went from not being fully involved to being fully committed. Their attitude also shifted from an 
individualist one to an altruistic one, they understood that there is strength in unity, that working all 
together can increase their potential and sustainability. The women became more aware of the 
importance of managing their own financial resources both in the association they end up creating and 
in their household. At the end the most significant wasn’t the products themselves but the dignity that 
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the women acquired, the real empowerment when they realized that they are able of doing something 
that others recognize as valuable. 

And, not only the beneficiaries’ behaviour changed positively but also the Popular Committee of the 
three refugee camps and the trainers. There was a great involvement from the trainers (ANAT and 
FUNDESARTE) that lead to increase the number of trainings sessions. For instance, Fundesarte trainer 
got much more involved with the beneficiaries throughout the project implementation and now that the 
project ended, she’s actually still following up their actions and helping them to go forward with the 
new productions and selling.   

These behavioural changes directly and positively affected the achievement of the project objective. 

 

C5. Were the objectively verifiable indicators suitable? If not, were they modified during the 
implementation?  

When the proposal was identified and drafted, the indicators were suitable, although some of them 
were a bit ambitious and/or difficult to measure such as the indicator related to women ability to 
manage the financial resources in the household. With the developments at regional level, 
consequences on Lebanon, they were slightly modified during the implementation to adjust to reality. 
Notwithstanding, one of the most important issue was the lack of an accompanying baseline data. 
Indeed, no baseline study was carried out at the beginning of the project implementation (the project 
team did start to conduct some surveys, but it was abandoned in the course of the project) which made 
it unclear to understand how the figures and percentages were set and made it difficult to do an 
appropriate follow-up of the indicators. Also, no control tools were established to measure effectively 
their performance and accomplishment during the project implementation. 

Based on the project documents, the following has been found regarding the indicators achievement: 

IOV Level of achievement 

Specific Objective: To promote Palestinian women refugees’ equal access and control over economic 
resources in Rashidie, Ein el Helwe and Beddawi refugee camps. 

At least 65 % of 120 women are 
empowered in decision-making and 
control over their incomes without 
depending on third parties at the end of 
the project. 

“Through the different trainings provided during the action 100% of 
the women were provided with the needed skills to be able to 
manage their own economic resources, especially regarding their 
new created income generating activity". (final report p.28) 

Contrary to their previous experience in Tatreez where they were 
merely copying designs on demand, the beneficiaries have had for 
the first time the opportunity to decide what to produce, how, and 
which materials to use. (final report p.31)  

100 % of the administrative, 
management and community based 
Palestinian handicraft women 
association economic decision-making 
posts are under the responsibility of 
Palestinian refugee craftswomen at the 
end of the project. 

Annual report of 2014 and final report, found that this result has 
been successfully achieved:  "100% of the administrative 
management and decisions in the common workspace are taken and 
run by Palestinian refugee women. 

The community based Palestinian handicraft association is currently 
managed and ran entirely by Palestinian Women living inside the 3 
refugee camps". (final cf. p28).  

At least 10 meetings organized by the 
popular committees (in total in the 3 
camps) through their own initiative 
about the problems which hinder 
equality in accessing the labor market 
and the economic management of the 
Palestinian refugee woman in Ein EL 
Hewle, Naher El Bared/Beddawi and 
Rashidieh camps at the end of the 
project.  

 

The final report confirms that "at least three meetings were 
celebrated with the popular committees in each of the camps to 
follow up the main problems the women suffer from inside the 
camps adding them on the agenda of the popular committees”. 
(final cf. p29)                                                    
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R1.  Access and control on income generating activities for Palestinian craftswomen is improved. 

At least 50% of the 120 beneficiaries 
increase their economic incomes by 
100% at the end of the project.  

No data is available on the exact % of their income increase, but 
beneficiaries reported that they are moderately starting to generate 
income.      

At least 25 % of 120 women put into 
practice their acquired technical 
competences in design, creation and 
commercialization of embroidered 
products through the creation of their 
own business or contractual service to 
the Community based Palestinian 
handicraft women association at the end 
of the project. 

Based on the final report,”65 % of 120 Palestinian handcraft women 
have put into practice their acquired technical competences in 
design creation, finishing and Tatreez patterns of embroidered 
products through the trainings" (cf.11).  

It is also specified that "45 beneficiaries" are working on producing 
Tatreez products "and 2 have created their own small enterprises 
being able to sell their products in the shop Al Badia" (cf. p27). 

 

R2.  Alternatives for conciliation between house and work for Palestinian female workers in the three camps are 
proposed. 

50% of Palestinian embroidery 
organizations in the camps adopt an 
internal code of good practices at the 
workshop.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Study on problems hindering female Palestinian workers’ rights have 
been published by Tatwir Centre for Studies, with the support and 
participation of some of the association’s members of the 
Palestinian Committee of Cultural Revival (cf. final report p18). The 
study includes a "report on the challenges that those women face in 
order to enter into the job market and list of recommendations to 
overcome them"(ibid). "The study (...) has allowed the creation of a 
specific action plan (…) that will contribute to eradicate social and 
economic problems"(p4) and "a commitment from some of the 
Associations, through a permanent dialogue, (…) was obtained in 
order to follow up with the proposed solutions aiming to improve 
the situation of Palestinian Women in the camps"(p19). 

A unique Code of good practices at the workshop have been 
published and disseminated amongst the 120 women. 400 copies of 
the guide were distributed among the different actors working with 
Palestinian women inside the three refugee camps. Final report 
states that "100% of the beneficiaries are adopting the good 
practices at work described in the document at their workshop 
established in each of the refugee camps improving their health 
condition". 

Physical injuries as a consequence of 
bad practices at work are reduced. 

Reports asserts that the health conditions of 120 women have been 
improved by providing regular medical services including "glasses, 
medicines and physiotherapy".  

3 safe work spaces for Female Palestinian craftswomen have been 
equipped in the three camps and no physical injuries as a 
consequence of bad practices have been reported. 

R3.  Palestinian population sensitized over female Palestinian worker’s rights. 

At least 45% of the representatives in 
each target group of the awareness 
campaign are convinced of the necessity 
of women's inclusion in the labor market 
at the same level as men two week after 
the closure of the campaign 

According to the annual report of 2014, "the majority of persons 
contacted and exposed to the campaign agree on the message 
conveyed”. Furthermore, "at least 70% of the target group who 
received the brochure, stickers and watched the TV spot film are 
aware about the right of working by the end of the campaign".       

At least 20 communication media, 
independent from the project promote a 
debate on the awareness campaign 
objectives during the duration of the 
project in the 3 camps. 

No data is available in the reports on whether different 
communication media, independent from the project, have 
promoted a debate on the awareness campaign objectives during 
the duration of the project in the 3 camps. 
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R4.  Capacity of civil society organizations to Project Palestinian refugee women’s economic rights in Lebanon is 
reinforced. 

At least 2 initiatives are organized 
spontaneously by the local organizations 
in favor of Palestinian refugee women's 
economic rights before the end of the 
project  

"A total of 10 workshops were delivered in each of the camps by the 
GUPW  regarding the following topics: Leadership; Gender equality; 
Conflict resolution and negotiation; establishment of networks of 
advocacy and campaigns; advocacy management of campaigns; 
public speech, discussing and debating and women´s participation in 
economic work; Modern participatory leadership; Stress 
management and successful communication skills; Management of 
difficult relations; The media and its important role in institutions 
and personal work." (final p.21). 

The leading organizations of Palestinian 
refugee women have established and 
approved a common action plan with 
adapted recommendations according to 
the specifics of each camps for the 
inclusion of women in the economic 
productive system of the three camps. 
at the end of the project 

Annual report of 2014 confirmed that a common action plan was 
under preparation, but the only data available on whether this 
action plan was achieved and  submitted to the popular committees 
is expressed in the following terms "Being aware the women needed 
more support and presence in social and political entities, we also 
involved these organizations in the project, being able to include 
some of the challenges faced by the women in their agendas, special 
mention to the Popular Committees veiling for social rights in the 
camps" (final p.8). 

 

C6. Did unforeseen external factors intervene? In that case, was the management adapted to ensure 
that the specific results would still be achieved? In summary, were the rights things done to ensure 
the potential beneficiaries to actually benefit from the project?  

During the project identification, a thorough risk analysis was carried out. Some risks initially identified 
ultimately did not happened, such as the fact that the men in the families wouldn’t allow the women to 
attend the trainings. Cives Mundi and Najdeh are perfectly aware of the context in Lebanon and of what 
it means to work in a geographical area with high risks and they of course did take into account the 
security issue in the context of Lebanon in general and in the Palestinian refugee camps in particular; 
however, they didn’t except the outbreak of the war in Syria and its consequences in Lebanon. At the 
time the project was identified, things were indeed starting to move in Syria but it wasn’t a war 
situation, Daesh and Al Nostra didn’t have the status they have now, there wasn’t a mass of refugees 
crossing the border. Thus, the most important unforeseen external factor that intervene during this 
project was certainly the Syrian crisis which worsen the situation. In the Palestinian refugee camps, the 
population drastically increased (e.g. in Ein el-Helwe, the population went from 70,000 to 120,000 
people) as well as the unemployment rate, which generated social tensions and a deterioration of the 
socioeconomic situation.  

Although the Syrian crisis never directly threaten the project execution, it did highly affect its 
management. First, the project faced difficulties in hiring adequate staff as i) at local level, the arrival of 
numerous international NGOs to assist Syrian refugees raised considerably the average salaries in the 
job market absorbing the best candidates, and ii) at international level, the organization/person 
withdraw as they were concerned over security issues in the country and in the refugee camps. Second, 
due to the reorientation of funds towards the Syrian refugees', the NGOs working with Palestinian 
refugees lost their financial stability and couldn’t support the project in terms of infrastructure (centers 
for the trainings) and human resources as initially agreed during the design of the project. This 
undeniably caused some delays in the implementation; however, agreements were made with other 
local NGOs in the refugee camps which provided logistical support and spaces to continue the trainings.  

Moreover, the situation inside the camps worsened. The instability and unsafe situation in Saida and 
Tripoli forced the project to postpone several time the implementation of some trainings.  

Notwithstanding, as commented previously, the project was very flexible and the management team 
made great efforts to adjust to any changes of circumstances and cope with the situation always bearing 
in mind the beneficiaries and the achievement of the project objectives.  
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C7. Was the balance of responsibilities between the various counterparts appropriate? 

From the different testimonies gathered during the interviews, it appears that the roles and 
responsibilities of the main actors involved in the project were not clearly defined since the beginning of 
the project which undeniably led to some confusion and misunderstanding regarding the project 
management. Indeed, even five months after the project ended, Najdeh still feels that the balance was 
inappropriate and that both partners should have had equal responsibilities while Cives Mundi feels that 
Najdeh was not conscious that as the signatory of the grant contract with the EU, Cives Mundi 
undertook “to carry out the Action under its own responsibilities”, as stipulated in article 1.3; reason 
why they established their norms and procedures of management. This lack of clarity, coupled with 
some problems of coordination and communication, has certainly been one of crucial points that have 
marred the relations between the two main partners. 

Nonetheless, regarding the field team, the balance of responsibilities was opportune as Cives Mundi and 
Najdeh Project Managers worked in close coordination, were both totally aware of all management 
procedures and activities implementation and also always attended together the meetings at the EU 
delegation.  

     

C8. During the project implementation, was there a synergy with other projects or programs? 

Among the projects supported by the European Union in Lebanon to enhance economic empowerment, 
it seems that none are strictly related to Tatreez handcraft or to the Palestinian community in Lebanon; 
that’s the reason why this action didn’t develop specific synergies with any other projects or programs 
financed by the European Commission during its implementation. However, synergies were developed 
with other embroidery projects, like “In3ach” for instance, although their vision and the products they 
made were different. 

When the project was launched, a kick-off workshop was organized with the participation of all 
Lebanese NGOS specialized in the Tatreez sector not only to present this project but also to put some 
ideas together. An important action was the creation of a steering committee which included 
representatives of the beneficiaries from each target camp (Naher el Bared, Ein el Helwe and Rashidie), 
representatives from Cives and Najdeh but also representatives from four local NGOs working in 
Tatreez, as well as two independent Tatreez designers. Regular meetings were conducted to discuss 
good practices and to decide the best way to convey the new designs produced by the women into a 
successful marketing shape. 

 

C9. If any failure or shortcoming appeared: were they due to the fact that fundamental issues were 
not taken into account during the implementation of the project, such as questions of gender, 
environment and inequality? 

Environmental issues have not been of significance in this project; however, during the trainings on 
Tatreez design, the trainer highlighted the importance of optimizing the fabric (using a pattern and a 
meter) and using the leftovers to create small products, which is the first step of eco-design. 

   

C10. Which activities/results have led to a greater individual, economic and social independence of 
the beneficiaries in the project? 

The project was designed in a multidimensional approach so as to reach the beneficiaries directly but 
also the community at a larger scale.  
The result that certainly contributed more to a greater individual, economic and social independence of 
the targeted Palestinian refugee women is undeniably the Result 1 focusing on the improvement of the 
access and control on income generating activities, through a set of high quality trainings. The purpose 
was not only to improve the Tatreez techniques of the target women but also to enhance their self-
development. On one hand, their skills and capacities in traditional Palestinian Tatreez patterns, sewing 
and finishing techniques, creation of innovative national and international designs, marketing, self-
management of their own businesses and production process, among others, were built and 
strengthened. From the testimonies gathered during this evaluation, the women really appreciated the 
design trainings where they had for the first time the opportunity to decide what to produce, how, and 
which materials to use; apart from the sewing techniques and Tatreez patterns, they learned about the 
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different textiles, how to buy them and how to match the colors. Unlike their previous experience in 
Tatreez, where they were merely copying designs on demand, the beneficiaries have started to dedicate 
time to think and create and develop their own style. They gained in self-esteem and became more 
responsible. On the other hand, through a set of trainings in business planning, marketing, sales and 
management of economic resources and small enterprise, the beneficiaries were empowered and 
gained self-confidence to engage in a social entrepreneurship establishing their own organization that 
would enable them to continue working together independently from any external actors. 
The trainings were also an opportunity to connect the three targeted refugee camps enhancing the 
networking, the sharing of experience and knowledge between the women who understood the 
importance to work together for better and more sustainable results.  
The result 4 tackled another important aspect of the target Palestinian refugee women’s empowerment 
that would led to a greater economic and social independence. Through trainings in leadership, gender 
equality, conflict resolution and negotiation, advocacy, public speech, communication skills, women´s 
participation in economic work, among other, the beneficiaries gained self-confidence and self-
development enabling them to be more involved in political and social decision-making processes inside 
the camps and to stand for their rights.  
The result 3, through TV spots and video documentary, raised awareness on the Palestinian women’s 
labor rights at a larger scale; although it is too early to measure the impact of this campaign, it certainly 
created a momentum to promoting an enabling working environment for the Palestinian women 
The result 2 highlighted through a study the problems faced by divorced and widow women in the 
Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon in their access to the labor market and gives very relevant and 
valuable recommendations to UNRWA, Civil Society Organizations, Vocational Training Institutes and 
Programs, Local Authorities, Popular Committees, and Syndicates as well as the women themselves. In 
complement, a guideline outlining 12 good practice recommendations towards several areas (education, 
health, social and cultural participation, as well as efforts to combat legal and social discrimination) was 
elaborated for an integrated and unified approach to the empowerment of divorced/widowed women 
in Palestinian refugee camps. If all these recommendations are put into practice, it will have a positive 
impact not only on divorced, widowed, separated and never married women presented in these studies 
(the original criteria of selection of the target group of this Action) but on all Palestinian refugee women. 
 

C11. In the specific context of the targeted camps, how would you define the correlation between the 
equal access and control over economic resources, and the empowerment of Palestinian refugee 
women? 

Empowering women economically is the first step towards self-confidence, independency and the equal 
access and control over economic resources. Thanks to the income generating activities, i.e. the selling 
of the Tatreez products, most of the targeted Palestinian refugee women now earn money and can 
share a small percentage of the household budget with their husband/man head of the household. 
Although this percentage is still limited and it is still early to measure the actual impact on the 
household budgets and families, as the women are just starting to work on their own, an important step 
have been reached.  

 

 

D. Impact 

The impact denotes the relationship between the project purpose and the overall objective that is the 
extent to which the benefits received by the target beneficiaries had a wider overall effect on larger 
numbers of people in the sector or region or in the country as a whole. The analysis took account of the 
fact that, at this level, the project is only one of a number of influences contributing to the wider 
outcome. 

 

D1. To what extent the planned overall objective is been achieved? And, how far that is directly due 
to the project? 

Based on the project documents, it has been found the following on the level of achievement of the 
Overall Objective: 
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IOV Level of achievement 

Contribute to the empowerment of Palestinian refugees’ socio-economic rights in Lebanon. 

Increase of women’s 
participation in entities of 
political decision-taking 
(popular committees and 
political parties) and 
thereby promoting the 
“women’s agenda” in local 
policies. 

Due to the increasing tension and violence developed inside the Palestinian camps 
in Lebanon, echoing the last developments occurred in the war in Syria, in the last 
phase of the project the political situation became very unstable challenging the 
incorporation of more women into political organizations in the camps.   

At least three meetings were celebrated with the Popular committees in each 
camp with the participation of a representation of the beneficiaries of the project 
addressing the main challenges the Palestinian women face inside the camps in 
order to include them on their agendas. (final report p. 26) 

Increase of the number of 
the women taking on the 
management of resources 
in the household.  

It has to be highlighted that due to the unstable political situation of the Refugee 
Camps, the relationships among the other political actors became quite 
challenging at the latest stage of the project, this fact together with the reduction 
of funds available for UNRWA and other key actors on the economic aspects 
cannot be verified.  

However, it´s worth mentioning that from our observation through the life time of 
the project, the beneficiaries after being enhanced through the project´s activities 
and training sessions, had become more self-confident in regards to managing the 
economic resources of their households. (final report p. 26) 

Increase of the number of 
working Palestinian 
women.  

Currently from the initial 120 women involved in the project there are 45 
beneficiaries working on producing Tatreez products and 2 have created their own 
small enterprises being able to sell their products in the shop Al Badia, located in 
one of the most attractive areas of Beirut and managed by the local partner of the 
project, Najdeh. (final report p. 26) 

Participation and 
management by the 
women in the economic 
systems of the camps. 

Regarding the increase of management by women, the beneficiaries have 
organized themselves to overcome special circumstances due to security problems 
in Lebanon that affect the camps. They have resort to the new network created 
among the beneficiaries, using social media, such as WhatsApp groups and the 
Facebook page of the project to coordinate the activities of the project between 
the three refugee camps, and deal with the challenges during the implementation, 
such as finding alternatives places of training when the usual ones are not 
accessible. Likewise, the three workshops set up in each of the camps, are ran by 
the beneficiaries, initiating the process of a collective management before strange 
to them, since they were merely related to the employers as per demand of 
Tatreez items. (final report p. 26) 

Increased awareness 
about negative effects of 
early marriages due to 
economic reasons among 
targeted beneficiaries and 
families 

Within the awareness campaign advocating for improving the access of Palestinian 
women to the job and economical market in the Palestinian camps, different 
materials were produced and distributed inside the Palestinian camps aimed to 
improve the situation of Palestinian women, such as flyers, the study and the good 
practices guide. 

None of the beneficiaries´ families got an early marriage in their family since the 
beginning of the project, which really showed the increased awareness of them 
regarding its negative effects. (final report p. 26) 
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Consolidation of civil 
society´s work through the 
reinforcement of 
associations working in 
network within the 
Palestinian refugee camps 
of Ein EL Hewlew, Naher El 
Bared/Beddawi and 
Rashidieh.   

The strength and the capacity of Civil Society organizations working in the 
Palestinian camps have been reinforced by the skills acquired in relevant topics, 
such as leadership, communication, conflict resolution, etc. 

Some of the associations that benefited most from the project were the members 
of the Palestinian Committee of Cultural Revival which were very much involved in 
the project activities. This committee gathers all the organizations of traditional 
Palestinians embroidery (Tatreez) and works in the 12 Palestinian refugee camps 
in Lebanon. It is composed of 9 associations. Two of them are cultural and 7 are 
embroidery focused.  

Although project had to abandon the full inclusion of the NGOS working in the 
Touraz committee due to the constant disputes and internal political, organization 
and historical different positions that were blocking any advance concerning 
Tatreez in Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, the study and the guide for good 
practices at work was distributed to all members of the Touraz Committee.  

The Touraz committee was instead replaced with a stirring committee where only 
NGOs committed to the project remained to take decisions concerning the 
advance of the project (…). (final p28) 

 

As evidenced through field visits, it is too early to rigorously determine the overall impact of the project 

on the whole Palestinian women community; it will have to be measured at medium and long term as it 

will depend on the commitment of the various stakeholders and the willingness of women to continue 

with the actions of the project. It was nevertheless observed that the project contributed to the 

empowerment of Palestinian women refugees’ socioeconomic rights in Lebanon, improving the living 

conditions of its beneficiaries and their access and control of economic resources. As showed by the 

indicators above: empowered through the trainings, the beneficiaries became more self-confident in 

regards to managing the economic resources of their households; 45 beneficiaries are currently working 

on producing Tatreez items and 2 have created their own small enterprises. The workplaces of each 

target camp are administrated by the beneficiaries, initiating the process of a collective management. 

None of the beneficiaries got an early marriage in their family since the beginning of the project. The 

capacities of CSOs working in the Palestinian camps have been reinforced by the skills acquired in 

relevant topics, such as leadership, communication, and conflict resolution. The beneficiaries organized 

meetings with the Popular Committees about the problems which hinder equality in accessing labor 

market and economic management; however, due to the increasing violence in the camps, the political 

situation became very unstable challenging the incorporation of more women into political 

organizations. The target women gained income-generating skills which will benefit people beyond the 

project direct beneficiaries, such as their families. Also, by linking the women with the labour market, 

they become an actor in the development of their camp and, in the medium and long-term, if the 

women keep on with their small business, it should also have a positive impact at camp level 

contributing to the camps' economy growth. 

After a first phase of training sessions, the target women are modestly starting to generate income by 

producing and marketing their products. In Nahr el Bared, due to the rent and the bills they pay for the 

workspace, the gains are even more modest. In addition to this nascent economic betterment, the 

project has also socially empowered women bringing them to form one entity of craftswomen.  

Although the project slightly contributed to the equal access to work through awareness campaign, it 
still remains a more difficult aspect to measure. As directly linked to the issue of Labor Rights, this goal 
will be achieved in the medium or long-term with continuous awareness campaigns and the 
contribution of further actions. 
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D2. Have the impacts of the project been facilitated / constrained by project management, by co-
ordination arrangements, by the participation of relevant stakeholders? 

The partnership problems between Cives Mundi and Najdeh in the project outset and the important 
delays had in a certain extend a negative impact on the project implementation; however, measures 
were taken appropriately and the approved amendments for a no cost extension had positively ensured 
the achievement of the project impact. 

 

D3. Did the assumptions identified in the project’s log frame result to be coherent?  Were other 
assumptions taken into account during the implementation? If yes, which ones? 

During the identification process, Cives Mundi carried out a thorough analysis of the risks. In-depth 
interviews indicated that the assumptions identified in the original logical framework generally 
remained coherent and were taken into consideration during implementation, such as the “Popular 
committees and political parties commitment”, the “correct appropriation of the project from 
Palestinian community based Palestinian handicraft women association”, the “commitment from the 
trainers” or the “collaboration of the participating organizations in the study”, among others.  

The overall security and stability in Lebanon, and in the refugee camps in particular, was of course an 
important factor the project considered from its design and throughout its implement; however, what 
wasn’t expected was the outbreak of the war in Syria that had serious repercussions in Lebanon, such as 
the massive influx of new refugees and the degradation of the socioeconomic situation in the region.  

Finally, one assumption, i.e. the “Legal restrictions on the right of association for the Palestinians does 
not worsen”, had unfortunately proved to be otherwise as the Lebanese legislation had a negative 
impact outside the project 's control on the creation of the Palestinian craftswomen cooperative 

 

D4. Do you think that the overall impact of the project could have been achieved otherwise? 

The strategy developed by the project reinforced a wonderful potential that the beneficiaries already 
had, the Tatreez embroidery, but from which they weren’t fully benefiting; thus, the strategy was 
successful contributing to the socioeconomic empowerment of the women through an important 
symbol of Palestinian culture. However, during the evaluation it was found that the overall impact could 
have certainly reached a higher level if the beneficiaries had been more involved in the project 
implementation and coordination from the outset and also if the different trainings had been carried 
out in the three refugee camps since the beginning of the project. The project couldn’t however have 
any leverage on the unexpected deterioration of the situation in Syria and the considerable influx of 
Syrian refugees which had damaging repercussions on the impact.   

The Palestinian refugee women interviewed in the framework of this evaluation were asked their level 

of satisfaction of this project compared to similar benefits provided by other similar project. The results 

are very much in favor of the activities/benefits proposed by this project 
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D5. To what extent the economic support given to the Palestinian refugee women has served to 
strengthen their skills to access and control income generating activities; and to provide them 
alternatives for conciliation between house and work 

It has been observed that thanks to the various trainings delivered, the project succeeded in offering 
opportunities for obtaining income-generating skills to the direct beneficiaries. The support given to the 
target women has served to the extent that they have decided to create their own organization to 
generate economic resources and be independent. As of the 17th of January 2016, a non-profit 
Community Based Palestinian Handicraft Women Association have been legally registered and is fully 
managed by the women.  

Even if they have started to generate income as a result of using the skills acquired through project 
training activities, feedbacks from various stakeholders during field visits emphasised the importance of 
a continuous support to women. Given the novel character of their association and the fragile nature of 
the gains, they still need to be accompanied while transitioning into craftswomen entrepreneurs.  

As observed during field visits, the project has greatly and singularly succeeded in providing the target 
women with an alternative for conciliation between house and work. Contrary to their previous 
experience of embroidery employees, the women have now developed a sense of ownership towards 
their business. They have instituted an effective distribution of work for the benefit of everyone.   

 

D6. Did the project contributed to raise awareness throughout civil society in Lebanon to defend and 
to protect the economical and labor rights of Palestinian women refugees? 

Beneficiaries expressed that they feel being now an actor in the process of the economic development 
of their camp. As for the causality analysis of the project impact on the refugee and national 
communities, it cannot be established as clearly as on the direct beneficiaries. 

The social exclusion of Palestinian refugee in Lebanon and the deprivation of their economical and labor 
rights is a structural problem. With the deterioration of the situation in Syria and the considerable influx 
of Syrian refugees in Lebanon, changes regarding the socio-economical rights of Palestinian refugees are 
unlikely to happen anytime soon on an institutional level. 

However, a great deal of effort has been inputted by the project in an awareness-raising campaign 
aimed at sensitizing both, the refugee and national communities, on the necessity of economically 
empowering Palestinian women. Amongst others actions, the participation of craftswomen in 
exhibitions, the distribution of flyers and stickers, the broadcasting of a TV spot and the closing 
ceremony tried to reach the widest audience possible. 

To increase the impact at national level of the awareness campaign, synergies should have been made 
with Najdeh’s “Right to Work” campaign which advocate for the Palestinians right to work since 2004. 
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D7. What are the most positive effects of the project? Were there negative effects that aroused 
during implementation or afterwards? 

What emerged form the evaluation are the following: 

Most positive effects: 

For the target Palestinian refugee women 

 Social and personal empowerment 

 Economic self-independency developed  

 Embroidery skills and sewing techniques strengthened 

 Capacities in business management and technical skills (balance sheet, income statement) built 

 Capacities in leadership built 

 Income increase (for having a work and also for getting all the benefits of their sells, no 
intermediary); they can now participate in the household budget and help sustaining the daily 
needs of their family  

 Self-confidence re-boosted and enhanced and self-acquirement of dignity 

 Team working capacity built 

 Capacity to conciliate work and personal life strengthened  

 Opportunity to run their own business  

 A safe workplace fully equipped to work together in good conditions (light and electricity) and 
socialize at their disposal in each camp (Nahr El Bared, Ein El Helwe and Rashidieh).   

 Palestinian Traditional Embroidery books available in each of the three workplaces  

 Connection of the three Palestinian refugee camps towards a same objective 

 Abilities to market their product at local and international level 

Others: 

 Change of attitude of the men: they admire the efforts done by the women and understand 
that they can help sustaining the daily needs of the family.  

 The innovation in Tatreez design including sophisticated modern items, more modern, more 
colorful, more adjusted to the actual society and with affordable prices. First project to propose 
these changes in all the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon. 

 Excellent level of acceptance of the products in the market 

 Other organizations who were first doubting about the new products are now admiring them 
 

Most negative  

For the target Palestinian refugee women 

 Some weakness in the planning strategy. 

 Lack of information regarding the project strategy as well as the plan of action (including all the 
activities that were to be implemented) 

Others: 

 Some problems aroused with other NGOs because i) they did not agree with the idea of 
empowering the women to be independent, and ii) they did not understand/accept the 
revolution in Tatreez items promoted by this project. 

 

D8. Were any other groups affected negatively by the project?  

In a certain extent, the other NGOs working in Tatreez. As this project is distinguished by combining the 
traditional Tatreez with modern designs, the project team and beneficiaries received some complaints 
during the exhibitions from other similar projects criticizing the changes made in the Tatreez patterns 
and claiming that their work was not acceptable; whereas, the project did not change the traditional 
Tatreez patterns but the models of the items and the background colors so that these products would 
respond better to today’s market being more attractive to the new generation. And actually, it can be 
observed that where these products are put for sale among other products from other NGOs, they are 
the people’s first choice! 

Based on the evaluation findings, another reason why these other NGOs complained, it’s because the 
initial idea of the creation of a cooperative where the women would be fully responsible and would fully 
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manage the benefits of their sales was in contradiction with these NGOs’ economic interests. They 
believed that this project, by empowering the beneficiaries to be independent, was “steeling their 
women” - i.e. the women that work for them and get paid little benefiting economically the NGOs. 

 

 

E. Sustainability 

 

The sustainability relates to whether the positive outcomes of the project are likely to continue after 
external funding ends, and also whether its longer-term impact on the wider development process can 
be sustained at the level of the sector, region or country. 

 

E1. Ownership of objectives and achievements: how far all the actors were consulted on the 
objectives from the outset? Were the beneficiaries involved in the identification, management and 
maintenance of the project? Did all the partners agree in the beginning and remain in agreement 
during the implementation of the action?  

When the project was launched, the objectives were explained to the target Palestinian refugee women. 
However, from different testimonies gathered in the framework of this evaluation, both from the 
implementing organizations and the beneficiaries, it can be observed that in the beginning, the target 
women were not fully involved in the implementation and decision-making processes which generated a 
certain confusion and misunderstanding of the purpose of the project and of the logic of intervention 
implemented to reach it. The women only participated in the proposed activity without a clear 
understanding of the full picture. Therefore, the project failed at first treating the target women as mere 
beneficiaries rather than active actors in the implementation. 

Nonetheless, throughout project implementation, it definitely evolved and for the best. The 
beneficiaries were increasingly involved in the project, consulted on several aspects, including the 
maintenance of the workshops, their priorities, the materials, the equipment, etc. Had there not been 
an increase in their involvement, the project objective wouldn’t have been achieved. 

Regarding the trainings, the contents and topics proposed were prepared by the trainers based on their 
experience with similar target groups. For instance, Amideast delivered basic material that had been 
delivered with proven record to other underprivileged women who had needs for entrepreneurial skills. 
Although the beneficiaries were not involved in the initial preparation of the trainings, they were 
involved in adapting the program to their current situations and personal lives. The content was 
adjusted from one session to another taking into account their requests and doubts as well as their level 
of education and knowledge. The same was observed with the trainings implemented by Fundesarte 
during which the women could choose the models they wanted to work on, the combination of colors. 

By the end of the project, there was a strong feeling of ownership from the target group. The women 
are happy, proud, self-confident and very motivated. They started to benefit directly from the products 
sales, and even if it’s not much yet, they are finally starting to see the results of the project and of their 
intense work and efforts in the production process. They now feel that they totally own the project 
which has been concretized by the creation of their own association “TATREEZ” to continue the project 
on their own. And as one women said about the workplaces established in each camps, “we feel it’s our 
second home!”.  

 

E2. Policy support and institutional capacities: how far the governmental organizations supported the 
project? To which extent the project is embedded in local institutional structures?  

The project didn’t have much contact with the Lebanese authorities as in general, NGOs working with 
the Palestinian community don’t receive any support from any Lebanese government or governmental 
institutional body; besides, inside the Palestinian refugee camps, the Lebanese government is not 
represented. The only part of the project that requested the Lebanese government support was the 
creation of a Palestinian cooperative; however, it wasn’t in compliance with the Lebanese laws.  

Nonetheless, the project is well embedded in local institutional structures at camp level. All activities 
were shared with the local authorities inside the Palestinian refugee camps, known as the Popular 
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Committees. From the different interviews during the evaluation, it emerged that the Popular 
Committees of each target camps were very supportive to the project since the beginning and helped a 
lot during the implementation as they definitely considered it as a proper project to improve the 
economic situation of the women in the camps. As a matter of fact, it is important to highlight that even 
six months after the project ended, the Popular Committees are still supporting the project which shall 
ensure the continuation of the project positive assets. 

UNRWA was also very supportive during the implementation providing beneficiaries, helping the woman 
on different issues. 

 

E3. Financial sustainability: did the project budget (and changes made during implementation) result 
to be in adequation with its purpose? To what extend the E.U. subventions contributed towards the 
achievement of the objective in such a way that it will last after the end of the project? 

The project budget was adequate to meet the stated results and specific objective, especially after the 
amendments. The final total of project expenditures reached an a little more of the initially forecasted 
826,169.47 EUR which is highly satisfactory.  

Without the financial support of the European Commission, this project could not have been achieved; 
however, the objectives will be sustained by the local partners and target groups. Indeed, the EU 
support has enabled establishing the basic conditions for sustainable income generating activities that 
will be managed by strengthened Palestinian refugee women. From the different feedback, it emerged 
that the capacity building and support provided to the target group throughout the 32 months have set 
the conditions for continuation and sustainability of the project after it ends. Beside, due to the project 
coherence with the Popular Committees’ values in the three Palestinian refugee camps, the activities 
will continue to receive their attention and support beyond the project duration.  

The EU Delegation to Lebanon regularly launches specific calls for proposals, some of which should be 
related to Palestinian refugee women economic empowerment, taking into account the EU commitment 
in addressing the most vulnerable groups and gender issues. 

Regarding the financial sustainability, it can be read in the Description of the Action, p.38, the following: 
“Women participating in the project will receive professional training on knowledge, design, marketing 
and the creation of enterprises and social entrepreneurships for the subsequent creation of a 
cooperative. During the implementation period, the cooperative will be supervised and guided by experts 
on marketing and legal issues. An on-line shop will be created in 3 languages to disseminate the products 
through social networks. A free access to the Najdeh shop in Beirut will be offered, that will permit a 
significant increase in the reach of customers and therefore the number of sales. These activities as well 
as the awareness and control and management of financial resources, will allow women to start earning 
incomes by the end of the implementation period of the project, so the expert staff will have time to 
correct possible errors or issues which have not been taken into account to ensure the financial 
sustainability of the project after the deadline of the implementation”. 

Therefore, the project initially planned to establish a cooperative so that the trained Palestinian women 
could become autonomous once the project ended. Unfortunately, the project didn’t count with the 
challenges they would have to face for legalizing a Palestinian cooperative in accordance with the 
Lebanese Laws.  The project realized that guarantee the sustainability of this particular project resulted 
to be more complicated than expected. 

However, as it was important for the implementing organizations to find an exit strategy so as not to 
leave the beneficiaries on their own after such personal development once the project would come to 
an end, an alternative was found in close coordination with the beneficiaries in order to ensure their 
sustainability and financial independency, i.e. the creation of a handicraft women association. As a 
matter of fact, such as it was initially planned with the idea of the cooperative, by belonging to a 
common entity, the target women could benefit from a legal structure to promote their products at 
local or even international level, search funds opportunities, establish links with shops and continue 
producing and selling independently, an interest that has been growing gradually throughout the project 
as the target women were getting more empowered and self-confident through the different trainings.  

Six month after the end of the project, the association was finally legally registered in Lebanon under 
the name of “TATREEZ” in January 2016. For the very first time, the Palestinian refugee women own and 
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manage their small business and have the opportunity to work independently without depending on the 
support of external donors.   

Feedbacks from the project implementation team, the different stakeholders and the beneficiaries all 
tally with the fact that the project is financially sustainable. The project provided the target group with 
the skills necessary to continue on their own; they have switched to the entrepreneurial mindset and 
continue to work hard to go forward. However, it was highlighted that the beneficiaries might still need 
some pushing for instance in marketing (as it still appears to be the weakness point) and in the day-to-
day management of their small business, maybe not with intensive trainings but with an external 
mentorship during one year or a consultant from time to time to analyze the products and give advice to 
go on or to advice on administrative and financial management and help solve potential problems. Now, 
is the moment to really support the women so that they don’t lose what they have achieved until now.   

 

E4. Has the project not infringed essential aspects of the target group’s culture? Have socio-cultural 
and gender aspects endangered the sustainability of the project during implementation or will after 
termination of donor assistance? Are the changes in Tatreez design infringed the traditional culture? 

The project respected the cultural framework in the context of Palestinian refugee camps supporting 
the women on the different ways they can take over their productivity while at the same time dealing 
with their families, husbands and/or religion 

Moreover, by focusing on Tatreez and supporting the commercialization of items with this embroidery, 
the project contributes to promote the Palestinian culture and identity. Today, a woman wouldn’t wear 
a full embroidered cloth in her daily life, as beautiful as it is; however, a cloth with light patterns is 
attractive. The project also promoted the culture and tradition teaching the target women the history of 
the Tatreez and the origin of the patterns because a lot of the women had heard about the Tatreez but 
didn’t know the history behind it. 

From the testimonies collected during the evaluation, it appeared that one of the biggest challenges in 
the beginning of the project was the perception of the products that the women would make. Many 
thought that incorporating new colors and shapes was against the traditional Tatreez; however, in the 
new designs, the women totally respect the patterns, the colors and the cross-stitches of the 
geometrical, organic traditional Tatreez. All the embroidery in the products are based on old Tatreez 
taken from old books and old samples and using traditional colours. 

Through the trainings of Fundesarte and Anat, what the project really did was to put old traditional 
Tatreez patterns on non-traditional products (such as cushion, scarf, shopper bag, jewellery, clutch and 
poach) and what was changed were the background colours, i.e. the colours of the fabric not of Tatreez, 
and focus on quality textiles, in order to meet the potential demand of the clients in Lebanon but also in 
Europe. The changes that have been made in the Tatreez products will enable economic sustainability 
mostly because the target women are creating attractive products that for now no one does. 

 

E5. Has the project contributed to promote equality of opportunities between men and women? If 
yes, will it continue after its implementation? 

From a socio-cultural point of view, it has been perceived during the evaluation, that most of the 
Palestinian community, including the Islamic parties, don’t totally rebuke the idea of the women 
working. Indeed, given the high men unemployment rate, the fact that the women work is being more 
and more accepted inside the refugee camps since their additional incomes are necessary to help 
covering the households’ expenditures. Encouragingly enough, a majority of 71% of the target 
beneficiaries interviewed during the evaluation asserted that the men of their entourage reacted 
positively to their participation to the project and a minority of 14% answered “more or less”. Some 
confessed that the men in their families were reluctant at the beginning but when they saw the final 
products and realized what their women were capable of, they changed their mind; they were very 
proud of their women. As one women said: “The men started to encourage and appreciate our work, 
and witness the great effort we put in each product. Furthermore, they help us sometimes with the 
ironing and other things!”. Hence, in general terms, the project was well accepted by the men. 

Thus, the main challenge Palestinian refugee women face is not working per se but the equality of 
opportunities between men and women. The possibility to work is for most women the first step to a 
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greater independence. This challenge was an important aspect the project was aiming at contributing, 
and although it is very early to measure the impact, the project has at least sowed the seeds of a change 
for the target group.  

The whole project was designed for women, empowering them and providing them with income 
generating activities. During the workshop on small business implemented by Amideast, the women 
were given the same skills that would have be given to men and even more, such as how to overcome 
the obstacles that they could face. The role of women in the society was discussed taking into account 
all the challenges they are facing as well as the balance between work and home. They were given the 
tools and the opportunity to manage their own small business, so job opportunities for women were 
created. The target women became more independent and empowered to work on their own, they shall 
take advantage of what they’ve learned from this project and be able to use it later; therefore, this 
behaviour change will certainly help them and other women in the camps in claiming equal access to 
opportunities.  

   

E6. How are the target groups dealing with the operation and maintenance costs since the project 
ended? 

Even before the official registration of the association, when the project was still in effect, the women 
got organized and created a committee in each of the three camps in charge of managing and 
administrating each workplace with responsibilities well-defined (finance, design, marketing, packaging, 
ironing, shopping list, etc.) so that each woman can play an important role in the team, depending on 
their qualifications and knowledge. They put into practice the knowledge acquired during the trainings 
initiating a process of a collective management, new to them as they were previously used to respond to 
employers depending on the demand of Tatreez products. 

As any small enterprise, it needs time to kick off but the means are there (skills, tools, equipment) for it 
to be profitable. The Palestinian women are working hard on their products, receiving orders, at local 
and even international level, and being able to cover their expenses, and even receiving an economic 
compensation for their work and obtaining small profits to continue with their activities. And if needed, 
they don’t hesitate to pay out of their pocket in case some extra expenses are required, which shows 
the level of commitment they have reached. Regarding the workplaces, in Nahr El Bared the women are 
renting their own place while in Ein el Helwe and Rashidieh, Najdeh is currently hosting the workplaces, 
so the women don’t have to pay rent for the time being.  

The ToTs are in charge of promoting the products. The three camps keep working together (using for 
instance WhatsApp to facilitate the communication and coordination) as when a ToT finds a shop 
interested in their products, she informs the other two so as to prepare a production together. They also 
run and update the Facebook page.  

Furthermore, Najdeh is providing a great support taking orders for the shop Al Badia, located in Beirut 
(Hamra district) and also informing the women about any exhibition or a fair they could participate to 
promote their products. Fundesarte trainer and Cives Mundi Project Manager are also following-up 
closely with the women and taking orders, especially for clients in Europe. During the Christmas period, 
the women made a profit of 3,000 euros which will allow them to pay the rents of the workplaces in the 
refugee camps, to buy material, and to start the production cycle all over again. 

 

E7. To what degree have you learnt from this experience? What will you now do differently, or what 
will you do more of? 

From the target Palestinian refugee women’s testimonies, the project resulted to be a success: “It was 
an amazing experience, and it has changed the path of our lives” or “We now know how to deal with 
money in a professional way. We also acquired the technique of pricing the products, and how to 
calculate the percentage of sewing and so on”. This project revealed that the refugee women fear 
starting small businesses but with the appropriate support to enhance their capacities and self-
confidence, they start believing in their potential, and taking all the steps needed to change their lives 
and make a difference in their communities. 

All the implementing actors and stakeholders interviewed during this evaluation agreed that they have 
learned a lot from this project in terms of procedures, financial and administrative management, 
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communication and coordination, involvement of the beneficiaries, better planning of the activities, 
partnership but also regarding the Palestinian refugee women themselves. It was highlighted the 
importance to go deeper and discuss more with the target group in the field to define better their 
needs, as there are a lots of hidden needs. It’s also basic to speak the language of the beneficiaries so as 
to ensure a better communication, and build trust and strong relationships. 

Cives Mundi has an extensive experience in international cooperation projects and in Lebanon, but 
being its first experience in the management of a project co-financed by the EU, they have learned a lot, 
especially in all related to EU procedures, rules and requirements but also how to be better organized 
and deal better with other NGOs and with the beneficiaries.  

The project was an opportunity for all the participating organizations. For instance, for Amideast, it was 
part of their mission to help vulnerable groups, women, or the Palestinian population through 
education.  

Of all the mistakes made, a lot has been learned and, despite all the problems and the difficult context 
of implementation, especially worsen by the war in Syria, the project resulted to be positive as the 
activities were implemented, the results met and the specific objective fulfilled. This action was 
important for the Palestinian refugee women in particular and for the Palestinian society in general as it 
met two goals: the economic empowerment and the development of the Tatreez.  

 

 

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

A. Relevance 

 

Conclusion 

The beneficiaries were highly relevant, as among 
the most vulnerable groups, and clearly 
identified the project design; however, the 
selection criteria were enlarged to better suit the 
realities of the Palestinian refugee camps 

Recommendation 

For future projects, conduct a study on the 
socioeconomic situation and supports available 
in the zone of intervention prior determining the 
criteria of selection of the beneficiaries; 
however, regarding this specific action, taking 
into account the instability of the context of the 
Palestinian refugee camps (situation identified 
during the project design can quickly change), it 
might be preferable to include flexible criteria. 

Insert in the final narrative report a table 
detailing the exact number of beneficiaries, both 
direct and indirect (and by gender, when 
appropriate), related to the different activities, 
results and objectives achieved and distributed 
by geographical areas of project implementation. 

 

Conclusion 

The project was highly relevant and adequately 
responded to the real needs formulated by the 
target group. There is still a coherence with the 
original context identified in the project’s 
proposal; positives changes occurred thanks to 
the project’s positive influence. 

Recommendation 

Given the relevance of the project in terms of the 
current state of deterioration of the 
socioeconomic situation in the Palestinian 
refugee camps, this model should be socialized 
and all the knowledge and experiences made 
available for those interested in developing 
further actions of this nature. 

 

Conclusion 

The general and specific objectives were clear 

Recommendation 

In future actions, identify a more detailed specific 
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and coherent, and the project’s purpose 
correctly addressed the problems and real needs 
of the target groups. 

objective to measure more effectively its level of 
accomplishment through pertinent indicators. 

 

Conclusion 

The original proposal was drafted in Spanish 

Recommendation 

For future project, draft the proposal in the 
language of the action so that all actors involved 
can understand it.  

 

Conclusion 

The project objectively verifiable indicators were 
mostly well-chosen, although sometimes a bit 
ambitious or not specified enough (in terms of 
quantity). There was a lack of an accompanying 
baseline, describing the situation prior to the 
development of the project, which impeded 
assessing properly the progresses made. 

Recommendation 

In future projects, conduct a baseline study on 
the outset and update the indicators in order to 
have actual figures allowing an accurate 
assessment of the progresses made during the 
project implementation. 

 

  

Conclusion 

In general terms, the choice and quantity of 
inputs were correct. However, the human 
resources were sometimes not sufficient, the 
workload involved in managing a project funded 
by the EU might have been underestimated  

Recommendation 

In future actions, increase the number of staff (or 
at least the percentage of time dedicated to the 
project) for administrative and financial tasks as 
well as the monitoring of the project. 

 

 

B. Efficiency 

 

Conclusion 

The financial and administrative management 
were very challenging and affected in some 
extent the project execution; however, the 
overall management increasingly improved 
during the project implementation.   

 

Recommendation 

In future projects, develop an efficient and 
consistent financial and administrative 
management system in coordination with the 
management and field staff. 

On project outset, organize a kick-off workshop 
with the participation of all the implementing 
organizations. All these themes shall be reviewed 
to ensure everyone is on the same page:  

 Project, log frame, budget and communication 
and visibility plan 

 Role and responsibilities of each actor 
involved in the project 

 EU procedures and requirements  

 Project funds and transfers and accountancy  

 Internal monitoring strategy and control tools 
for the follow-up of indicators 

 Narrative and financial reporting  

 Coordination and Communication strategy 

Six months after the project started, organize 
another workshop with the same participants to 
assess the level of coordination between 
management, administrative and financial 
departments, the internal monitoring system as 
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well as to verify the adherence to the 
procedures, in order to avoid potential problems 
with the rigorous EU requirements. 

 

Conclusion 

The project didn’t have a specific monitoring 
methodology to accurately measure the 
performance of the indicators. 

 

Recommendation 

In future projects, develop a practical monitoring 
system with appropriate control tools to 
regularly monitor the compliance of the 
indicators and thus measure the project 
progresses more specifically. 

 

Conclusion 

There was a lack of communication between 
some stakeholders and of transfer of information 
to all actors involved in the project. 

 

Recommendation 

In future projects, develop from the outset a 
communication strategy to improve the project 
quality and coordination, and then the flow of 
information between all actors involved. 

Also, provide all actors involved in the project 
with the main project documents, such as the 
Description of the Action, the Logical Framework, 
and the Chronogram.  

 

Conclusion 

The trainers from the different participating 
organizations, i.e. FUNDESARTE, ANAT, 
AMIDEAST and GPUW, didn’t meet in the project 
outset to coordinate and adjust the content of 
their trainings  

Recommendation 

For future projects including different trainings, 
develop a channel of communication between 
the trainers so that they can discuss the content 
of their training prior implementation and thus 
ensure coherence, homogeneity and avoid 
repetition of some topics. 

 

Conclusion 

High staff turnover affected the smooth 
implementation of the project; the turnover in 
this sector is generally very high, whereas the 
skilled human resources are low.  

Recommendation 

Strengthen the selection process and networking 
to identify suitable candidates and provide 
adequate economic conditions that facilitate the 
stability of the staff.  

 

Conclusion 

Optimal relationships have been established with 
the Popular Committees in Nahr El Bared, Ein El 
Helwe and Rashidieh camps.   

Recommendation 

Maintain the good relations with all major 
stakeholders in order to continue thorough work 
in the three target areas of the current project. 

 

Conclusion 

The participation of the beneficiaries in the 
activities was beyond expectation; however: 

- they were not involved since the beginning  

- there was a lack of transfer of information 
regarding the project purpose 

- there was a lack of consultation and 
coordination meetings  

Recommendation 

Building a mutual trust with the beneficiaries is a 
long process; thus, it is important to take 
advantage of the positive results and current 
high satisfaction to strengthen partnerships and 
to continue proposing complementary activities 
to those developed under this project 

In future projects,  

 Involve the beneficiaries since the beginning in 
the implementation as active actors and not 
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only as participants to the activities proposed. 

 Organize a kick-off workshop with the 
beneficiaries to explain the project and make 
sure they understand well the logic of 
intervention. 

 Distribute a summary of the project translated 
into the language of the beneficiaries.  

 Organize regular coordination meetings with 
the beneficiaries to update them on the 
project progress and upcoming activities.  

 

Conclusion 

Although all activities were implemented and 
completed (taking into account the 
amendments) with good results, it was not 
possible to achieve it in the initial predicted time, 
i.e. 24 months. Indeed, the project duration had 
to be increased to 32 months.  

 

Recommendation 

For similar actions, increase the timeframe from 
2 to 2 years and a half or 3 years. 

Also, draft a detailed chronogram including sub-
activities in order to more accurately implement 
the general activities and to monitor the 
implementation time more precisely. Update the 
chronogram monthly.  

 

Conclusion 

The degree of dissemination of the project is 
satisfactory.  

Recommendation 

Collect all data of the most important 
achievements and produce a publication in order 
to share the best practices obtained from this 
action at Palestinian refugee camps level but also 
at national level. 

 

Conclusion 

The internal monitoring was appropriate and 
necessary for the proper execution of the 
project; and it actually positively improved 
following the ROM. 

Recommendation 

In future actions, establish from the outset a 
practical system of internal monitoring especially 
at local level defining responsible persons, 
specific tasks, schedule, etc., in order to increase 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the work of 
the local team. 

 

 

C. Effectiveness 

 

Conclusion 

The project has effectively met the expectations 
of the target groups and occasionally even been 
exceeded; the benefits were received as initially 
perceived. 

 

Recommendation 

Conduct surveys in the three Palestinian refugee 
camps to measure more precisely the 
contribution of the project and the beneficiaries’ 
satisfaction. These surveys can also be used to 
identify new needs for the development of 
future actions complementary to this project. 

For future project, identify other beneficiaries in 
the three camps so that the benefits reach all the 
vulnerable women living in these camps, thereby 
changing their lives for good. 
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Conclusion 

The project suffered severe delays due to 
management issues but also to unforeseen 
external factors, such as the outbreak of the war 
in Syria, for which the project showed a high 
level of flexibility and adjustment.  

Despite the all the problems, the target group 
benefited from the project as adjustments were 
made to ensure that project would achieve its 
objective.  

 

Recommendation 

Regarding unforeseen factors external to the 
project’s control, only a high degree of flexibility, 
adaptability and rapid response to changes of 
circumstances can be recommended. 

Regarding management issues, a coordination 
strategy should be implemented on the outset as 
well as trainings of the staff on EU and internal 
procedures, if necessary. 

Control visits and coordination meetings should 
be implemented regularly to track quickly the 
problems and avoid the situation get worse. 

Also, each implementing organization and 
stakeholder should always have an updated 
chronogram so as to anticipate delays in the 
implementation of some activities and act 
accordingly. 

Financial disbursements shall be on time so as to 
avoid the unnecessary delays of some activities 
throughout the implementation of activities. 

 
Conclusion 

Behaviour of the beneficiaries has positively 
changed from an individualist one to an altruistic 
one, they are more empowered and 
independent, self-confident and proud. The men 
also became more supportive to the women’s 
work. 

Recommendation 

Building trust, self-esteem, unity, empowerment 
as well as eliminating discriminatory and 
stigmatisation behaviour is a long-term process. 
Therefore, funding partners should ensure that 
the positive results and achievements persist 
through follow-up funding of activities within the 
same locations. 

Also self-dependence and self-reliance of the 
beneficiaries should always be encouraged and 
strengthened from the beginning in order to 
prepare for any challenges that may arise once 
the project ends. 

 

Conclusion 

The role and responsibilities of each partner and 
stakeholder were not clearly defined which led to 
some misunderstanding at the time of 
implementing the project. 

Recommendation 

For future projects, clear guideline from the 
management of the implementing organization 
in regard to rules, responsibilities and 
relationship of all actors involved, including the 
beneficiaries, shall be designed to ensure a 
balanced share of tasks and responsibilities. 

 

Conclusion 

No specific synergies were built with other EU 
projects but good links were established with 
other NGOs working in Tatreez.  

Recommendation 

Build on the achievements obtained by these 
partnerships to continue sharing experiences and 
developing future actions together according to 
the needs of each geographical area, thereby 
avoiding risks of duplication of activities. 
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D. Impact 

 

Conclusion 

The project did contribute to the empowerment 
of Palestinian women refugees’ socioeconomic 
rights, having thus a positive impact on their 
living conditions, and by extent the ones of their 
families. In the medium and long-term, if the 
women keep on with their small business, it 
should also have a positive impact at camp level.   

Recommendation 

In order to maximise the overall impact of this 
project for vulnerable women and their 
community in the Palestinian refugee camps, 
further actions should be designed and 
implemented in the coming years: 

 Plan long-term strategies to capitalize the 
experiences gained from this project. 

 Promote in the media the good results and 
achievements so as to reach a larger number 
of future beneficiaries and ensure follow-up in 
line with the overall objective. 

 Select few case studies to be disseminated in 
the target refugee camps but also in others in 
order to demonstrate the impacts generated 
by this project. 

 

Conclusion 

After acquiring certain livelihood skills, the target 
women may need financial support to start up 
their own income generating activities. 

Recommendation 

Future assistance could incorporate a micro-
credit program, which would be of great benefits 
to help the women utilizing the skills they have 
learned from the project. 

 

Conclusion 

The strategy to achieve the overall impact was 
relevant. However, the impact could have been 
higher if appropriate baseline information had 
been established at the beginning of the project. 

Recommendation 

In future actions, appropriate baseline 
information and effective monitoring tools 
should be developed in order to track dawn 
indicators and properly measure the impacts. 

 

Conclusion 

The social exclusion of Palestinian refugee in 
Lebanon and the deprivation of their economical 
and labor rights is a structural problem, thus 
complicated to approach. However, the project 
slightly contributed to sensitive both the refugee 
and national communities on the necessity of 
empowering economically the Palestinian 
refugee women.  

Recommendation 

Raising awareness of civil society in Lebanon on 
the defence and protection of the economical 
and labour rights of the Palestinian women 
refugees is a long process, thus continuous 
awareness campaigns shall be implemented to 
keep up the momentum created by the project.  

 

 

E. Sustainability 

 

Conclusion 

The level of ownership of the project by the 
beneficiaries is very satisfactory, even beyond 
expectation. 

Recommendation 

A follow-up should be implemented among the 
target beneficiaries sometime after the project 
ended to make sure they are still capable to 
manage the established activities without the 
presence of the implementing organizations.  
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For future projects, the beneficiaries should be 
encouraged to actively participate in decision-
making processes throughout the 
implementation, as a key factor to ensure project 
ownership and sustainability. 

 

Conclusion 

The funds initially foreseen were sufficient to 
cover all costs of the project (taking into account 
the amendments) and in line with the stated 
specific objective. 

Although the cooperative (which was initially 
part of the project financial sustainability) 
couldn’t be established under the project for 
legal reasons, the target women ended up 
creating a legal association finally registered 
under the name of Tatreez in January 2016.   

 

 

Recommendation 

Build on the positive results to promote the 
action so as to expand funding sources to 
continue the activities undertaken. 

As starting a business can be challenging in the 
outset, especially in terms of financial 
sustainability, the project should ensure the 
transfer of equipment to the beneficiaries, (such 
as the sewing machines, furniture, computers, 
generators, irons, video cameras, books on 
Palestinian Traditional Embroidery, etc.) so that 
the women don’t have extra expenses in an early 
stage and can continue making and promoting 
the products for their commercialization. This 
would ensure the sustainability of the project. 

 

Conclusion 

The target Palestinian refugee women’s 
capacities were strongly built during the project; 
however, they’ll need more support in marketing 
and in business management  

Also, the beneficiaries, even the ToTs, are not 
always sticking their production to the 
dimensions and specifications mentioned in the 
catalogue. 

 

Recommendation 

Further actions shall be implemented to provide 
continuous support to the women especially in 
terms of day-to-day financial and administrative 
management, inventory management, 
marketing, commercialization.  

Also, now that the women need to apply what 
they have been taught, training refreshers need 
to be included.    

It could be a one-year project or punctual 
support with external consultants specialized in 
design, production system, marketing and 
business management. 

Finally, someone should continue supervising 
their work and a follow-up of their sales at least 
during a few more months.  

 

Conclusion 

It is necessary at this stage for the target women 
to start having some stable orders to ensure the 
sustainability of the project. 

Recommendation 

The women should find more shops locally (as 
well as the duty free), get to contact the owners 
themselves; they might still need the support of 
someone to help them searching for the shops 

.  

Conclusion 

The shop-online is still operative after the end of 
the project. 

Recommendation 

Conduct a follow-up to enure the women know 
how to properly run and update the website.  
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Conclusion 

The Popular Committee highly supported the 
project which is well embedded in the local 
structures. 

Recommendation 

The integration of key project activities within 
the camps’ institutional structures should be a 
prerequisite in order to ensure ownership, 
sustainability and dissemination of the project 
results as well as achievements within the 
communities at camp level. 

 

Conclusion 

The positive results achieved in each camp are 
likely to last after the EC funding ends as they 
meet sustainability criteria, such as the 
knowledge acquired by beneficiaries who will 
remain. Long-term multiplier effects are 
expected. 

Recommendation 

Important to monitor the results of the project in 
order to follow the evolution of the beneficiaries 
in the medium and long term and draw clear 
conclusions of the actions that can be replicated 
in other projects and areas. 

Also, in order to replicate the achievements of 
this project in the region, initiatives shall be 
created to exchange experiences and best 
practices with public and/or private entities as 
well as other EU projects. 

Search for opportunities to publish and 
disseminate best practices and lessons learned. 

 

Conclusion 

The project respected sociocultural factors, a 
sine qua non condition to ensure seamless 
integration and ownership of the project and 
hence positive results and sustainability. 

Furthermore, by focusing on Tatreez and 
supporting the commercialization of items with 
this embroidery, the project contributes to 
promote the Palestinian culture and identity.  

 

Recommendation 

Build on traditional handicraft to both 
economically empower women and promote 
traditional culture is highly replicable; search for 
multiplier effects of this project in other regions 
and/or countries. 

Conclusion 

The Syrian crisis has affected the Palestinian 
refugees at two levels: 

1. The camps that were already suffering from a 
disastrous socioeconomic situation are now 
overpopulated. 

2. Today most NGOs and donors support the 
Syrian refugees whereas the Palestinian in 
Lebanon still need more support.  

Recommendation 

Raise awareness of the national and international 
NGOs and donors as well as EU and UN regarding 
the situation of the Palestinian refugees in 
Lebanon and disseminate the good results of this 
project to show that positive impacts can be 
achieved so as to expend source of funding.  
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 

FINAL ASSESSMENT 

`Economically empowering vulnerable Palestinian refugees in risk of social 
exclusion in Lebanon´ 

 
DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

 
 
 
1. Introduction. 
 
 1.1 About the assessment. 
 
The objective of establishing these terms of reference is the contract for an 
external evaluator who values alignment level between the starting objectives set 
out in the project and the attainments once implementation is concluded. This 
evaluation is a final one and it concerns ‘Economically empowering vulnerable 
Palestinian refugees in risk of social exclusion in Lebanon’ of 32 months length 
which ended the past 31st July 2015. 
 
From Cives Mundi, we have carried out periodic assessments not only at an 
internal level between headquarters and expatriate staff, but also between the 
regional coordinator of Cives Mundi in Lebanon and the local NGO counterpart 
team (NAJDEH). An evaluation system was established for proper follow-up during 
implementation of the project through regular meetings with: 
 

- Beneficiaries 
- NAJDEH local team, and Cives Mundi team in Lebanon 
- Technician at Cives Mundi headquarters and Cives Mundi coordinator in 

Lebanon  
- Technician at Cives Mundi headquarters and Cives Mundi team in Lebanon 
- Cives Mundi regional coordinator and responsible of the European Union 

Delegation in Lebanon 
- Cives Mundi team in Lebanon and  experts concerned (Technical 

assistances) 
 Expert in design (Fundesarte) 
 Expert in Tatreez production (ANAT) 
 Expert in creation of small-sized business (AMIDEAST) 
 Expert in leadership, communication and advocacy (GUPW) 

 
These periodic meetings have allowed us to insert a higher flexibility in the project 
and constantly correct implementation tools, implementation periods, as well as to 
detect potential problems before they arise.  
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1.2 About Cives Mundi. 
 
From 1997 to present, Cives Mundi has carried out more than 120 development 
actions in Spain and different continents, such as Africa, Asia and Latin America, 
which back up its experience. Cives Mundi has established some collaboration 
agreements with organizations from least developed countries where the NGO is 
working —Mauritania, Senegal, Mali, Lebanon, Dominican Republic, Peru, Haiti, 
Paraguay, Colombia, Ecuador, Tanzania, Kenya, Ethiopia, Bangladesh, Cambodia, 
Vietnam, the Philippines, etc.—. 
 
Since 2005, Cives Mundi has been oriented towards the Maghreb, where it has 
opted to forge a solid partnership with local NGOs and a solid social base. The 
objective is to work together in the field of sustainable development and 
environment in the four countries, priority to Spanish cooperation: Tunisia, 
Mauritania, Algeria and Morocco.  
Since 2009, Cives Mundi began to work in the Middle East with a first project 
financed by the AECID in Ein el Helwe Palestinian refugee camp in Sidon, Lebanon. 
This project benefited 350 adolescents who had left their studies by academic 
failure or family reasons, and gave them the opportunity to improve their socio-
economic situation offering them training in vocational training centers and an 
improvement in their employment opportunities.  
Cives Mundi has continued working in Lebanon in some different projects: 

Youth Voice. A second phase of the previous project, focused on 
psychological support to the youth by: giving 75 young people vocational 
training, providing 200 young people with psychosocial workshops on the 
use of violence in the camps, providing job counseling assistance and  
personal skills training workshops to 200 young people. 
Ayune. A project made to contribute to ease tensions among Lebanese 
hosting and Syrian refugees families in overcrowded areas as Wadi Khaled 
in north Lebanon through the channel of visual arts and new technologies.  
Ruya. A project that trained 80 young Palestinians (aged from 14 to 20 
years) by professional Lebanese photographers in the basic principles of 
photography during several workshops. Apart from technical training, this 
project enabled these young people to express their reality in the camps or 
as the sons and daughters of immigrants in the capital, through the specific 
topics of the workshops, that went from the denounciation of their reality 
(e.g. child labour, youth smoking, living conditions, etc.), to the assessment 
of the social space where they live (local neighbourhood initiatives, playing 
areas, home environment, etc.).  
Tatreez. The general objective of this project is to contribute to the 
empowerment of Palestinian refugee women’s socioeconomic rights in 
Lebanon and more specifically to contribute to the promotion of their equal 
access and control over economic resources in Rashidieh, Ein el Helwe and 
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Beddawi refugee camps. This project includes 120 divorced, widowed and 
elderly single Palestinian artisan women.  

 
 
1.3 About NAJDEH. 
 
Palestinian Association which works since 1978 in the production of traditional Palestinian 
embroidery (Tatreez). During the process of identification, Cives Mundi met with each of 
the 7 Tatreez's organizations. Najdeh has been chosen for being one of the pioneers in the 
production of the Tatreez in the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon and for its presence 
in all these camps. In addition, Najdeh adds value with a presence in the field with their 
own offices in the main camps and the Al-Badia program, which has various shops in the 
camps and other one in Beirut that allows giving a major outlet to the products. Najdeh is 
one of the partners indicated to implement the project. 
 
 
1.4 About FUNDESARTE. 
 
The Spanish Foundation for the Innovation of the Craftwork, Fundesarte, is since 
1981 the leading institution in the promotion and development of Spanish craft 
enterprises. Its main goal is to manage projects to incorporate innovation in the 
craft sector as well as organize promotional activities, such as the National Crafts 
Awards. Currently, Fundesarte is part of the EOI Foundation (School for Industrial 
Organisation), entity attached to the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism of 
Spain (MINETUR). EOI was the first business school in Spain and is one of the 
longest-standing in Europe. It is committed to business development, 
entrepreneurship and innovation. 
Its experience and networks make it a key asset for this action. It will be in charge 
of giving TOT courses and supporting cascade training sessions for women 
trainers, as well as connecting the cooperative created with platforms of 
craftworks in the net and in Europe. 
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2. The Project. 
 

1.1 Title: ‘Economically empowering vulnerable Palestinian refugees in risk of 
social exclusion in Lebanon’  
 

1.2 Code: DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 
 

1.3 Implementation Period: 
 
Starting date: 1st December 2012 
 
Finishing date: 31st July 2015 
 
Total duration: 32 months 
 

1.4 Cost of the action:  
 
Total cost of the action: €826,169.47 € 
 
Amount requested from the Contracting Authority: €650,691.07 € 
 
% of total eligible cost of action: 78.76% 
 

1.5 Summary:  
 
Total duration 
of the action  

32 months 

Objectives of 
the action  

Overall objective: Contribute to the economic empowerment 
and the socio-economic rights of Palestinian refugees in 
Lebanon. 
Specific objective: Contribute to the promotion of equal access 
and control of the economic resources among Palestinian 
refugee women in Rashidie, Ein el Helwe and Beddawi/Naher el 
Bared camps. 

Partners FUNDESARTE 
NAJDEH 

Target groups Popular committees, Vulnerable population inside the 
Palestinian refugee camps, NGOs, Palestinian committees and 
Unions 

Final 
beneficiaries 

120 Palestinian refugee women in risk of economical exclusion 

Estimated 
Results 

R.1. Contribution to the economic protection of the most 
economically vulnerable Palestinian refugee women in Lebanon.   
R.2. Contribution to the diffusion of alternatives and good 
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practices for the conciliation between the personal and work life 
so that Palestinian refugee women in Lebanon can exercise a 
complete economic activity. 
R.3. Attention is drawn to the necessity for Palestinian refugee 
women in Lebanon of having access and control of income 
generating activities.   
R.4. Strengthened the civil society organizations capacities in the 
defense of Palestinian refugee women’s economic rights in 
Lebanon and raise awareness among the Palestinian refugees’ 
community as well as among national territory. 

Main activities See Annex 2 
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1.6  Project description as in its original formulation. 
 
The objective of this project is to contribute to the economic protection of 
Palestinian female refugees, who are the most economically vulnerable in Lebanon.  
At the end of the project, at least 50% of the 120 beneficiaries will be able to 
increase their economic incomes by 200%. The system established heretofore is 
more focused on charity than in a competitive based production of embroidery. In 
the identification process established by Cives Mundi, it was discovered that, from 
a sample of 100 potential beneficiaries, these women contribute between 10% and 
20% of the basic expenditures on housing (between 50,000 and 100,000 Lebanese 
pounds– approximately 25 and 50 euros per month) due to the production and 
sales of embroidery work which they undertake in their spare time. Therefore, 
through this objective, their incomes will increase substantially (in time and 
quantity) and will be between 180 and 300 USD per month, which will cover 90% 
of the housing expenditures. These monthly incomes would allow these women to 
reach economic independence through the acquisition of means of production and 
all benefits derived from it. By achieving economic independence their social 
independence will follow, since by controlling their own incomes, women will be 
able to wean themselves from being dependent on others (generally families or 
Islamic charity associations), keep their own house and manage their own 
resources which will positively impact their social status. This activity aims 
indirectly to serve as an example and inspiration to other women in the camps not 
participating in the training sessions. 
The main challenges faced by this action in obtaining results are to break the 
beliefs and local cultural practices that exclude women as full actors in the process 
of economic development in the camps, and on the other hand, their inclusion of 
women in the labour market. Given the high unemployment rate of men, the 
working female Palestinian refugees are being more and more accepted in the 
camps since their incomes are necessary in addition to those of men to cover 
housing expenditures. According to the UNRWA, the number of family members 
oscillates between 6 and 10 members with an average of 4.1 children for each 
Palestinian refugee woman. The activity proposed is considered a revolutionary 
one since it not only includes women’s economic contribution to the household but 
also the achievement of 90% of economic independence and management of their 
own income. The management of their household accounts will result in their 
inclusion in the social level as full actors in the economic life interacting as an 
equal with sellers and landlords. It is socially accepted for women who have lost 
the breadwinner of the family (the husband, according to the local culture) and 
have consequently become dependent and a burden for male relatives assuming 
responsibility for them, to enter the labour market in order to maintain their 
offspring. This implies that the project intends to take advantage of a negative 
aspect such as the exclusion of women from the economic sphere and transform it 
into an exceptional asset in which these women can exceptionally access the 
labour market on socially acceptable terms. This society accepts that socially 
excluded women (widowed and divorced) fully participate in the economy, 
contrary to married women who depend on their husbands, who are in charge of 
securing an income for the family. This activity also aims to increase the 
acceptance of women’s economic empowerment through employment and control 
over economic resources to the rest of the men and women in the camps. 
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1.7 Context of the project.  
 
Lebanon is the only country that grants long-term resident status to Palestinian 
refugees (around 400,000 people who represent 10% of the total population) but 
does not enjoy the principle of reciprocity.  
Rashidie, Ein El Hewle and Beddawi refugee camps hold the biggest percentage of 
the Palestinian refugee population in Lebanon. Rashidie has a population of 30,000 
inhabitants, Ein El Helwe has 75,000 inhabitants in an area of barely 2km2 and in 
Beddawi’s camp the population doubled after the destruction of the adjacent camp, 
Naher El Bared, in 2007. Overnight, the population increased from 15,000 to 
30,000 inhabitants. 
In the refugee camps in Lebanon, only 13% of the total amount of workers who 
hold paid employment jobs are women, compared to 67% of men. Women’s 
income is often 4 times lower than men’s (income) for doing the same job; and 
only 10% of working women earn the minimum wage (around $300 each month). 
 
Palestinian women refugees (53% of the total population of the camps) face 
double and triple discriminations: as Palestinian women on a national level and 
because of the specific socioeconomical features of the Palestinian society inside 
the camps. Women who have lost their husbands tend to become dependent of the 
closest man in the family. In addition to this, women occupy jobs which do not 
generate resources but instead are destined to family consumption. 
Most times, they are isolated in informal sectors and in marginal economic 
incomes production. This seeks to advocate the equality access and control of 
economic incomes generated by Palestinian refugees while promoting equality in 
politics. As it is a sensitive topic in the society of the camps, we rely on a key actor 
to carry out this action, the GUPW (General Union of Palestinian Women). As a 
local representative of the Palestinian Authority for women in all the refugee 
camps in Lebanon, the GUPW will be strengthened by this activity in terms of 
available means to advocate for the equality of the woman in economic and 
political insertion and in their management. For its part, the Palestinian Committee 
of Cultural Revival will benefit from the network provided by the GUPW in all the 
camps by having a direct incidence in the creation and mediation of a necessary 
debate that encloses the other established results in the proposed action. 
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3. Assessment Objective.  
 
3.1 Assessment Objective. 
 
The objective is to assess the totality of the 32-months project. 
 
This is a final evaluation to estimate the scope of the indicators to verify to what 
extent the specific objective and the results established in the Logical Framework 
have been achieved, as well as its effectiveness, efficiency, impact, sustainability 
and viability. 
 
This evaluation is not only about assessing this particular project, but presenting 
possible improvements in upcoming undertakings that will be implemented in the 
field of women empowerment as well as in the social area currently being worked 
on in the refugee camps. 
 
Assessment expectations and priority indicators for Cives Mundi taking into 
account available budget for this evaluation focus on the following: 
 
 
 

1. Economic impact of the intervention. 
 
Until what extent the economic support given to 120 Palestinian refugee women 
has served to provide skills for them in Lebanon refugee camps to access and 
control income generating activities; to provide them alternatives for conciliation 
between house and work; to sensitize Palestinian population over female 
Palestinian workers’ rights; to reinforce civil society organizations’ capacity to 
protect Palestinian refugee women’s economic rights, and to economically protect 
most vulnerable Palestinian refugee women in refugee camps in Lebanon. 
 
Are the means and sources selected for the implementation correct in order to 
guarantee the effectiveness, efficiency, impact, sustainability and viability of the 
action? 
 
Do the changes made in the budget of the action answer to the reality of the 
context?  
 
 
 

2. Social impact of the intervention. 
 
To what point the project has contributed to promote the empowerment and the 
socioeconomic rights of Palestinian refugee women in Lebanon. 
 
 
Has the project contributed to the promotion of equality in the access and control 
of the economic resources of the Palestinian refugee women?  
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Has the project contributed to raise awareness throughout civil society in Lebanon 
to defend and to protect the economical and labour rights of the Palestinian 
refugee women? 
 
Likewise, we want to analyze the correlation in the specific context of the targeted 
camps between the equal access and control over economic resources, and the 
empowerment of Palestinian refugee women.  
 
 

3. Impact of the intervention on gender in a transversal manner: 
 
We are interested in what steps/activities/results of the project have led to greater 
individual, economic and social independence of the beneficiaries in the project.  
 
 

4. Impact of the Communication and Visibility Plan. 
 
To what point the objectives of the Communication and Visibility Plan (See Annex 
5) have been achieved.   
 

5. Intervention management:  
 
Finally, it is of interest to evaluate both roles for management and evaluation on 
behalf of Cives Mundi NGO, especially of its regional coordinator in the field, as to 
the NAJDEH counterpart in the implementation of the project by his local team 
assigned to the project.  This includes matters of action design such as the 
adequacy of the results to set objectives and their effectiveness once the project is 
executed. 
 
 
3.2 Timetable of the action. 
 
See Annex 4. Chronogram. 
 
3.3 Logical Framework. 
 
See Annex 2. Logical Framework. 
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4. Stakeholders. 
 
We find the following stakeholders involved: 
 
Management unit 
 
The management unit is composed by members of the local team of NAJDEH hired 
for implementation of the project and the Cives Mundi’s expatriates in the ground 
and the support team at Headquarters. 
 

1. Cives Mundi/Cives Mundi Lebanon. 
 

 Natalia Sancha. Regional Coordinator, this would be the person to 
contact for both panoramic and specific development analysis of the 
project. Responsible for the coordination together with the project 
manager; among her tasks we find the following: institutional 
relations either with Lebanese authorities, European union or local 
authorities in the fields; visits to the beneficiaries and their families, 
monitoring of the project’s progress on the field, meetings with the 
local team for work planning and drafting of the reports requested 
by the EUROPEAN UNION and the Cives Mundi headquarters. 
Responsible for Cives Mundi in the field and for monitoring 
developments and project follow up. That is, she has coordinated 
daily work with the local team, directly in the field and indirectly 
with NAJDEH´s project manager. 

 
 Sergio Cozar. Cives Mundi Project Manager. Natalia’s substitute 

for the last 7 months of the project.  
 

 Haytham Abdo. Cives Mundi Lebanon Project Manager. Key piece 
in the daily contact with the beneficiaries. He does the follow-up 
with women in refugee camps to update the baseline, fills out 
questionnaires to future potential beneficiaries doing interviews 
door to door, contacts the beneficiaries in case of problems and 
solves problems between beneficiaries or any problem that may 
arise during daily activities.  

 
 Maher Abdul. Cives Mundi Lebanon Accountant.  Key contact in 

economic track. He is the person in charge of contacting suppliers 
and finding the best option for purchase, issuing checks, inserting 
invoices in the specific program devised by Cives Mundi for 
economic monitoring "CONTAX LÍBANO", making payments, etc.  

 
 

 Ana Gómez. Middle East Responsible technician at the 
headquarters of Cives Mundi. This person is the key piece in the 
economic supervision as she is responsible for review and follow-up 
of CONTAX; a program specifically created by Cives Mundi for project 
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supervision. She also has supervised the project in close 
coordination with the regional Coordinator, including visits to the 
field.  

 
 

2. NAJDEH. 
 
NAJDEH local team:  
            

 Khadije Abed. Project Manager NAJDEH: Together with Haytham, 
she is a key piece in the daily contact with the beneficiaries. She has 
done the follow-up with women in refugee camps to update the 
baseline, fill out questionnaires to future potential beneficiaries 
doing interviews door to door, contact the beneficiaries in case of 
problems and solve problems between beneficiaries or any problem 
that may arise during daily activities.  

 
 Hala Atallah. Najdeh Accountant: Najdeh’s key contact in 

economic track. She is the person in charge of contacting suppliers 
and finding the best option for purchase, issuing checks, inserting 
invoices in the specific program devised by Cives Mundi for 
economic monitoring "CONTAX LÍBANO", making payments etc.  

 
 
Monitoring Committee 
 
Please include in the Monitoring Committee other key players in order to make a 
comprehensive analysis of the impact of the project:  
 
Local authorities and Popular Committees: contacts will be provided in situ 
depending on their availability. 
 
Beneficiaries/relatives.  
 
FUNDESARTE. Co-applicant of the action.  
 
GUPW (General Union of Palestinian Women).   
 
UNRWA.  
 
Delegation of the European Union in Beirut. Mrs. Roula Abbas.  
 
ToT 
 
With regard to the beneficiaries it is recommended to include both family 
members and beneficiaries. Contacts will be provided upon the beginning of the  
evaluation.  
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As to the beneficiaries, please contact the people that conform the ToT in the three 
camps settled up during the project, as they have been the people in charge of 
coordinating the beneficiaries in each camp and they are key elements in providing 
a version from the point of view of Palestinian refugee women.  
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5. Scope of the evaluation. 
 
The scope of the assessment is geographically located in Lebanon and more 
specifically in the three refugee camps where the project takes place:  Ein El Helwe, 
Naher el Bared, and Rashidie.  
 
With regard to the results listed below, it is advised to focus on the degree of 
relationship and impact on the community in general, as well as in the 
beneficiaries from an economic and social point of view. 
 
It is interesting to also include a brief study of perception by local authorities on 
the project, if possible. 
 
At a transversal level, it is also necessary to assess the impact on gender that this 
project has been able to generate in line with the initial objectives mentioned in 
the description of the project.  
 
It is considered that five weeks is time sufficient to check the proposed actors, visit 
work field and write the final evaluation report. After five weeks, consulted 
promoters and stakeholders will have a week to analyze the report and send their 
comments. The consultant undertakes to participate in the inclusion of feedback or 
corrections, if necessary, to specify certain paragraphs or aspects of the final 
report.  
 
  
5.1 Work schedule. 

 
5.2  Deadlines for the conduction of the evaluation. 
 

Candidate offers will be sent by e-mail to ana@civesmundi.es with the subject: 
Final Evaluation Tatreez project.  
 

Work plan Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
Preparation of the  work 
plan and  documentation 
analysis  

      

Data collection and 
interviews 

      

Information analysis  
 

      

Draft wording of the 
report and delivery 

      

Final discussion draft 
meeting and final 
delivery of the 
evaluation report 
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The deadline for proposals will end by 23rd October 2015 .  
 
 

5.3 Total amount available for the Evaluation. 
 

There is a maximum of €14,000 for the whole evaluation including travel and 
other expenses during its development. 
 
A first payment of 60% of the agreed budget will be delivered after approval of the 
methodological proposal; a second and final payment of the remaining 40% will be 
delivered at the approval of the final report by Cives Mundi. 
 
Both payments will be made in euros and in both cases an invoice will be 
presented for the services provided. These payments will be made through CIVES 
MUNDI Spain headquarters. 
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6. Questions and assessment criteria. 
 
This final external evaluation aims to analyze the results and impact of the project 
‘Economically empowering vulnerable Palestinian refugees in risk of social exclusion 
in Lebanon’ described above. 
 
The criteria that will guide the evaluation and questions trying to answer would be 
the following, in order of priority: 
 
 
Impact: the effects that the project has 
had and has on the community in 
general. Measurement: a) it is not 
confined to the study of the extent of the 
expected impact; (b) it is not confined to 
the analysis of the desired effects; and 
c) it is not reduced to the study of these 
effects on the beneficiary population. 

 
Positive effects of the project? Analysis? 
Has he project had any negative effect? 
Analysis. Has there been any collective 
affected negatively by the project?  Do 
the GO indicators allow assessing its 
achievement? Has the project 
contributed significantly to the 
achievement of the GO? 

Viability/ sustainability: measures the 
degree in which the positive effects of 
the intervention continue once external 
aid has been withdrawn. In what extent 
institutions, counterparts and/ or the 
beneficiary are going to take charge of 
continuing with the positive effects of 
the executed action. 

Have the beneficiaries been involved in 
the identification, management and 
maintenance of the project? Has the 
project received and receives enough 
support from local authorities? Has the 
organization that must manage the 
intervention on external support 
enough capacity? Has the project not 
infringed essential aspects of the culture 
of the beneficiaries collective? Has the 
project contributed to promote equality 
of opportunities between men and 
women? How are you going to deal with 
the expenses of operation and 
maintenance of the project once it has 
finished? 

Efficiency: understood as the 
measurement of the objective extent 
and the results of the activities in the 
target population and the project 
execution period, without considering 
its own cost. 

Do the SO indicators allow assessing 
their own achievement? Has the Results 
been a sufficient and necessary mean 
for achieving the SO? Has it been 
possible to achieve, as defined, the SO? 
Have the external factors for Results 
and SO been met? 

Efficiency: understood as the 
measurement of the results obtained in 
relation to the resources that have been 
used (financial, material, technical, 
natural and human). 

Were the means for the implementation 
of the project well described and 
necessary for the realization of the 
activities? Are the costs clearly justified 
and reasonable? Have all activities been 
essential for the achievement of the 
Results? Have the runtimes of activities 
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been an appropriate outcome? Were 
responsibilities assigned clearly for the 
implementation of activities? Have the 
external factors provided for activities 
been fulfilled? 

Relevance: the analysis of the adequacy 
of the results and project objectives to 
the context in which it has been made. It 
is necessary to consider: a) 
beneficiaries’ problems and needs, (b) 
national and/or local development 
policies; (c) the existence of other 
synergistic, complementary or 
competitive performances of 
cooperation; (d) policy, objectives and 
priorities for the AECID cooperation 
development; (e) the technical and 
financial capabilities taking into 
account; and f) the view of the concept 
and meaning of the term 
"development". 

Has the project answered to the 
priorities included in the documents of 
the programme for Cives Mundi and 
NAJDEH? 
Has the project responded to the EU 
priorities? 
Has the project answered to the 
development policies’ priorities of the 
refugee camps? Was the project a 
priority of the target group? 
Were the beneficiaries well defined and 
were they a priority collective? 
Was there correspondence between the 
target project and the problem that was 
intended to be solved? 
Does the GO justify the project 
development? 
Has there been coordination with other 
actors working in the fields, either local 
or international? 
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7. Evaluation Methodology and Work Plan. 
 
Methodology and Work Plan 
 
The assessment team must perform the relevant analyses for the evaluation 
following the integrated approach to the project cycle management. The evaluation 
will take a participatory approach. The assessment team must provide the autors 
of the project the opportunity to reflect on their work at least one week after 
handing over the final report. 
 
Quantitative and qualitative information will be combined. In addition, we will 
take into account any possible and useful secondary information for the evaluation 
generated during the project by both performer entities (Cives Mundi, Fundesarte 
and NAJDEH) and other agencies involved.  
 
Different techniques will be used for the collection of information, which will 
provide greater justification to the conclusions and recommendations arising from 
the evaluation. Evaluation results (conclusions and recommendations) will be 
offered globally for whole communities. 
 
The evaluation will consist of the following phases: 
 
1. Study of Cabinet: To prepare the work plan, review and analyze available 
documentation and agree on the agenda for the work field, for which the itinerary 
for field work, key informants and agenda will be defined. 
 
2. Field work: during the field work, there will be necessary, quantitative and 
qualitative quality information, to cover the information needs expressed in point 
4 "Evaluation scope" and 5 "Evaluation criteria" using previously designed tools. 
 
Field work will take place in the Palestinian refugee camps of Ein El Helwe (Sidon), 
Rashidie (Tiro) and Naher el Bahred (Tripoli).  
 
Logistical support of the regional coordinator of Cives Mundi and the former head 
of project and team of NAJDEH will be available.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Foreigners need a special permit from the Lebanese security 
services to enter Ein El Helwe camp. 
 
A follow-up meeting is advised with developers every week or ten days during the 
five weeks that the evaluation lasts. 
 
For the preliminary report, drafting a period of 10 working days on the end date of 
the work in field is indicated. 
 
3. Preparation of the report: after the preliminary draft of the report, information 
by Cives Mundi will be incorporated once a definitive final report is delivered. The 
final report draftshould comply with the recommendations of section 8 of the 
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present document. A final draft will be discussed by all parties until a final report is 
established. 
 
The final report will be delivered to Cives Mundi and different participating 
organizations including our partners NAJDEH and FUNDESARTE. 
 
Evaluation work results shall be submitted by differentiating between: data, 
interpretations and prosecutions. Conclusions (factual checks about the criteria 
and factors evaluated), lessons learned (cause-effect relations between the 
undertaken activities and the obtained conclusions) and recommendations 
(suggestions for enhancing the relationship cause-effect and logic of the 
intervention design, implementing information systems recommended, etc.) will 
be presented. 
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8. Documents and information sources. 
 

DOCUMENTS AND RESSOURCES FOR FINAL EVALUATION "JOB OPPORTUNITIES" 

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION   
 Annex 1.  Accepted project  
 Annex 2.  Logical Framework 
 Annex 3.  Total and breakdown budget 
 Annex 4. Work Plan/Chronogram 
 Annex 5.  Communication and Visibility Plan 
 Annex 6.  Other relevant information and maps 
REPORTS   
 Annex 7.  Quarterly reports 
 Annex 8.  Yearly report  
AGREEMENTS   
 Annex 9.  Signed contract between EU and Cives Mundi 

 Annex 10. 
MOU between NAJDEH, FUNDESARTE and Cives 
Mundi 

 Annex 11.  Addendums to the original contract 
MEANS OF VERIFICATION   
 Annex 12.   Means of verification  
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8. Structure and presentation of the evaluation report. 
 
The final report of evaluation shall not exceed 40 pages (without annexes). It must 
include an executive summary of no more than 5 pages. 
 
After its presentation in electronic form and once approved, the team will deliver a 
copy in paper format. 
 
The final report will consist of the following sections (indicative model): 
0. Executive summary. 
 
1. Introduction, evaluation purpose, questions and main results. 
I. Background and objective of the evaluation. 
II. Methodology used in the evaluation. 
III. Constraints and limitations of the study. 
IV. Presentation of the work team. 
 
2. Description of the evaluated intervention, in which its objectives and its logical 
structure of planning are indicated; brief history and background; organization 
and management; involved actors and economic, social, political and institutional 
context in which the intervention unfolds. 
 
3. Analysis of the information collected, responding to questions and criteria of 
evaluation previously established, organized according to the proposed 
comprehensive evaluation approach. Analysis of different levels (design, process, 
results) and sources consulted. 
 
4. Results of the assessment, presenting the evidence revealed in relation to the 
evaluation questions set out and the interpretations made on that evidence. 
 
5. Conclusions of the evaluation in relation to the established evaluation criteria. 
 
6. Recommendations arising from the evaluation geared to the improvement of the 
evaluated intervention through specific indications to improve the design, 
management procedures and impacts of actions. 
 
7. The lessons deriving from general conclusions indicate good practices and could 
be extrapolated and feedback other actions of Cives Mundi in this area of 
intervention. 
 
8. Annexes: including the TdR, the proposed methodology, and applied information 
gathering tools, work plan, the composition and the description of the mission 
(exhaustive relation of the proceedings) among other elements that can facilitate 
the evaluation process. 
 
The first draft of the evaluation report will be delivered within 5 weeks from the 
start of the evaluation. Within a week, the entity that hires the evaluation service 
will deliver the evaluator the report with their comments towards the definitive 
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final report. From this moment, the assessment team will get 15 to 20 days to 
deliver the definitive report. 
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10. Assessment Team. 
 
According to the available budget, the team will be composed by at least two 
people. 
 
Assess the following qualities in the candidates:  
 

 Previous experience in assessments with international donors. European 
Union evaluation experience will be assessed very positively. 

 Experience in the field of cooperation of at least 3 years.  
 Experience in the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon. Knowledge of the 

field work and previous work with Palestinian refugees will be highly 
considered. 

 Excellent level of English and Arabic (Palestinian dialect knowledge will be 
assessed very positively). 

 
Priority will be given to local evaluators within the budget and upon commitment 
to standards of quality. 
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11. Premises of the evaluation, authorship and publication. 
 
The assessment team should respond to the following basic premises of ethical and 
professional behavior: 
 

 Anonymity and confidentiality. 
The evaluation must respect people’s right to provide information by 
ensuring your anonymity and confidentiality. 
 

 Responsibility. 
Any disagreement or difference of opinion that may arise between 
members of the team or between these and those responsible for the 
project will be discussed and agreed with Cives Mundi. 
 

 Integrity. 
The assessment team will have the responsibility to highlight issues not 
specifically mentioned in these terms of reference, if necessary to obtain a 
more complete analysis of the intervention. 
 

 Independence. 
The assessment team must guarantee its independence and objectivity in 
information, statements and conclusions made on the evaluated 
intervention. 
 

 Incidences. 
In the event of problem appearance during work field completion or at any 
other stage of the evaluation they shall be submitted immediately to the 
Cives Mundi responsible for Middle East, depending on the nature of the 
incidents. If not, the existence of these problems in any case may be used to 
justify failure to obtain the results required by Cives Mundi in this 
document. 

 
 Validation of information. 

It corresponds to the assessment team to ensure the veracity of the 
information collected for the preparation of reports, and ultimately liable 
for the information presented in the evaluation report. 
 

 Evaluation reports. 
Dissemination of the information collected and the final report is the 
prerogative of Cives Mundi and EU. 
 

 Confidentiality and copyright. 
The assessment team will guarantee the confidentiality in the treatment of 
the information gathered during this work and undertakes to apply 
formally for people responsible for Cives Mundi any use or publication 
reference of the real case studies. 
 

 Report delivery. 
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In the event of delay in the reports delivery or in the event that the quality 
of the delivered reports is manifestly less than what has been agreed with 
Cives Mundi, penalties provided for in the signed contract shall be applied.  

 
In any case, Cives Mundi reserves the right to conduct the evaluation and/or 
decide on its various aspects. 
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12. Presentation of technical supply and assessment criteria. 
 
 
The presentation of the offer must be carried out by email to Cives Mundi’s 
representative in headquarters (ana@civesmundi.es), indicating in the subject: 
Final Evaluation Tatreez project. 
 
The content of the offer shall relate to the following sections: 
 
A) Methodology of work. 
B) Detailed schedule proposal breakdown field work, office and cabinet. 
C) Budget in accordance with the following details: 
Design Stage: 
- Documentary review. 
- Adjustment and validation evaluation, final assessment matrix and proposed 

drafting methodological design. 
- Design and development of techniques for collecting data. 
Work field stage: 
- Execution of work in local counterpart’s offices (Ein El Helwe refugee camps). 
- Implementation of fieldwork Ein El Helwe refugee camps). 
- Data interpretation. 
- Results and return progress. 
Report drafting stage: 
- Adjustment and preliminary conclusions and recommendations. 
- Final report drafting. 

 
D) Professional curriculum vitae of the evaluator 
 
 
 
 
Candidate offer assessment criteria: 
 
The offers received will be valued in accordance with the following criteria and 
standards: 
 
CRITERIA 1: 
Technical quality proposal (maximum 4 points out of 10 of the overall proposal. 
Minimum 2 points). 
 
CRITERIA 2: 
Professional profile, the assessment team CV (maximum 3 points out of 10 of the 
overall proposal).  
 
CRITERIA 3: 
Budget (maximum 2 points out of 10 of the overall proposal). 
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Curriculum Vitae 
of the Evaluators 
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CCAATTHHEERRIINNEE  CCLLOOUUYYEE  
 

Town, Country 

Telephone 

E-mail 

Date of birth 

Nationality 

Barcelona, Spain  

+34 676 913 668 

cathyclouye@yahoo.fr 

21 / 04 / 1974 

French 

 
 
WORK EXPERIENCE 

  
 

 
 

Most Relevant 
Experience in 
External 

Evaluations  

Participation in the participatory evaluation of the EU co-financed project “Desarrollo económico local y emigración 
en Latinoamérica – EMIDEL” implemented by the Municipality of L’Hospitalet de Llobregat in partnership with the 
Municipalities of La Paz (Bolivia), Canelones (Uruguay), Santa Tecla (El Salvador) and Barcelona (Spain). Ref. 
DCI-ALA/19.09.01/08/19157 /161.1 06/URB-AL III-45 (May-June 2013) 
 

 Participation in the participatory evaluation for MISEREOR (Germany) of Habitat International Coalition (HlC) to 
assess the appropriateness and relevance of the Coalition’s strategies, results and impacts at international, 
regional, national and local levels in accordance with the needs and expectations of its members, as well as to the 
advocacy and networking capacities of the Coalition. Brazil, Mexico and Egypt. (April-November 2012) 
 

 Participation in the final evaluation of the EU co-financed project: “Capacity building for sustainable livelihood in 4 
districts of Kinbungo province, Rwanda” implemented by Bread for the World (Germany) in partnership with the 
Lutheran World Federation LWF-Rwanda. Ref. ONG-PVD/2005/113-344 (Sept-Oct 2008) 
 

 Participation in the third and final evaluation of the EU co-financed project: «deSOLaSOL, Photovoltaic for small 
investors in Germany, Spain, France and Portugal» implemented by ECODES (Spain) in partnership with 
ECOVISION (Germany), AVENIA (Spain), AFLOPS (Portugal), HESPUL (France), TRIODOS BANK (Spain), and 
LA NEF (France). Ref: EIE/05/078 (June-August 2008) 
 

 Participation in the second intermediate evaluation of the EU co-financed project: «deSOLaSOL, Photovoltaic for 
small investors in Germany, Spain, France and Portugal» implemented by ECODES (Spain) in partnership with 
ECOVISION (Germany), AVENIA (Spain), AFLOPS (Portugal), HESPUL (France), TRIODOS BANK (Spain), and 
LA NEF (France). Ref. EIE/05/078 (May-July 2007) 
 
Participation in the final external evaluation of the EU co-financed project: “Fortalecimiento de la vigencia de los 
derechos humanos de las mujeres para una vida libre de violencia” implemented by Bread for the World 
(Germany) in partnership with CEPAM (Ecuador). Ref. ONG-PVD/2003/065-090 (March-April 2007) 
 

 Participation in the first intermediate evaluation of the EU co-financed project: «deSOLaSOL, Photovoltaic for small 
investors in Germany, Spain, France and Portugal» implemented by ECODES (Spain) in partnership with 
ECOVISION (Germany), AVENIA (Spain), AFLOPS (Portugal), HESPUL (France), TRIODOS BANK (Spain), and 
LA NEF (France). Ref: EIE/05/078 (October 2006) 

Most Relevant 

Work Experience  

Independent Consultant in International Cooperation Projects (January 2015 - Present)  
• Formulation of international cooperation projects in cooperation with European and third countries organizations  
in miscellaneous sectors of action (human rights, gender, rural development, strengthening civil society, capacity 
building, climate change, food security, social entrepreneurship, etc.) and countries of Latin America, Africa, Asia 
and Europe for international donor authorities, mainly the European Commission (Europeaid, Erasmus, Interreg), 
UN Trust Fund to End Violence against Women, and the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation.  
• Final review of concept notes and full application forms to be submitted to EU call for proposals  
• Final review of external monitoring technical and financial reports of EU co-financed projects  
 

 Executive Assistant – Projects Manager 
ASDE - Alternatives for Sustainable Development - Barcelona, Spain (January 2006- June 2014) 

 Assistance in: 
• Identification and formulation of development projects in miscellaneous sectors of action (human rights, health, 
strengthening civil society, capacity building, rural integrated development, food security, conflict prevention and 
resolution, education, gender, etc.) and countries of Latin America, Africa, Asia and Europe, mainly for EU call for 
proposals 
• External monitoring and technical and financial assistance of development projects co-financed by the EU in 
miscellaneous sectors of action and countries  
• External evaluation (intermediate, ex-post) of development projects and programs in miscellaneous sectors of 
action and countries 
• Logistic preparation of training workshops on project cycle management and EU procedures for external actions 
for European and Third countries organizations 
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

  

 

 
 
LANGUAGE SKILLS 

  

 

 

 
 
OTHER SKILLS 

  

 

Professional 
trainings in 

NGOs 

LIMEDDH – Mexican League of Human Rights. Mexico City, Mexico (January-April 1998) 
• Case study for the elaboration of my thesis on a specific situation of human rights violation in a Tarahumara 
Indians community in the state of Chihuahua (North Mexico).  
• Organization of workshops to promote Human Rights awareness and dissemination in Mexico City  
 

 Amnesty International. Mexico City, Mexico (September – December  1997) 
 • Conception and organization of an awareness campaign and a jazz concert for the benefit of children refugees. 

 
 Enfants de Notre Tendresse. Lima, Peru (July – Septembre 1996) 
 • Evaluation of the operational management of four nutrition centers for children in poor neighborhoods of Lima. 

• Fundraising and study of viability for the construction of a new center in Lima 

Academic Master Degree in International Management and Development (1995/1998)  
International school of business and development - 3A (Asia, Latin America, Africa). Francheville, France. 
Specialization: Latin America, International Cooperation and Development 
 

 B.A. in English and Spanish (1992/1995) 

 Licence en L.E.A. – Langues Etrangères Appliquées.-  Stendhal University, Grenoble, France 
 

 Economics Baccalaureate (1992) 
 Mme de Staël School, Saint Julien en Genevois, France. 

 

Further  Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher Education (ITESM) – Mexico City, México (1997) 
University exchange. Courses of international business, marketing, socio-cultural values of Latin America. 
 

 FORDEP. Grenoble, France (1996) 

 Training on the management of development projects and emergency actions in developing countries  

Mother tongue French 

  

Other languages UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production   

English Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 

Spanish Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 Proficient user C2 

Most Relevant 
Experiences in 
this Area 

Non-Profit Translator English / French (2011 – Present) 
Chameleon Association Philippines. Paris, France 
• Punctual translation of miscellaneous documents, e.g. projects for calls for proposals, annual reports  
 

 Translator Spanish / French (November-December 2005) 
Peuples Solidaires – Mission in Costa Rica  

 • Translator in meetings with local unions/workers and members of Peuples Solidaires in the framework of a 
mission on work conditions in banana plantations and defense of the workers’ human rights.   

 Organizational / 
managerial skills 

▪ Excellent planning, organizational and coordination skills  

▪ Work effectively both as team member and independently 

▪ Excellent analytical and research skills 
 

 Communication skills ▪ Excellent interpersonal and intercultural communication skills   
 

 Computer skills ▪ Good command of Microsoft Office™  



Nour Serhan 
Beirut, Lebanon 

Tel: +961 71 80 89 87 
                                                                                                                 Skype:   serhan.nour 

Email: snouchko@gmail.com 
                                                                                                                        Nationality: Lebanese - Canadian 
 

 Skills and professional knowledge 

 Leadership Management 

 Humanitarian work in a multicultural environment 

 Flexibility in approach, sense of initiative, organized and fast leaner 

 Team player and independent worker 

 

 

 

 

Education 
Masters in political sciences – International Politics 

Université Saint-Joseph 
 

Journalism Certificate 

Université de Montréal 
 

Master 1 in Philosophy 

Université de Montréal 
 

License in Philosophy 

Université de Montréal 
 

French Baccalaureate - Literature 

Lycée Abd el Kader 

 
 

2013-2015 
 

 

2011 
 

 

2008 
 

 

2006 

 
 

2001 

 Experience 
Monitoring and Evaluation Coordinator  
International Orthodox Christian Charities (IOCC) -Beirut 

 Supported the development and implementation of clear M&E plan for different 

projects 

 Helped establish and maintain systems and databases for regular monitoring and 

evaluation of projects against their objectives and expected outputs. 

 Supported in the collection and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data as well as 

with reporting on findings from monitoring activities 

 Supervised the M&E support staff (e.g. data entry clerks, monitors)  

   

Monitoring and Evaluation Officer (acting M&E manager for 4 months) 

International Rescue Committee – Beirut 

 Responsible of the data collection 

 Developed and maintained the beneficiary databases 

 Assisted in the design of assessments tools, monitoring tools and performance 
indicators. 

 Assisted in the writing of reports; 

 Focal point for ActivityInfo reporting 

 

 

 
 
2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2014-2015 
 

 

 

 

 

mailto:snouchko@gmail.com


Junior AME Officer  

ACTED - Beirut  

 Supervised the data collection process from the field in a timely and efficient 

manner 

 Designed questionnaires into ODK collect and trained staff to fulfil their role 

in data collection 

 Assisted in the data entry, data inputting and data analysis; 

 Conducted spot-checks visits, key informant interviews and focus group 

discussions with beneficiaries and community representatives 

 

Monitor  
Children and Youth Association – Shatila 
Under the supervision of the managers of the Relief Program to Palestinian and Syrian refugees 

and the program of Education support and psycho-social activities  

 Conducted monitoring exercises at different stages of the programs 
implementation:  

 Verified the accuracy of the data collected in particular at the beneficiary 
identification phase 

 Meetings with locals, information sessions, referrals, other assistance 

 Drafted and submitted reports of each field visits on a timely basis and 
according to templates provided by the manager 

 

Volunteer 
Amel - Beirut 

 Participated in field-based data collection for several assessments and 
monitoring exercises, as per agreed calendars; (Mother and Child Health 

Program) 

 Assist the Database Officer with data entry in the (Former detainees 

Rehabilitation Project)  
 

Social Assistant – School Homeworks 

Centre haïtien d'animation et d’intervention sociale (CHAIS) – Montreal 

 Worked closely with underprivileged students and helped them invest their 

potential 

 Followed up on students improvement on all scales  

 Assisted in weekly and quarterly follow-up reports 

 
 

Educator-assistant 
Day care "Les Bulles" – Montreal 

 Prepared and organized educative activities 

 Ensured that all educative activities are ongoing and running successfully 

 Liaised with and answered enquiries from parents 

2013-2014 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
2012 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2007 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2009-2010 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

2006-2009 

 Languages 
 

French : fluent      English: fluent      Arabic  : good 

 Computer Skills 

Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), Windows, Mac Os 
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RECOMPILATION TABLE OF INFORMATION OBTAINED DURING INTERVIEWS 

 
 

A. RELEVANCE  

 BENEFICIARIES CIVES MUNDI NAJDEH FUNDESARTE AMIDEAST EU 

A1. How would 
you qualify the 
identification of 
the target group? 
Were they well 
defined? Were 
they a priority 
target group in 
the country? 
 

-According to selecting the target group as 
stated in the criteria, there were some flaws. 
 
-let me tell you something; in the camps, 
when a woman becomes a widow, the 
associations will ensure all of her children. So 
first we selected around 20 widows, and all 
answered us the same “I don’t need to work, 
my children are already ensured”. 
 
-The criteria didn’t include married women. 
For example, one of the married women that 
we selected after, her husband is in prison. 
Another one, her husband is disabled. 
 
-So, Khadija & I sent a report to Cives Mundi, 
that highlighted on such cases, that some 
married women are suffering much more than 
widows. At the end they agreed to include 
married women with hardship cases. 
 
-Hence, for further projects, it is preferred to 
include flexible criteria, & to strictly address 
widows & divorced only. 
 
-They should study the social situations, 
before determining the criteria. 
 
-Because again, married women no matter 
how their situations would be hard, 
associations don’t include them in their 
priorities. 
 

SC: 
They are definitely a priority target group in 
the camps, especially the widows. Palestinians 
are more discriminated, there are less NGOs 
helping them so in that respect, they are a 
priority target group. 
As for the stakeholders, AMIDEAST they were 
the right partners for the trainings on self-
employment, they are well known in Lebanon. 
ANAT and Fundesarte did a good job so it was 
a good choice. 
TATWEER the organization who was 
responsible of the study and guide on good 
practices did not meet the deadlines, there 
was a lot of delays.   
 
HA: 
I think there is something, not wrong, but 
there is something missing in the 
identification of the project from the 
beginning. First of all, the target group is not 
the best target group because of the age 
limitation; as you know the limited age from 
18 until 35 and I think most of the widow 
women inside the camp are more than that 
age. It is the first problem. 
The reality, the most needed women are not 
the widows because they get help inside the 
camps, so this is a gap in the identification of 
the target group. We take a long time to reach 
120 women in the project because we don’t 
find this limited target group. So, because of 
this, later we included married women but 
with hardship cases, women that suffered and 
have special cases. So the criteria to select the 
target was extended 
 
AG 
En un principio sí que era un grupo bien 
definido, era un grupo prioritario en cuanto a 
las prioridades de la convocatoria de la UE 
(mujeres en riesgo de exclusión, vulnerables) 
pero luego tuvimos el problema de que 
muchas de las mujeres no cubrían el cupo. 
Entonces tuvimos que abrir el abanico a que 
mujeres que no fuese divorciadas o viudas 
participase. La identificación estuvo bien, pero 
tuvimos allí un pequeño error, como que 
fuimos muy ambiciosos en cuanto a evaluar el 
número de mujeres viudas y divorciadas que 
podían participar. Y otras que por problema 
de seguridad no pudieron   
 

I have to say that the target group identified in 
the proposal will later on be modified and 
changed, because it was not so much relevant 
in terms of criteria. The criteria were later on 
much more broadened and broader criteria 
were integrated within the proposal. At the 
beginning for instance, the project was only 
targeting widow women, but that was not 
fitting within the target group of the 
embroidery workers mainly, especially those 
who have basic skills, and the project was 
aiming to improve and enhance their skills. 
Because of that, other women have been 
considered and have been targeted later on. 
Within the criteria of severe socioeconomic 
situation, their contribution to the 
improvement of economic conditions within 
their families, having specific roles, big family 
members, so additional number of the target 
group with different criteria was targeted.  
In terms of relevance, what was much more 
relevant for me, is that this project was built 
on the existing experience of Najdeh and 
other NGOs experiences on Palestinian 
embroidery with everything supporting the 
sustainability of this project (such as shops, 
workshops, premises, availability to market).   
I have to say that mainly the trainings that the 
workers went through, was good and 
improved the fashion and the design of the 
embroidery, but it would have been better to 
have a local trainer who is familiar to the 
Palestinian embroidery, much more fitting in 
the frame of this project. Unfortunately, we 
had a consultant/trainer from abroad, not so 
much familiar with Palestinian embroidery. I 
think that regarding the market of Palestinian 
embroidery, how we can expand the 
demands, what are the attitudes of the 
clients, the trainer lacked of experience and 
knowledge. The trainer should have also been 
more familiar with Arabic, there was ongoing 
interpreters.            
 

I worked in the first 2 trainings with just TOT, 
the 16 selected ones that were never the 
same. The first trip they were 14 and then 
they changed about 16. The 2nd they were 
another 15 but not the same.  
First the situation in Tripoli was quite bad so 
there was trouble/problem, and then in the 
2nd trip they changed. I had the feeling that 
they were not enough because if you have 20 
and 5 come from Tripoli and 5 come from 
Rashidiye and they might not come, they have 
to have more. So you have a certain number 
every 20 and they were not replacements. So 
if 2 of Tripoli couldn’t come, Tripoli was not 
represented which is not fair for them. So it’s 
much better to do the trainings in situ there. 
When I went directly to Tripoli to have 
trainings there, much better, because then 
you saw the differences there. They had the 
feeling they were important also, so the way 
they were engaging the problem was totally 
different, being there not being in Ain el 
Helwe. There are many things behind the 
project that you really don’t know. I asked but 
they would tell me “another one had a 
problem so she is not here”. But I had this list 
and they should be here again.  So of course it 
could be better, more objective. I don’t know 
if they had a list of skills.  
In terms of the transpassing all the knowledge 
and making more sustainable this project you 
have to enlarge the group and have young 
people coming in. That’s what happened in 
my 3rd training. 2 first trainings were with 
TOTs selected by someone. I didn’t know the 
requirements for being selected, I didn’t know 
the background, so when I entered the 1st day 
at class I didn’t know anything, not even their 
names. They would not send me a document 
first with their backgrounds, and their skills so 
I could be informed and I could really do my 
training a little bit more adapted to the real 
situation. I didn’t know if they were 15 or 21. 
They just told me they might be 16. If I have 
information, feedbacks, backgrounds of the 
artisans, backgrounds of the real life, of their 
situation, of course I can help more. I work in 
social projects so I really know how to manage 
that. There are methods to get to the people 
depending and on their situation (to get faster 
or slower).  
They hired me to go there and do trainings in 
design. Design is too large, it’s like training in 
knowledge and creativity. I can spend 20 years 
doing that. So it has to be more, not so 
specific, but more coordinated. When you do 

BAK: 
The target group of women, I think there was 
definitely the need for an intervention on 
behalf of an organization to provide for them 
trainings, to establish a cooperative. 
Now I think the major hurdle in that is that I 
believe the Lebanese system in order to 
establish a cooperative, the cooperative needs 
to have a lot of people backing it who were 
Lebanese; so the women themselves would 
never really eventually have full ownership of 
the cooperative that was established. Now, I 
don’t know if they did go on to establish a 
cooperative or not. After the training finished, 
we didn’t have any follow-up with the women, 
our interaction was through the training to 
give them the business skills and any ideas for 
establishing some type of informal 
cooperative so that they could help market 
their products, help establish sort of 
management skills that they could do some 
sort of business but I don’t think we ever got 
to the legalization part or to the part 2 which 
was to work with a lawyer to finalize the 
application and to actually become a 
legitimate cooperative and we didn’t go on 
with part 2.  
We completed the initial stage which was the 
training of the women in business 
management skills basically; the 2 part, the 
legal assistance never really occurred as far as 
Amideast. What might have happened 
afterwards, I am not aware of it.   
 
JWD: 
Yes, Palestinian women are underprivileged 
and need a lot of support.   

Yes, the target was quite relevant.  There’s no 
doubt that Palestinian refugees need help. 
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the effort to travel in this kind of situation, 
you don’t go there just to do a training of 15 
hours in design. It’s important to map the 
situation and identify all the actors, all the 
main characters that are involved in the 
process and then the relationship between 
them is part of the sustainability process. If 
you give me at least all this people and define 
them on their characters, I can really map the 
situation before and probably I can do a much 
better job with you and I can plan the whole 
situation. At the end you are saving money 
and time doing this field work.  
 

A2. Did the 
project respond 
to real needs 
formulated by 
the intended 
beneficiary 
group? 
 

 
What were your most urgent needs/relevant 
problems at the beginning of the project? Did 
the project respond to your real needs? 
 
-For me, we were mostly in need to work & 
become self-independent & so on. And we 
achieved all of that throughout the project. 
 
-We found ourselves in this project. 

SC: 
I do believe that there’s a need for Palestinian 
woman to be able to support themselves 
economically. The need to empower them is 
also there, since most of the Palestinian 
organizations in the camps are managed by 
men.   
 
HA: 
Yes, in general the project respond to the 
needs specially inside the camps; there is a 
very bad economic situation in the camps 
because as you know Palestinian don’t have 
the right to work according Lebanese laws, 
and because of this they suffer from this bad 
economic situation. 
This project came to share, to rise this 
problem, through the economic support of 
the women in the camp. The project 
succeeded to about 60% I think. 
 
AG 
Por una parte, sí, creo que, por ej. en el tema 
de empoderamiento, el proyecto ha 
contribuido a que las mujeres vean la 
importancia de tener una independencia 
económica, aunque todavía no sabemos si van 
a tener esta independencia económica, si que 
ha contribuido a que ellas crean que, si es 
necesario, que pueden. Y además un poco de 
independencia social 

Najdeh and the embroidery workers were 
demanding to continue working on the 
embroidery and marketing their products at 
the local and international levels. But we as 
Najdeh were unable to continue working 
without any international support/fund. So in 
this context, it was responding to the 
women’s needs. Some of the needs that were 
not identified in the project were responded 
within this project. Unfortunately, also, the 
project was typically technical, was not taking 
into consideration the social and self-
confidence of women (such as providing them 
a social place where to gather, having social 
activities). Regarding this project, the other 
activities we or other NGOs are providing, 
especially in terms of women rights, 
consultation, legal or psychosocial support, 
such kind of things, which were much more 
strengthening the technical part of the 
project. So now I believe women are seeing 
this holistic approach of this project more 
than the technical part that the project 
identified only.   

What I did, yes of course.  
My 3rd trip I had a meeting with Nathalia and 
she passed me all the information which was 
very useful also. My third trip I saw the 
formulation of the project and I saw the 
project itself. Information is crucial, it’s key in 
terms of developing a nice project and 
everyone in the project has to have the 
information, everyone even if you are going to 
teach sewing, anything. 
So of course if I get engaged in a project, like 
this now, I have a lot of experience. It would 
be absolutely different, like I need this 
information, and I need it now, and before I 
travel I need this, the profile, and maybe the 
contact with the local NGO which is also 
crucial for a person that goes there because 
they are hosting you somehow. And how they 
work, and explain your needs and what do you 
want to reach, this is something I do in every 
workshop. The very first day I say we have to 
get here. The process we are going to do it 
together, walking together we are getting 
here. This is the point we are going to reach 
and I don’t care about your situation. I don’t 
care, altogether, 3, 4, 7, we are going to get 
here. Because otherwise it doesn’t make any 
sense my presence here. And we normally 
really go there so I was really proud of the 
work they did with me. Every trip I was proud. 
I was always really happy because they 
reached the point we had to reach in every 
single training and that was compromise. If 
you are not going to compromise with me 
during 5 or 7 days working a lot (at the 
beginning 5 was little so next one was 7). I told 
them if you can’t compromise, don’t worry, 
don’t come, you can leave your place to 
another one who can compromise. Because 
this is very important for me to have a 
compromise and they normally compromise. 
Which was the first thing I told them.  
 

BAK: 
Yes, I think that the skills that Jade were 
provided and his interaction with the women 
was positive. He would come back saying that 
the women understand what’s going on, that 
he was having positive feedbacks and he 
wasn’t having any issues with the women, 
with the delivery of the training, with the 
communication. They were all motivated 
about the topic, their attendance was good. 
In general, the content was appropriate for 
the level of the women and the training itself 
was good. And even after the first session, 
Jade continue to adjust to content so that it 
was deliverable for the women. We used 
some of the content that we have in a 
program called “Arab women entrepreneur”, 
which is similar for women who want to either 
start businesses or continue to run a business 
that they have. The content was adjusted to 
the language skills of the women and to their 
knowledge 
 
JWD: 
The project was great. The training was very 
well suited to their needs. The age bracket 
was a little bit higher than expected. The 
education level is not high and for this reason 
the workshop was very simplified with very 
practical examples adapting to their 
standards.  
 
The assistance from Cives Mundi was always 
perfect: most of the times there was 
assistance from Miss Muna Shebli and there 
was also Miss Hadeel Al Zoabi taking pictures. 
Other team members like Mr. Haytham Abdo, 
Ms. Khadija AbdelAl and Mr. Maher 
Abdelrahman were there for any needed 
support. Ms. Natalia Sanches was also 
available for any major support.  
I was on the field and AMIDEAST were taking 
care of the administrative coordination with 
me to give the report back to Cives Mundi 
 

As long as I did not receive the final report, I 
can’t tell. So far, yes the original proposal took 
into consideration the real needs of the 
beneficiaries. This is satisfactory 
 

A3. Is there still a 
certain coherence 
between the 
preliminary 
project proposal 
and the current 

-At the beginning the needs of the 
beneficiaries were mostly to learn, get 
empowered, embroider, & so on. But at this 
point the needs are all about promoting & 
marketing the production. Now we have 
acquired & learnt everything 

SC: 
The project got 2 amendments and a no cost 
extension, which probably means that the 
original proposal didn’t match the context. 
But with the 2 amendments and the no cost 
extension, Civus Mundi tried at least to adapt 

It changed in terms for instance the idea of 
this consortium of NGOs or partners. A new 
initiative would be established and women 
through this initiative can market or sell their 
products. We examined it and it was really 
hard, starting a new initiative especially when 

 BAK: 
Yes, I think it changed because of the issue 
with being able to legalize the cooperative. 
When we first started to investigate it through 
our contacts, we were told that it is something 
very simple, that it will not be complex and we 

In some activities, yes. Then the adjustments 
of other activities were done appropriately 
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context? Or did 
the nature of the 
problems/needs 
originally 
identified 
change? 

to the context.  
Many activities in the original proposal were 
not realistic (e.g. a Palestinian TV program, 
since the woman don’t like to talk in front of 
the camera). 
 
HA: 
I started working since the beginning (but I 
was not in the identification process), and 
stayed 2 years in the project. But the project 
was extended 6 other months after I left. 
Regarding the initial needs, they didn’t change 
throughout the project implementation. 
 
AG 
Según lo que identificamos, lo importante era 
para nosotros que las mujeres ganen más 
dinero, pero sobre todo que pudiese controlar 
estos recursos en el hogar, empoderamiento 
económico e independencia. También está el 
tema de los derechos laborales, pero eso 
quedaba como en segundo plano ya que es 
más complicado. Este tema fue abordado 
principalmente con la campaña y con el 
anuncio que se emitió en dos canales, en un 
canal nacional libanes (en prime time) y en un 
canal de los campos. 
Yo creo que en este sentido no han cambiado 
las necesidades inicialmente identificadas, yo 
creo que durante la implementación las 
mujeres seguían necesitando ganar dinero y 
seguían necesitando controlar estos recursos  
 

you are talking about exporting/importing in 
the context of Lebanon. So this didn’t work, 
we had to revise this again and again. This is 
one of the challenges that have been faced. 
The second is strengthening the relationship 
between the embroidery workers and Najdeh 
as a key NGO working on this. We could 
support the embroidery workers in doing, 
producing items and exploring other 
opportunities to market their embroidery in 
the country and abroad. This was good, by 
putting them in contact with our staff who 
used to work on the embroidery, not only 
Hala, but also Houssam, the shop, our clients 
from France, such kind of things. This was not 
identified in the project.    

will be able to do it very simply and then 
finding out that no, it’s not going to be 
something simple for them to do; I think that 
sort of influenced the project a little bit. At the 
beginning we thought it would be realistic, we 
spoke with various people at the different 
ministries, with experts and they said yes, it is 
something that is duable; we received a 
proposal from a local organization here in 
Lebanon, Knowledge Development Company 
(KDC), who assured us that yes this is 
something that within a certain timeframe we 
would be able to do, even knowing that they 
were Palestinian but we never ended up 
signing that part of the agreement and we just 
worked with the initial training on the 
business management part. So, it never got 
that far as to actually signing with KDC and 
them bringing the legal counselling. 
 
JWD: 
The location was supposed to be outside the 
camps as agreed but we ended up doing the 
training inside the camps. That wasn’t very 
positive since the situation was technically 
risky at that time.  
The timing was very challenging since most of 
the women had to leave early and I had to 
arrive late due to traffic and the enhanced 
army security measures at the entrance of the 
camp (especially in Ain el Helweh).  However, 
we managed to finish successfully with great 
results. 
 

A4. Overall design 
strength and 
weakness: 
A4.a. Were the 
specific objective, 
the general 
objective, the 
results clear and 
coherent? Did the 
specific objective 
correctly address 
the identified 
problems and 
social needs? 
 

 SC: 
They were clear and coherent, but only some 
of them were achievable since they were 
depended on the context and on external 
factors. When you first read them, the 
objectives seem to make sense in addressing 
the problems and social needs of the woman, 
but when it comes to put them into practice, 
some of them are not so realistic. 
 
HA: 
Yes, I think the objectives and results were 
very clear from the beginning. When we met 
and selected the beneficiaries in the 
beginning, we were very clear about these 
objectives and the results and what we need 
from this project. 
 
AG:  
Yo creo que la propuesta original, sí era 
coherente. Por supuesto, había cosas que 
luego en la realidad cuando te pones a 
hacerlas te das cuenta que es muy 
complicado, como el canal de televisión que 
luego las mujeres no querían salir.  
Se entregó en español la propuesta original 
porque la convocatoria lo permitía y nuestro 
idioma es el español; sin embargo, sí participó 
Najdeh en la identificación del proyecto, 
también estuvimos en Saida para encontrar 
varias mujeres  

As I was mentioning, the overall objective is 
ok. I think the project was ambitious.  
Usually the economical contribution of the 
women doesn’t go to their benefits, it goes 
much more beyond this, it goes to support the 
whole family and they are identifying the 
needs of the family, especially when there are 
children, more than identifying the needs of 
themselves. This is the case in general 
unfortunately. To some extent, they are not 
controlling the resources, but they are 
directing some of the resources, especially in 
terms of the daily life needs of their families. 
So within this context, I can say that yes, the 
overall objective to some extent was met, 
taking into consideration the whole complicity 
(ndlr, complexity). 
It’s the whole holistic approach: you have to 
work with women for around 3 years 
minimum on everything related to gender-
based violence and women empowerment at 
different levels in order to support them to 
reach a point where there are totally self-
confident, controlling all the resources of their 
life, including economic.   
 

  The proposal was no clear and coherent from 
the beginning. First it was written in Spanish, 
it had to be translated, revised as it wasn’t 
well focused. It was confusing 
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A4. Overall design 
strength and 
weakness: 
A4.b. Were the 
objectively-
verifiable 
indicators of 
achievement well-
chosen and 
widely agreed 
upon? 
 

 SC: 
I don’t know, I was not there at that moment. 
 
HA: 
The problem, from the beginning, when they 
write the proposal and the logframe is that 
Najdeh didn’t have a big role in the design of 
the proposal. Cives Mundi designed the 
project and defined the indicators and then 
sent it to Najdeh; but Najdeh didn’t have a big 
role in the designing of the project; because of 
this, later there were problems in the project 
management 
 
AG: 
En los indicadores, allí fallamos un poco, pero 
fallamos más en que no era tanto indicadores 
de resultados sino indicadores de actividades 
y también que a veces éramos muy 
ambiciosos. 
No se hizo una baseline study al principio del 
proyecto. La línea de base no estaba 
planteaba en el proyecto, intentamos hacer 
una al principio, se empezaron a hacer 
encuestas, pero en el transcurso del proyecto 
se abandono   
 

The indicators were revised yearly and agreed 
upon. 

  No baseline was done initially, thus it made it 
difficult to compare/measure the indicators 
proposed.  A baseline is required to measure 
increase/decrease. 

A4. Overall design 
strength and 
weakness: 
A4.c. Were the 
choice and the 
quantity of the 
inputs realistic? 
(Financial, human 
and 
administrative 
resources). 
 

 SC: 
In terms of financial inputs, there was enough 
money to implement the activities. In terms of 
organization and human resources, there was 
not enough follow up so some people were 
not doing what they were supposed to do. 
There was also a lot of staff turnover (e.g. 3 or 
4 different accountants during the project, 
change of project manager). 
 
HA: 
Here we had problems from the beginning: 
1. In human resources because we worked in 
all Lebanon, in 3 areas for 120 beneficiaries 
and we were only 2 people in the ground, i.e. 
the project manager from Cives Mundi (me) 
and the project manager from Najdeh. 
Actually, when the EU made the first 
evaluation, they said that if you’re only 3 
people in the ground (counted also the head 
of Cives Mundi although she was not working 
in the ground daily), the mission was 
impossible because there is no sufficient 
human resources to go to the 3 camps. This 
was a very big structural problem from the 
beginning.  
2. Financial problem. The project budget was 
not distributed fairly accordingly to all 
activities. There were not sufficient financial 
resources for many activities which affected 
the project. 
3. Another problem, at the beginning of the 
project, we waited 5 months to receive the 
first transfer and also in the middle in the 
project, we had to wait 3 o 4 months to 
receive the money and we had to stop or 
delay many activities due to that lack of the 
money. For example, the salaries were not 

Talking especially about the human and 
financial resources, they were not realistic. 
For Najdeh, it was a complicated working with 
Civis Mundi through all of these requirements.  
There was also delays in setting up the 
financial program, than changing the whole 
context. Then we also faced some staff 
replacement. So it was really complicated. It 
needs staff working only on this, while we 
were contributing fifty-fifty. 
The communication, especially at the 
beginning to set up the whole administrative 
and financial system was really hard. There 
was even a delay in hiring the administrative 
and financial staff from Civis Mundi part. So 
they delayed, we also delayed, it was 
complicated I don’t want to remember!     
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paid, I myself stayed 3 o 4 months without 
receiving my salary. The transfers were 
delayed 3 times which affected the project. I 
think the reason was due to a management 
problem between Cives Mundi and Najdeh, 
because the EU did pay for the first year, but 
Cives Mundi delayed to transfer. A lack of 
coordination between Cives Mundi and 
Najdeh. 
 

A4. Overall design 
strength and 
weakness: 
A4.d. What was 
the overall degree 
of flexibility and 
adaptability to 
facilitate rapid 
response to 
possible changes 
of circumstances? 
 

 SC: 
Thanks to the amendments we were able to 
adapt, but I think that the beneficiaries should 
have been more involved since the beginning. 
The management was from top to down and 
beneficiaries reported to me that they didn’t 
have a feeling of ownership till the last 6 
months.     
 
HA: 
Regarding the trainings, there was flexibility 
with the beneficiaries and with the trainers 
because we are in the ground and we can see 
the reality and adapt things 
 
AG: 
Se ha cambiado varias cosas, por ej. el 
programa de televisión que iba a ser semanal 
con varias mujeres. Pues esto se intentó, se 
contrató el periodista, se contrató la cámara y 
se intentó trabajar durante unos meses, pero 
las mujeres no querían salir, no querían 
hablar, había temas delicados como políticos; 
entonces solicitamos a la EU los cambios que 
fueron aprobados; entonces sí que hubo 
bastante flexibilidad. 
El proyecto era flexible, los objetivos nos 
permitían intentar cumplirlos de varias 
formas.  
 

Yes, at the field level, but also in terms of EU 
level. For instance, we have changed some of 
the identified places in the proposal where we 
had to have the workshops. Despite that, we 
as Nadeh were accommodating all, some were 
accommodated by other local partners. So it 
was easy to adapt the places. 
At the EU level, in terms for example of 
initiating the new body, they were flexible 
also to adapt and change the outcomes. 
In terms of the activities, there was some 
flexibility.      

Khadija and I had a very good and direct 
relationship. The women were flexibility and 
commit a lot. Flexibility and adaptability. The 
last trips were incredible. They came with me 
in the afternoon, compromise 10h a day (not 
5), and that’s what I asked them. I cannot be 
alone identifying all the suppliers, you have to 
be with me, understanding textiles, quality, 
smell, everything, and they came. So my 
advice is not so many intermediaries, more 
direct relationship with the people who want 
to be engaged, if you are willing to be engaged 
and if you want to do it in a proper way, the 
easiest way is you and the beneficiaries.  
 

BAK: 
The program training was implemented in 
deferent phases and I think it was very flexible 
from one training program to the other. The 
trainer was able to meet with the women, to 
see what’s the women’s needs were and 
adapt the curriculum, the content and the 
level almost immediately from one session to 
another. 
 
JWD: 
The group was flexible generally speaking. 
Some of them couldn’t make it to the whole 
program due to other commitments or 
personal challenges. Cives Mundi team was 
always available for rapid adaptations 
especially for the food, the seating and to 
support in isolating the children available 
(mainly in Rachidiya). 
 

 

A4. Overall design 
strength and 
weakness: 
A.4.e. Was the 
plan of action in 
adequacy with 
the achievement 
of the activities? 

 SC: 
The project had many delays in terms of 
trainings and money availability. This had a 
negative impact on the project. For example, 
beneficiaries had the training on self-
employment one year ago, and now that they 
need it, it’s not fresh in their head anymore.    
 
HA: 
In general, the chronogram was modified 3 or 
4 times, because first of the delay of the 
transfer, i.e. activities plan to start in March 
but the money arrived in May, so we made 
some changes 
Also, some activities were not working 
together. For example, and this is my opinion 
from the beginning, we can’t work with the 
beneficiaries and the TOT at the same time, 
for a simple reason, because the ToT will train 
the beneficiaries.  First, we should have time 
between the ToT’s trainings and the 
beneficiaries’ trainings, it shouldn’t be done at 
the same time as the ToT need to learn first to 
train the others.  Thus, we had to delay some 
activities later, so as to finish first with the 

The only activity that was not fitting and 
contributing to other activities is the study, 
because in my opinion we had to have a study 
at the beginning of the project in order to 
check to which extent the women have been 
vulnerable and to which extent this project 
was improving their status in general.  
A study happened but there was a delay. 

 BAK: 
I think, from my memory on how it was 
devised, i.e. first the initial trainings of the 
women in the skills for sewing and things like 
that and afterwards the trainings for the 
business development so that they could 
apply what they learned and the timeframes, 
yes it seemed logical, it seemed like it was 
divided out logically. 
I think our major concern when we were 
doing it was the security situation and 
whether we would be able to implement it in 
the timeframe that the project was schedule 
because things happen so many times, 
especially down in the camps that interrupt 
security and we felt that it probably would not 
be able to be implemented in that timeframe. 
I think there might have been some issues 
where maybe some of the trainings were 
cancelled and then postponed for the 
following week. I think that was an issue and it 
might have been an issue with the overall 
ability to maybe consider are we going to go 
with the legalization of the cooperative or can 
we do that, I don’t know if it was a factor in it; 
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TOT. This was a problem in the original 
chronogram, the timing of the trainings.   
 
AG: 
Cuando lo presentamos si pensábamos que 
estaba bien, pero sí que es verdad que desde 
allí nos dimos cuenta que a las mujeres les 
costó mucho entender cuál era el objetivo del 
proyecto, que estaban haciendo entonces me 
imagino que es un fallo de orden de 
actividades quizás, de cómo estaban 
planteadas las actividades en el cronograma  
Entonces si es un fallo porque quizás si desde 
un principio las mujeres hubiesen sabido de 
que iba todo, hubiesen entendido todo, quizás 
no se hubiera alargado tanto el proyecto o 
quizás no estaríamos en la fase que estamos, 
sino que ya llevarían meses vendiendo. No se 
les explico la lógica, la coherencia y el vínculo 
de las actividades entre ellas a las mujeres 
desde un principio. Igual el orden de las 
actividades no era el adecuado. 
 

I was not able to follow up about that with the 
project manager. Once we delivered the 
training part, then we never really had a 
closure meeting. 
 
JWD: 
The timing of the overall project was fine. 
AMIDEAST were not involved in the field 
coordination. A recommendation is not to 
include Fridays because some of the 
participants couldn’t make it.   
 

A5. Did the 
project respond 
to the EU 
priorities?  
 

 SC: 
I am not sure about the EU priorities, but I 
guess that they matched otherwise the 
project would not have been approved 

In terms of the relevance to the EU priorities, 
sure, otherwise it would not have been 
approved. 
 

  Yes. The rights of vulnerable women in 
general are one of the priorities of the EU in 
Lebanon as well as the implementation of 
trainings to achieve their independence, 
empowerment 
 

A6. Was the 
project in line 
with the 
development 
policies’ priorities 
of the targeted 
refugee camps? 

-Yes, of course, it is in line with our camp’s 
priorities. 

SC: 
If development policies priorities are related 
to creating livelihoods where woman have a 
more important role, then yes of course. 
 
HA: 
The objective of the project was not the top 
priority but yes it was one of the priorities in 
line with the development inside the camps. 
This kind of project, empowerment is needed 
in the camps. 
 
AG: 
Durante la identificación, Natalia estuvo muy 
en contacto con los líderes locales de los 
campos, con GUPW, etc. En un campo de 
refugiado, no haces nada sin que las 
autoridades locales den su aprobación, 
entonces yo lo que puedo responder desde 
aquí, creo que sí estaba en line con las 
prioridades de los campos 
 

In the context of the Palestinian refugee in 
general, the refugee community in Lebanon, 
all Palestinian lack their basic human rights, 
including access to work. We can’t talk about 
the development at the community level. So 
here we are talking about the personal, 
individual level. In regard to this, yes, the 
project was improving the individual status, 
conditions of the workers.     

   

A7. Were other 
actors working in 
the fields, either 
local or 
international 
consulted at the 
time of project 
design? 

 SC: 
Yes, there were different synergies with other 
NGOs, mainly local with similar embroidery 
projects. There was also a steering committee 
of organisations working on Tatreez. 
 
HA: 
We made a steering committee included one 
representative from the Tot and one from the 
beneficiaries from each camp (Naher el Bared, 
Ein el Helwe and Rashidie) and most of the 
NGOs that worked with the Tatreez in all 
Lebanon and we had regular meetings 
(sometimes every month, sometimes every 

All the partners were consulted. Some didn’t 
continue, they felt that this project was not 
going to contribute the improvement of their 
activities. Other committed and continued to 
the end like GUPW, the community centres of 
UNRWA, Najdeh.   
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two months), to discuss several things and 
good practices between all these NGOs, not 
only Cives Mundi and Najdeh. 
Also, in the beginning of the project, we did a 
kick off workshop and we invited all NGOS of 
Lebanon that work in this sector and we 
discussed and put many ideas together. 
And we also presented this project to the 
partners inside the camps, to the political 
parties and to the popular committee (like the 
municipalities inside the camps).  
I don’t think the steering committee is still 
going on after the project because the main 
goal was to issue good practices for the 
project 
 
AG: 
En la identificación, sí que conocimos a varias 
organizaciones que hacían Tatreez, pero nos 
pareció que Najdeh era la organización que 
mejor nos convenció  
 
 

 

 

 

B. EFFICIENCY 

 BENEFICIARIES CIVES MUNDI NAJDEH FUNDESARTE AMIDEAST EU 

B1.  The quality 
of day-to-day 
management: 
 
B1a How would 
you qualify the 
general 
management of 
the project? i.e. 
budget planning, 
administrative 
and financial 
management, 
implementation, 
and internal 
control 
standards, in 
compliance with 
EC rules and 
requirements? 
 
 
 

  SC: 
When I came to the project, there were only 3 
months to go and they had a high level of 
underspending. It’s one of the main reason we 
had to request an extension. So in terms of 
financial planning, there was big issues and it 
could have definitely been better. I know that 
in some months, project staff were not getting 
payed, because there were issues with money 
transfer from Spain to Lebanon. It ended up 
by having half of the staff leaving the project 
in the last year.   
In terms of administrative procedure, we had 
to deal with some delays, but it was overall ok. 
 
HA: 
In general, there was a problem between the 
main partners, Cives Mundi and Najdeh, which 
was clear and well known even from the EU; 
this problem affected a lot the activities, a lot 
things were delayed. 
One of the administrative problem was the 
delay in the transfer which affected the 
project. Also, there was not a fair distribution 
in the budget: large amount of money in some 
budget headings were not spent meanwhile 
some other budget lines very important for 
the beneficiaries showed some deficiencies. 
For instance, regarding the cooperative, 
there’s no money at the end of the project for 
the women to stay in this cooperative (note: 
Najdeh office in Ein El Helwe) or to rent 

I think it was not easy for the field managers, 
mainly at the end of the project, because only 
one manager was identified to follow up the 3 
workshops in 3 different geographical 
locations, far from each other’s. One was not 
able unfortunately to follow up, that was at 
the end of the project. Anyhow, the field 
coordinators at each geographical level were 
capable to follow up with their embroidery 
workers and they continued to coordinate 
among each other’s till now.  
In terms of having one manager from us, as 
Najdeh, following all this, it was really 
burdening, because it’s not only our workers, 
not only our staff, its other NGOs 
workers/staff, sometimes it depends on their 
motivation, commitment. So it was not easy 
for our manager to follow up.  
The daily managers from Najdeh should be 
supported from both sides, from Najdeh but 
also from Civis Mundi, which was not the case, 
especially during the first year and a half of 
the project. The Civis Mundi project manager 
was not there every day, from times to times 
she would come ask some questions, some 
requests, but she was not in the field to 
support the staff.      

  The management of the project was below 
average. In general, it was not impressive and 
many delays occurred.  
The problems from the beginning between 
both partners (personal issues) was an 
important obstacle to a good management 
 
The result of the ROM: first project evaluated 
so badly. The project was almost stopped and 
even a warning came from Brussels.  
 
After the ROM, the partners tried to work 
better together towards the achievement of 
the project objective and it improved; 
however, the general management remained 
weak: many delays, always using security as 
an excuse, personal issue between some 
members of the team of both partners, the 
financial management was bad. 
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another place to do a cooperative. We did 
several amendments but still some problems 
at the end of the project. 
I had several ideas during the project 
implementation but as you know I am not the 
one who decide at the end, there is EU, 
Najdeh and Cives Mundi. However, I did many 
things in the ground. For example, at the 
beginning of the project, we had a problem 
with the place where we wanted to do the 
trainings for the beneficiaries as we there was 
no place, so through coordination with other 
NGOs I solved the problem and we go to 
another NGO which is not part of the project 
and we did the trainings there. We had to do 
this because there was no money from the 
beginning of the project to pay for the running 
costs, etc. and also because there was 
problem from the beginning in the structure 
of the proposal and the ground wasn’t always 
taken into account. I am in the ground, and I 
had some comments, If I had been aware 
before of the proposal I could have changed 
some things 
 
 
 
AG: 
El presupuesto estaba bien planteado con las 
actividades que íbamos a hacer al principio; 
luego hubo cambios en las actividades, 
tuvimos que cambiar el presupuesto y como 
era la primera vez que hacíamos un proyecto 
con la UE, pues éramos muy estrictas con las 
normativas, se pedían addendum para 
cualesquiera pequeños cambios. También, con 
el tema del IVA, tuvimos un montón de 
problemas y también en Cives Mundi usamos 
una herramienta contable, el Contax, que 
según como la usas puede o para que tipo de 
proyecto la usas, ser muy útil o puede que te 
retrase un montón y en este caso creo que 
más que ayudarnos, nos retrasó pero tampoco 
creo que sea la única causa, como que es una 
suma de causas administrativas que hicieron 
que se retrasaron bastante el seguimiento 
económico. 
Luego en Najdeh hubo como 4 cantables 
distintos, entonces se le explicaba el Contax a 
uno, pero se iba, luego entraba otra y había 
que volver a empezar a explicar,  
Luego el tema de los aportes, también es algo 
nos costó un montón que Najdeh entendiese, 
entonces desde el principio lo hacían mal  
También hubo una temporada que estuvo 
paralizado el proyecto, pero era porque 
habíamos enviado mucho dinero que estaba 
sin justificar; este dinero había sido gastado, 
pero nosotros no veíamos en el Contax que 
estaba justificado porque no habían 
introducido las facturas en el Contax. 
Entonces es entendible que Cives Mundi no 
quería enviar más dinero antes de que se 
justificará lo gastado hasta la fecha. 
También, se había solicitado a la CE la 
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transferencia del segundo pago el 13 de 
agosto del 2014 y la transferencia fue recibido 
por Cives Mundi, el 06 de noviembre de 2014, 
o sea que tardaron 3 meses en hacer la 
transferencia. 
Nosotros siempre funcionamos así, se envía 
dinero y cuando la contraparte local justifica 
los gastos, se envía la segunda transferencia, 
etc. y normalmente nunca hemos tenido 
problemas tan grandes como en este 
proyecto. Pero con Najdeh no funcionó así y 
además con los cambios de contables que 
hubo pues es entendible que de un contable a 
otro se les olvídese meter las facturas en el 
Contax. Esto fue un problema. 

 
Hay perdidas por las tasas de cambio? Si el 
dólar ha fluctuado muchísimo durante la 
implementación  

 
Se han gastado todo el dinero? Si, se ha 
gastado todo  

 
Najdeh hacia un presupuesto mensual junto 
con la ayuda de Maher el contable de Cives 
Mundi y luego a partir de estos presupuestos, 
hacíamos transferencias trimestrales  

B1.  The quality 
of day-to-day 
management: 
B1b. How would 
you qualify the 
operation and 
execution 
strategy as well 
as the internal 
control rules? 
 
 

Were there any problems / constraints 
affecting the implementation of the activities 
 
- The first problem; for instance, GUPW, 
Angeles (Fundesarte), & Jade (AMIDEAST) 
gave us the same information. 
 
-If that budget, were distributed among the 
beneficiaries, or to the cashbox of each 
cooperative, it could have been better. 
 
-Another thing; regarding us the 3 trainers, we 
were not informed about all the activities 
included in the project. 
 
-For example, the beneficiaries could ask me: 
“when will this training workshop finishes? 
and I don’t know what to answer them. What 
are the objectives of this project? When does 
the project ends? What do we have next? 
What are our tasks now? What are we 
supposed to produce? 
 
-There should have been planned meetings 
from time to time, to know what are the 
upcoming activities, to give us a timeline 
schedule to know what we have to do. 
 
 

SC:  
I think there should have been better follow 
up on the budget. The IT application of Civus 
Mundi that record the invoices needs to be 
reviewed in the future. The coordination with 
the local partner, Najdeh was also not optimal 
and that created issues as well. Supporting 
measures should have been implemented 
since the beginning to better train Najde on 
the internal administrative procedures. 
In terms of implementation, as I previously 
said, even if most of the activities were 
implemented, there were many delays. This 
lead to frustration with the partners and 
among the staff. It also lead to a lack of 
coherence, because for example if an activity 
that was supposed to happen in February 
happens in January of next year, it’s not 
relevant anymore. 
The responsibilities of the delays is beard by 
the international implementing partner, Civis 
Mundi. From what I know, there was only one 
representative from Civis Mundi in the field 
(and another one in Spain). I think they 
needed to have more presence.    
 
AG: 
La implementación ha sido difícil, ha sido 
complicado porque no ha habido sintonía con 
Najdeh, desde el tercer mes hemos tenido 
controversias sobre todo en la manera de 
trabajar. Creo que a Najdeh se le olvidaba que 
al final el beneficiario del proyecto y quien 
tenía que coordinar y dirigir el proyecto era 
Cives Mundi. Najdeh obviamente tenía un 
papel importantísimo en el proyecto, pero al 
final la coordinación y la gestión era de Cives 
Mundi; les costaba adaptarse a las exigencias 

It was good despite all the difficulties.  
The exit strategy was average. The final 
meetings were conducted together, 
collectively, facilitated by us Najdeh. There 
was 2 different strategies to exit. At the end, it 
was obvious that our exit strategy is working 
not what Civis Mundi was planning to 
implement. 

I had a lot of support from Najde the first 2 
times I went there.  

BAK: 
In terms of management and implementation, 
we would deal with Natalia Sanchez and also 
with two other persons in their organization 
(Note: Cives Mundi), and I didn’t see that it 
was extremely responsive, you know we 
would send an email and discuss something 
with them, and then it would go from maybe 
one person to the next person before we 
would get a response back. We were not 
aware of the communication strategy, we, as 
Amideast, didn’t know the basis, so if we 
needed something we would have to ask who 
do we go to for this and then they would say, 
well you need to go to this person. 
We were only in contact with Cives Mundi, 
never with Najdeh, the local organization. I 
think Jad (the trainer) met then at the project 
launch, but us internally as administrators, I 
don’t think we met the whole project team. 
Jad met the whole team as a trainer so he 
probably had a better idea of who he should 
go to if he needed something. 
 
JWD: 
In general the implementation was more than 
satisfactory. 
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de Cives Mundi de todo tipo. Y tampoco era 
que Cives Mundi quería imponer una manera 
de trabajar occidental, ya que el proyecto era 
coordinado por Khadiji, la jefa de proyecto 
contratada por Najdeh, que iba en sintonía 
con Cives Mundi y por Haytham, el jefe de 
proyecto contratado por Cives Mundi, y 
también Maher el contable de Cives Mundi, 
que viven los dos en Ein el Helwe.  Y también 
Natalia, aunque fuera una expatriada 
española, lleva 10 años viviendo en el Líbano, 
conoce perfectamente el contexto, habla 
árabe fluido; no es una local, pero podría 
hacerlo. 
 

B1.  The quality 
of day-to-day 
management: 
 
B1c. How would 
you qualify the 
relations/coordin
ation with local 
authorities, 
institutions, 
beneficiaries, 
other donors? 
 
 

 SC: 
The popular committees, political parties 
inside the camps and UNRWA were quite 
committed towards the project, but they 
didn’t have the financial and human resources 
to support the project. 
As for the relation with the beneficiaries, it 
was from top to down at the beginning. They 
were just following the orders and were not 
much involved in the decision-making. But the 
project ended having the beneficiaries owning 
the project and being very participatory in the 
decision making.  
The relation with EU was ok, I’m happy there 
was always flexibility to submit amendments 
and no cost extension. It is worth mentioning 
though, that in 32 months of project, they 
never visited the field. 
 
HA: 
In general, we had regular meetings with the 
local authorities (popular committee) and 
political partners inside the camps; we had 
very good relations with the local authorities, 
we didn’t have any problems. We also invited 
them to attend some activities, to share and 
discuss 
 
AG: 
Con Najdeh: ha sido difícil; a veces si que 
quizás hubo falta de comunicación por parte 
de Cives Mundi pero esto siempre fue 
ocasiones cuando estábamos a contra reloj y 
no teníamos tiempo de esperar los feedback 
de Najdeh, por ejemplo en el caso del ultimo 
addendum pero todos los cambios que hemos 
pedido eran cosas que ya se había hablado 
anteriormente, especialmente con Khadiji, 
que ella participa en todo y estaba al tanto de 
todo, luego no sé si hubo un fallo de 
comunicación entre Khadiji y Leila.  
Después del ROM de la CE, se ha intentado 
mejorar la relación con el fin de terminar bien 
el proyecto y para el beneficio de las mujeres. 
Los problemas fueron una suma de muchas 
cositas 
Con stakeholders: con todos ha sido una 
relación buena, de mucho dialogo con el 
equipo de terreno; que no hubo problemas 
con nadie  

In general, Najdeh, especially Khadije is well-
known, especially when we start to talk about 
Palestinian embroidery, almost all women 
who work in Palestinian embroidery know 
Khadije. She has this good relationship with 
the beneficiaries. She also has good relations 
with all local NGOs, she was leading what was 
called the revival committee which was 
working on reviving all the Palestinian culture, 
including embroidery. She was the 
coordinator of this forum. She was elected 
because she is trusted by other local NGOs.  
With the local authorities, talking about the 
popular committees, in all camps, we have, 
and the beneficiaries who are hosted by our 
centers, have to follow our rules. In terms of 
code of conduct, this is easy going with the 
local community. I think a new coordination 
was established between the beneficiaries and 
some other local markets or stakeholders (i.e. 
ESCWA, UNIFIL through exhibitions). Now we 
are starting introducing the embroidery of this 
project production. They were presented in 
ESCWA, UNIFIL have usually yearly exhibitions 
for Christmas. This year they are supposed to 
participate in it. At this level, everything went 
fine.  
We faced a challenge with the EU, especially 
after the mid-term evaluation of this project 
because there was a kind of uncomfortable 
relationship between us and Civis Mundi. We 
have been requested by the EU to ease the 
project and to support all the activities more 
and more. We know the representatives here, 
so for the benefits of the workers and 
beneficiaries, we have been easing everything. 
 

My relationship was direct with Najde and CM 
so I talked to them separately. In terms of 
what I did there, of course if the coordination 
was done better, I would have had more 
feedbacks. But more or less, I had a very good 
relationship with both. For me it was fine and 
that’s crucial. You have to establish a good 
relationship to get what you really need.  
 

BAK: 
See above 
 
JWD: 
• When it comes to administrative 
coordination I was technically the middle man 
between the two entities.  
• As for the field coordination I was alone 
coordinating with Cives Mundi.  
• The payments were done as scheduled for 
me. 

The relation was fine: exchange of 
correspondence, regular meetings and 
communication always with both partners. If 
not coordination, there was always 
communication between us. 
In terms of coordination, there were always a 
lot of delays in the submission of the reports 
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Con la EU: Cives Mundi esperaba más apoyo 
de parte de la UE, cuando les enviábamos 
dudas, la mayoría nos la han resuelto pero el 
problema es que tardaban en contestar y 
teníamos que insistir. También, cuando fui a 
Beirut, solicité una reunión para hablar del 
proyecto, pero solo duró un cuarto de hora la 
reunión y no he podido hacerle todas las 
preguntas que tenía. Como era el primer año 
que hacíamos un proyecto de la UE, teníamos 
muchas dudas. 
Hemos hecho varios eventos, y en el último de 
clausura, sí vino un representante de la UE 
pero nos hubiera gustado que viniera Roula, 
como responsable del proyecto, también para 
que pueda encontrarse con las beneficiarias 
que estaban en el evento, pues para haber 
tenido un contacto más directo con el 
proyecto en sí. También nos hubiese gustado 
que hicieran una visita a los campos. 
Que con todas las dificultades que había en 
este proyecto, de todo tipo, creemos que 
hubiese sido importante tener más apoyo de 
la UE. 

 
Con las beneficiarias: en un principio era 
principalmente Khadiji y Haytham que tenían 
contacto con ellas, también Maher, y luego 
Sergio y creo que las relaciones han sido 
siempre muy buenas. 
Por mi parte, pues por circunstancias 
geográficas, tuve menos contactos directos 
con ellas, pero sí que me encontré con ellas en 
los viajes que hice al Líbano, durante el evento 
final y también al momento de la 
identificación del proyecto ya me había 
encontrado con unas que iban a participar en 
el proyecto. Se han adaptado muchas cosas 
del proyecto a sus exigencias   
 

B1.  The quality 
of day-to-day 
management: 
B1d. Were the 
deadlines 
respected? 
 

 SC: 
The project faced many challenges in terms of 
meeting the deadlines. 
 
HA: 
The deadlines were not respected mainly due 
to management problems but also to the 
general context in the camps in Lebanon 
(many security problems inside the camps) 
 
AG: 
Uno de los problemas quizás fue la duración 
del Proyecto; que al final 24 meses quizás era 
demasiado poquito y que hubiera sido mejor 
plantear desde un principio una duración de 
36 meses para asentar mejor el proyecto 
desde un principio, que de tiempo al equipo 
coger la dinámica de trabajo  
En los 24 meses inicialmente previsto, no se 
ha cumplido. Tuvimos que solicitar dos 
ampliaciones, una de 6 meses y luego otra de 
2 meses; sin embargo, en estos 32 meses sí 
que se ha cumplido la implementación de casi 
todas las actividades previstas, salvo 
obviamente las que habíamos solicitado 

We have delayed the closing, because we 
started late. 

 JWD: 
Up to my knowledge, yes. 
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cambiarlas durante la implementación como 
la creación de la cooperativa o el programa de 
TV. 
En relación con la cooperativa, buscamos una 
alternativa como la creación de una asociación 
entre las mujeres que les permita pertenecer 
a un ante común y solicitar ayuda, 
subvenciones, estar organizadas.  
Hubo un streering comitee, en donde se 
tomaban las decisiones importantes, y con 
este comité se llegó al acuerdo de que al final 
era más costoso lo que significaba hacer la 
cooperativa que los beneficios que iba a dar 
pudiendo buscar una alternativa que también 
pudiera cumplir el mismo objetivo que se 
cumplía con la cooperativa. Y se les preguntó a 
las mujeres si preferían emplear el dinero para 
contratar un abogado para hacer la 
cooperativa o dar más clases de costura, y las 
mujeres decidieron que necesitaban más 
clases de costura que emplear el dinero en 
servicios legales que igual iba a ser muy largo 
en el tiempo, mucho esfuerzo para algo que se 
podía conseguir de otra forma. 
La asociación está en trámite, y en principio sí 
lo van a poder hacer; lo único, para poder 
cumplir con las leyes libanesas, es que 
tuvieron que conseguir que alguna mujer 
libanesa se meta con las mujeres palestinas.  
Siendo una asociación, sería ahora 
fundamental transferir los bienes tales como 
las máquinas de coser a las mujeres para que 
las mujeres puedan seguir el proyecto  
 

B2. To what 
extent the costs 
of the project 
were justified in 
relation with the 
benefits they 
generated? Was 
the investment 
in human means 
and materials 
gathered in order 
to reach the 
expected results 
adequate, 
sufficient and on 
time? 

 SC: 
There was enough financial resources. Right 
now, the beneficiaries have 3 workshops fully 
equipped (with generators, raw materials). 
There was enough money to buy them eye 
glasses, to buy catalogues, to renovate their 
shop in Hamra. 
 
HA: 
The general amount of the budget was 
enough for the project but it should have been 
distributed in another way. As I told you, some 
budget items were not so important to be and 
others needed more money.  
I think (as I was not until the end) that by the 
end there is some money that wasn’t spent 
 
AG: 
El costo total del Proyecto estaba justificado 
por los beneficios que ha generado. 
En mi opinión, los medios humanos y 
materiales previsto para el proyecto eran 
suficientes. En cuanto a RRHH, creo que 
hubieran podido organizarse mejor; por 
ejemplo, nos costaba mucho conseguir un 
plan de trabajo semanal  
 

When it comes to marketing in Lebanon 
within the current context, especially if you 
are talking about some materials or products 
that are not a priority to individuals, it takes 
time (to promote then to market). I think the 
contribution should be seen next year not 
now or after the promotion. We started 
promoting the embroidery products of these 
women recently after the end of the project, 
few months ago so we need time to estimate 
the cost.  
The original budget was enough but it should 
have had different allocations. 

   

B3. Beneficiaries’ 
participation: 
B3a. Was the 
beneficiaries’ 

B3a. To what extend were you involved in the 
project implementation? 
-100% we attended all the training sessions, & 
we were punctual regarding work, we used to 

SC: 
Yes, in the last 6 months of the project, but I 
suspect that in the beginning there was not a 
very strong link between the management 

Yes, in some areas the participation is beyond 
what we expected. 

Extremely big differences. There were more 
TOTs and level in Ain el Helwe than in Tripoli 
with Lutfiye. There were really good 
beneficiaries in each camp, but like for levels, 

BAK: 
Jade didn’t say anything about a difference 
between the three camps, I think it was all 
pretty similar in his expectation as far as the 
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participation in 
the 
accomplishment 
of the project 
activities the 
expected one?  
 
 

& still working from 9:00 till 13:00 
 
B3b. To which activity did you participate 
most? 
-Almost everything. 
 
B3c. If accurate, can you explain why you 
didn't respond to a particular technique or 
approach proposed by the project 
-They told us that the project will be finished 
within a month, and then we will stop 
receiving our salaries & that we have to 
continue without salaries. 
-So we spent around 6 months without 
salaries, but thus we couldn’t leave the 
beneficiaries. & If we the trainers have left the 
project, everything would have collapsed. & 
they didn’t compensate us. 
-& in Al Bared too, I used to pay 10,000 LBP 
daily from my own fund to attend the training. 
-But in March they told us that we will receive 
salaries again, and we received them for 
March, April, May, and then no more. 
-It was a tough time for all of us, in which are 
going to work daily, but no rewards. 
-Even our husbands complained about that. 
-Regarding us the beneficiaries; they used to 
fill us questionnaires, asking “what did you 
produce? How much products did you sell?”. 
Well yes I worked, but I didn’t sell yet. 
 
 
B3d. Some of the women dropped out during 
the project implementation: what were the 
reasons? 
-Yes, because they worked, but didn’t touch 
any benefit. 
 

team and the implementing team. The 
beneficiaries were not really understanding 
the project and they were not enough 
involved in the decisions taken. 
 
HA: 
Yes, the beneficiaries were motivated and as 
you can see they stayed involved in the 
project until now (December 2015); the 
project is finished and there are a lot of 
women who are still working doing Tatreez. 
 
 

the central camp, Tripoli and then Rashidiye 
have very low level in general, less qualified, 
less trainings. They did not have the same 
trainings and capacitation in the 3 camps. Ain 
el Helwe had most of the trainings and the 
South and the North less. This is why I went to 
the 3 camps after. I really saw what they were 
capable of doing in the North and they are 
very qualified when you work with them and 
they are not always traveling.  
 

delivery. He never made a comment that 
there was any difference or that he had more 
trouble in one camp.  
He was satisfied with the participation of the 
women, he really felt that they were learning 
something, they were getting skills that they 
didn’t have access to before. I think that the 
general content and his feedback were good. 
 
JWD: 
The participation was good enough. Like in 
any other workshop there are differences in 
the participation, seriousness and even the 
level of education.  The groups were very 
engaged and interested in the training except 
for the few who were employed. They 
couldn’t get the big picture. I advise that for 
future workshops to include a section about 
the importance of having their own business 
and to switch to the entrepreneurial mindset 
instead of the employment mindset. I 
managed to squeeze some info about this 
topic but time wasn’t to my advantage to 
explore more details on this section. I could 
see that Nahr el Bared has a more relaxed 
group, Rachidiya has a more positive group 
and Ain el Helweh has a more serious group. 
And most of the admin support was mainly 
available there. 

B3. Beneficiaries’ 
participation: 
B3b. Did other 
vulnerable 
groups (apart 
from women) 
participate in the 
different phases 
of the project 
implementation? 
 
 

 SC: 
The awareness campaign involved other 
woman than the beneficiaries. 
 
HA: 
Yes, there is for example a disable woman 
within the beneficiaries 
 
AG: 
Si, incluso más de lo esperado. Al final, la 
implicación en el proyecto, quizás no en todos 
los objetivos porque quizás el del derecho 
laboral era algo más abstracto, ha sido 
importante y ellas pueden ver su 
empoderamiento económico.    
 

Not really, the main target group was the 
women and their families. 

 BAK: 
No, I don’t think so 
 
JWD: 
No 

 

B4. In relation to 
the management 
and 
development of 
the activities, 
was it possible to 
accomplish them 
within the 
predicted time? 
 
 

 SC: 
Most of the activities have been completed 
and implemented. 
 
 

The only challenge was the delay in starting, 
then the delay in closing.  
The security situation affected some of the 
activities especially in the North. 
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B5. Did any 
unplanned 
results arise from 
the activities? 
Positive and 
negative 

- Well, when they first met us, they told us 
that we are responsible about marketing the 
production; we will sell your products in the 
duty free shops & so on. 
 
-They also added that they will create us a 
new bank out, & all of that didn’t occur. 
 
-They said “you produce; we market”. At the 
end, products were accumulated over that 
shelf. 
 
-Moreover; There were certain equipment & 
tools that needed to be available in each 
cooperative, we waited for a year & a half & 
no one provided us these things. 
 
-But at the end, we had heaters, mirrors, fans. 
The lack of textile was fulfilled finally. 
 
-The most important thing that Sergio did; he 
explained us the objective in details. He 
explained us our tasks, & we started having 
meetings together from time to time. He got 
to know the needs & demands of the 
beneficiaries. He listened to all of us. 
 
-I liked that he encouraged us, and raised the 
positive vibes among us. 
 
-He was clear with us, & with him we started 
to sell the products. 
 
 

SC: 
There are now 3 groups of woman very 
motivated, self-confident, and willing to bear 
the project on their own. That’s a very big 
accomplishment. They are happy and proud 
with the things that they produce and that 
was not the case before. Their products have a 
good level of acceptance in the market. 
Some problems between women arise. In the 
initial phase we planned to select 120 women 
but then it went down to around 50 women. 
 
HA: 
For example, we planned to do a TV program 
but we didn’t do it as it was not realistic 
because of the situation in the camps and also 
the high costs. A lot of money was put for this 
item. So this is something planned but not 
achieved. An amendment was done to 
transfer the funds to another visibility activity. 
The main good result is that the skills of the 
women are now famous because some 
changes in the design of the Tatreez were 
made. Before, all the women were working 
only in traditional designs, we could see only 
traditional design very expensive but now we 
can see modern designs, little Tatreez with 
good prices; it has become affordable. 
However, one of the negative results is that it 
has created some competencies and problems 
with other NGOs that use the women; for 
example, some NGOs give the women a 
product to do, pay them $USD 10 but sell the 
product $USD 100 taking all the benefits. 
Because of this we have some problems with 
the NGOs, they said that we want to change 
the Tatreez but in the reality we don’t change 
anything, we use the Tatreez in new models to 
be more attractive to the new generation. And 
actually, you can see where we sell our 
products among others, our products are the 
first choice for the people. The full price of the 
products sold goes to the women, they get all 
the benefits. 
 
AG:  
Positivos: la apropiación de las mujeres del 
Proyecto ha sido mayor de lo esperado, o sea 
que ahora estén implicadas, que ahora 
quieran ser independientes, creo que esto se 
ha conseguido más de lo esperado. Una parte 
del empoderamiento es esto, y quieran tomar 
ellas sus decisiones como grupo. Esperábamos 
algo así pero no tanto. Al final, ellas han dicho 
que querían tomar sus decisiones de forma 
independiente en cuanto a compra, 
producción, venta. Un cambio tremendo de 
las mujeres.  
Negativos: no, no hubo 
 

Social empowerment of women, personal 
empowerment of women. 
Participation also was also beyond 
expectations. 
I think that the market through Najdeh is one 
of the unexpected results (and good one). 
In terms of negative unexpected results, 
maybe the partnership should be revised. 
As for the beneficiaries, they are happy, they 
are motivated. Maybe because they started to 
benefit directly from the project and from the 
products, even if it’s a small amount, they are 
seeing now the beginning of the results of 
their products and work. 

 BAK: 
No idea! I don’t think Jade did any follow up or 
met with the women again after the training 
 
JWD: 
The only challenges were as follows: 
1. Amideast must provide equipment to the 
trainer: flipchart, projector, pens and note 
books. In Ain el Helweh some tools were 
available like the flip chart. (provided by Cives 
Mundi) 
2. Amideast must also send an assistant to 
support me during the workshops.  
3. Some areas were extremely hot: no 
electricity, and thus no ventilation. It made it 
hard for the audience to stay focused. (In 
Naher el Bared there was AC and we felt the 
difference). 
4. Taxi must be provided to the trainer to 
arrive with full energy. In Rachidiya the travel 
time was 6 hours per day. The next week I 
managed to sleep in Tyre to save this time and 
energy issue. This mainly incurred a significant 
cost for me that wasn’t planned.  
5. In Naher el Bared, the second day was 
cancelled because we couldn’t cross the 
manifestations near the camp. So we had to 
make it up by adding extra time to the 
remaining training days.  
6. In Rachidiya, the first day I arrived late due 
to the extremely long way and the attendees 
arrived early which left us with a minimal 
training time. We agreed for next week to do 
two consecutive days by replacing Friday with 
Thursday. With this I could sleep in Tyre and 
come the next day early AM to cover the 
missed topics. It worked very fine.  
7. In Rachidiya the space was better than Ain 
EL Hilweh but ventilation was very bad. There 
were some kids in the room which made some 
distractions. Some of the attendees were a bit 
annoyed by the overall situation (Especially 
the time issue).  The second day, we had the 
workshop in another space. The room was 
very squeezed and the ventilation was almost 
not there due to the cut in electricity. 
Distractions were less available but we could 
manage to get back on track and get the 
attendees back to their high interest levels. 
8. The education level is not high and for this 
reason the workshop was very simplified with 
very practical examples adapting to their 
standards. I benefited a lot from Ain El Hilweh 
to give more and more examples adapting to 
their level and their lifestyle. 
 

 

B6. How would 
you qualify the 
communication 
level and the 
quality of the 

How would you qualify the 
communication/relation with Cives 
Mundi/Najdeh? But also with the trainers 
both local and international (Spain and Syria) 
and with GUPW? 

SC: 
Some project outputs like the study and the 
guide for good practices were distributed 
among the community. The closing ceremony, 
the Facebook page, press releases and TV 

Some of the media materials unfortunately 
also, including the launching of the project, 
were delayed. We could have benefitted more 
if some of these happened at the beginning or 
at the middle of the project. The distribution 

  The visibility was good at the beginning 
however it could have been better regarding 
the activities made. The visibility didn’t 
achieve its objectives. The project didn’t get 
what it deserves in terms of visibility.  
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dissemination of 
the project’s 
activities and 
results? 
 
 

 
-From Najdeh, Khadija was always there. She 
& Haytham from Cives Mundi were visiting us 
from time to time. 
 
-Regarding trainers; Victoria was incredible, 
we improved the most with her. But Angeles. 
Jade, & GUPW gave us the same training, 
same information. 
 
-Also, they trained us, & that’s it, there was no 
following up like Victoria did. 
 
-Till now, she still follows up with them from 
Spain, like we assemble the threads, the 
colors, & the textiles for her to choose, & 
direct us if we are facing a problem. 
 
-In addition, she is promoting our production 
in Spain, & bringing us a lot of orders. 
 
-We also have a group on WhatsApp including 
us the 3 trainers, Muna, Victoria, & Sergio to 
keep the work going on. 
 

spots ensured visibility of the project.  
There were also regular progress updates to 
the different stakeholders.  
 
HA: 
At the beginning of the project, a kick-off 
workshop was done, we invited TVs and 
newspapers and we did a press release. We 
also made some stickers and some leaflet 
about the project and big banner we used in 
the trainings. Cives Mundi made some videos. 
We also brought one local journalist who 
made a Facebook and twitter page, newsletter 
and made interview with TV. 
Regarding the online shop, I don’t know if a 
transfer to the beneficiaries on how to 
manage it was done.   
 
AG: 
Creo que el plan de visibilidad era ambicioso; 
se han hecho muchas cosas del plan, otras que 
no se hicieron y otras que no estaban en el 
plan que se hicieron. Sin embargo, creo que al 
final los objetivos del plan sí que se han 
cumplido, aunque no se han implementado 
todas las actividades previstas en un principio  
 

of the activities, maybe this is one of our fault, 
is that we took 3 different and far 
geographical areas, which was really hard to 
manage (northern north, southern south, 
south). In terms of the distribution of other 
activities, one of the assumptions that we had 
to take into consideration, the security 
situation, especially in north and in Ain el 
Helwe.       

The EU didn’t assist to the closure ceremony 
of the project. 

B7. What has 
been the quality 
and regularity of 
the presented 
narrative and 
financial reports? 
 
  

 SC: 
There were quarterly narrative reports and 
one annual financial reports submitted to EU. 
They were quite detailed in terms of 
challenges and accomplishments.   
 
HA: 
Natalia Sancha and I prepared the first annual 
report, which was adjusted and sent to the 
EU. And then we met with the EU to discuss 
this report. Najdeh didn’t work in the writing 
of this report, as this is responsibility of Cives 
Mundi, however, we of course collected 
information from all the partners (Najdeh) and 
stakeholders (Amideast, Fundesarte, Gupw, 
etc.) for each activity 
 
AG:: 
El primer informe anual que se entregó yo 
creo que está bien en cuanto a calidad y 
contenido; cierto que se entregó tarde.  
También, hemos enviado informes 
trimestrales. El último en febrero del 2015 que 
contaba con un marco lógico con las 
actividades actualizadas, así como una 
actualización de todos los gastos de todo el 
proyecto hasta el 2015. 
En lo informes anuales, toda la información 
insertada eran datos que previamente 
habíamos hablado con Najdeh, no nos hemos 
inventado nada  
 

Unfortunately, these documents were not 
shared with us by Civis Mundi. We 
participated, the manager (Khadija) was 
writing the reports and submitting the reports 
to Civis Mundi, but they were not sharing 
these documents. We didn’t see the final 
version before or after it was submitted to the 
EU. We don’t have a copy of the report.   

  Confusion in the submission dates/period 
covered by of the reports  
Financial report: Not abiding to the template  
Many details in the financial report were 
missing  
3 addendums were requested for this project 
which is uncommon and reveal a 
mismanagement of the project. For instance, 
the duration of the project was changed twice 
So in general the reports were not as good as 
they should be, however at this time the EU 
was still waiting for the final reports 

B8. How would 
you qualify the 
quality of the 
internal/external 
monitoring? (ex: 

 SC: 
During my working period there was no 
external monitoring. But at some point in the 
second year, there have been an external mid-
term evaluation. 

It was accurate, we used both, narrative and 
financial. 

  EU carried out a ROM in September 2013 (1st 
year): the main conclusion was a lack of a 
management structure. 
 
Some of the ROM recommendations: 
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accuracy and 
flexibility, the 
use made of it, 
etc.)  
 
 

 
HA: 
Each week I and the project coordinator of 
Najdeh would go to the camps in the south 
and in the north and the other days I would 
stay here (Note: Ein El Helwe) which is my 
place (also Maher’s place, the accountant) to 
check the activities and make coordination 
with other NGOs. 
 
AG: 
El monitoreo interno del proyecto ha sido 
bueno y por eso hemos visto cambios que 
eran necesarios, y por esto hemos visto que 
era necesario ampliar el proyecto y por esto 
hemos podido reaccionar rápidamente para 
ajustar y/o reorientar el proyecto para cumplir 
con los objetivos  
Se elaboraban informes trimestrales, se 
elaboraban minutas de todas las reuniones. 
Hubo una temporada que en Trípoli no se ha 
podido hacer el seguimiento, pero por 
cuestión de seguridad ya que había disparos y 
francotiradores.  
 

Redirect the strategy towards the results 
instead of towards the activities  
Define an exit strategy 
 

B9. To what 
point the 
objectives of the 
Communication 
and Visibility 
Plan (See Annex 
5) have been 
achieved.   

 HA: 
I think the Communication and Visibility Plan 
was not achieved totally as originally 
forecasted as some activities planned were 
not realistic and/or applicable in our situation. 
For example, the TV program, it was plan to 
do each week a program for the TV, but it was 
not applicable, not logical in the context of the 
camps. 
 
AG: 
Cf. B6 
 
 

To some extent, because some of the 
promotion materials were produced at the 
end of the project (especially the posters, the 
leaflets) and there was limited time to 
distribute all. These were designed in Spain, 
then sent to here, and then printed here, so it 
took a long time. It would have been much 
more efficient if everything was done in the 
country. 
About cancelled TV program: it was not easy. I 
think specialists in contact with TV programs 
should have been working on this. This did not 
happen. Our media staff are much more 
working on local social media (not TVs), 
promotion and advertisement. What also had 
consequences on this, the priorities of the 
TVs. The Syrian crisis changed priorities of the 
TVs so it was not part of the priority of the 
whole national plan.   
 

   

 

 

C. EFFECTIVENESS 

 BENEFICIARIES CIVES MUNDI NAJDEH FUNDESARTE AMIDEAST EU 

C1 Are the 
reached results 
and beneficiaries 
the same as the 
ones initially 
envisioned 
(general and 
specific level)? 
(Still 120 women? 
In case some 
women dropped 
out, what was 

 SC: 
The results remained the same as in the 
original proposal plus the amendments, But 
the beneficiaries went down from 120 to 50. 
 
HA: 
The selection criteria of the beneficiaries were 
adjusted at the beginning to include married 
women. When I leave the project, the number 
of beneficiaries was down to about 90 or 95 
women (instead of 120). Some women who 
worked with other NGOs were used to have 

Some of the women dropped out. Now there 
are 12 women in Rashidieh, 12 in al Bared and 
15 in Ain el Helwe. These are fixed groups, 
attending daily the workshops. The 120 
benefitted from the trainings, but not all 
continued till the end of the project. I believe 
this is normal because if we are talking about 
income generating project, with small 
business, the benefit of the small business will 
be less with big number of women. Some are 
also more qualified than others, so those who 
are more qualified are much more committed 
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(were) the 
reason(s)?) 
 
 

fast benefits when they were given a product 
to do and paid right away. For this project, we 
were very clear from the beginning that we 
wouldn’t work like the other NGOs, as what 
we wanted was to first train them on all the 
process, and then once they start to sell the 
products, they would begin to earn money; so 
in summary they would start earning money 
at the end not at the beginning. Thus, some of 
the women who couldn’t continue on this 
way, as they wanted to earn money quickly, 
left the project.  
However, we were very clear, many times 
when I met the women I insisted that we 
don’t pay money as a fee   
 
AG: 
Sí las beneficiarias han recibido lo del 
empoderamiento económico, también lo de 
las mejoras de la salud en el trabajo. En 
cuanto al tema de los derechos laborales, 
pues es un resultado más complicado, más 
difícil de medir y más quizás a largo plazo, más 
bien hemos puesto la semilla para que esto 
cambie. 
En cuanto al número de beneficiarias, en 
algunas actividades sí que han participado las 
120 mujeres, luego en otras teníamos 93 pero 
en continuo y que hayan participado en todas 
las actividades creo que han sido 60 y algo. 
 

to continue to contribute, to produce and to 
benefit. 

 

C2.   Are the 
planned benefits 
received as 
perceived by the 
target 
beneficiaries?   
 
 
 
 

B.  In your opinion, did you receive the 
benefits initially planned?   
 
-Well, we did benefit, but our ambitions were 
greater than that. 
 
-I mean others cooperatives would pay its 
beneficiaries directly as they finish the 
production. But here its different, you have to 
wait until the money is distributed among 
each of us. 
 
-We came here to get empowered, & if there 
is no additional marketing, we will remain in 
the situation. 
 
-We need to speed up the marketing process, 
but we don’t know how exactly. 
 

SC: 
Yes, I think they were. 
 
HA: 
Not 100% but yes, about 80% of the benefits 
planned were given especially during the first 
and second phases of the ToT and the 
beneficiaries’ trainings on the Tatreez but 
later regarding the marketing training, we 
now have problems but because of the 
current market 

Yes, I think so. Since the beginning, the project 
was presented to them as it was 
implemented, including the outcomes. 

 BAK: 
N/A 
 
JWD: 
Sure. They expressed very positive feedback 
regarding the training. They said they loved 
the practical side of the workshop and the 
examples were very customized and aligned 
with their lifestyle. I can’t remember the exact 
number of attendees but I believe Muna had 
an attendance sheet and Hadeel took pictures 
which could probably give the exact number 
of attendees. 

Yes (from the feedbacks), however they would 
have been better with a better management 
of the project 

C3. What were 
the reasons that 
caused delays or 
impossibility of 
the 
implementation 
of some 
activities? 
 
 

-Yes, they promised us to bring a professional 
sewer to train the beneficiaries, & they didn’t 
bring anyone. 
 
-Khadija said that she found one, but she 
didn’t know why the training was rejected, or 
what happened exactly. 

SC: 
The changes in the context created some 
delays. The coordination with external trainers 
coming from abroad were also difficult. Some 
activities were not much in the reality (like the 
TV program) and the implementing partner 
were not able to prevent this. 
 
HA: 
First, the delay of the transfer of the money 
Second, about the timing of the trainings for 
the women (Tot and beneficiaries)   
 
 
 

Security situation was one of the causes. 
Motivation of some workers sometimes. It 
was not easy to motivate the embroidery 
workers at the beginning in Nahr el Bared 
camp for instance. Embroidery women in 
southern camps were much more motivated. I 
think this is because of the experience or the 
qualifications. They are much more qualified 
in the South.  
The priorities in general at the community 
level or at the national level (such as the 
media materials). Some reasons are also 
related to bureaucracy, especially if you are 
managing a project from outside.     

Yes I had delays in workshops, but I don’t 
know the reasons.  

BAK: 
I think it had probably just to do with security 
issues; I don’t think it was anything program 
related. The dates of the trainings were 
planned by Jad with the trainees and Natalia 
 
JWD: 
1. Long distance as described above. 
2. Security checks at the entrance of the 
camps sometimes.  
3. In Naher el Bared there were road obstacles 
due to shooting and closing roads. 
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AG: 
Depende de las actividades, hay algunas que 
el organizar la actividad llevó más tiempo de 
lo que se había pensado, por la disponibilidad 
de los formadores, por el retraso de las 
transferencias. 
El primer pago sí que se hizo en los tiempos 
sin embargo el proyecto se retrasó 5 meses en 
empezar por cuestiones operativas y 
administrativas (firmamos el contrato con la 
UE el 26 de diciembre 2012 mientras que 
habíamos puesto como fecha de inicio el 01 
de diciembre 2012, la contratación de los 
RRHH, el reparto de las responsabilidades, la 
firma de los convenios internos, la puesta en 
marcha del proyecto, etc.). Luego sí que en el 
segundo pago hubo un retraso de las 
transferencias de parte de Cives Mundi (pero 
porque esperábamos las justificaciones de los 
gastos del primer pago), y le seguíamos 
exigiendo que sigan con las actividades del 
proyecto, pero no a Najdeh, sino sobre todo a 
Haytham, Maher y Khadiji. 
 

C4. Has the 
behaviour of 
some of the 
partners or 
beneficiary 
groups changed 
during the 
implementation 
of the project? If 
yes, did it affect 
the achievement 
of the objective 
in a certain way? 
 
 

-With AMIDEAST, no contact, it was only one 
training with Jade, & nothing else happened. 
 
-Also it’s good having our products in Al 
Badiya shop for Najdeh in Beirut. 
 
-Hala is bringing us the orders there, & 
collecting us the money. 
 
-Also she informs us whenever there is an 
exhibition or a fair so we can participate in & 
promote our products. 
 

SC: 
The beneficiaries went from not being fully 
involved to being fully involved. As for the 
relation with Najdeh, it was on and off, but I’m 
not blaming Najdeh, it’s a problem of 
communication between Najdeh and Civis 
Mundi. There was a great involvement from 
the trainers (ANAT and FUNDESARTE) that 
lead us to increase the number of trainings 
sessions. 
 
HA: 
The problems between Najdeh and Cives 
Mundi in the administrative management 
from the beginning affected the project, not 
so much on the objective or result but on the 
activities which were delayed 
Also GUPW delayed the implementation of 
their activities, first because there was a delay 
in the transfer of the money to GUPW and 
second GUPW started late with the 
implementation of some of its activities. 
 
AG: 
Las mujeres han cambiado muchísimo en el 
sentido de que ahora están más luchadoras, 
son más conscientes del tema del dinero, de la 
importancia de que ellas gestionen su propio 
dinero tanto a nivel de la organización que 
han creado como al nivel del hogar; eso sí que 
ha sido un cambio de actitud importante. 
También otro cambio de actitud, que antes 
hacían productos muy clásicos y que ahora 
hacen productos más modernos más abiertos 
al mundo, más en cuenta de las necesidades 
del mercado. 
Fundesarte, a medida que iba avanzando el 
proyecto se iba implicando más. 
 
 
 

The beneficiary group for sure, their 
behaviour has totally changed in terms of 
motivation, commitment, participation, 
involvement.  
Partners also changed their behaviour, Civis 
Mundi and us.  
It affected positively the achievement of the 
objective. At the beginning, even the clash 
between the 2 partners was not affecting the 
implementation of the activities. By the end of 
the project, the much more participation and 
involvement of Najdeh, at the management 
level, in the implementation, had a positive 
result on beneficiaries themselves.   
 

Yes of course. Their commitment was 
impressive.  Everything changed from the 1st 
workshop to the last, incredible. 
 

BAK: 
No, I don’t think so. I think thorough the 
entire process that we were working on it, 
there were no major issues that affected the 
behaviour 
 
JWD: 
No. Actually it changed positively from the 
beginning till the end of the workshops. 

Regarding the local authorities, the EU 
delegation has no information 
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C5. Were the 
objectively 
verifiable 
indicators 
suitable? If not, 
were they 
modified during 
the 
implementation?  
 
 

 SC: 
Indicators were not modified during the 
implementation. I think that some were 
difficult to measure and verify. Example: the 
indicator related to women ability to manage 
the financial resources in the household. 

When the proposal was elaborated and 
produced, they were suitable, but with the 
developments at the regional level, 
consequences on Lebanon, things should be 
modified.  
But the objectives/achievements are 
measurable.  
 
Do you have the table of results of these 
indicators? No it’s with Civis Mundi. 
 

   

C6. Did 
unforeseen 
external factors 
intervene? In that 
case, was the 
management 
adapted to 
ensure that the 
specific results 
would still be 
achieved? In 
summary, were 
the rights things 
done to ensure 
the potential 
beneficiaries to 
actually benefit 
from the project?  
 
 
 
 

B. Did unforeseen external factors intervene 
during the implementation? How did you 
cope with these? 
 
- yes, the Syrian crisis increased the rate of 
unemployment in the camp, & social situation 
became worse. 
 
-But concerning the project, no it didn’t affect 
it at all. The target group didn’t include 
Palestinian-Syrian refugees. 
There are other projects targeting them. 
 
-We asked to receive some amount to save in 
the cashbox in each cooperative. To be 
prepared for any sudden orders, so we can 
provide the needed fabric & so on. We would 
say around $ 2000 - $ 3000. 
 
-We were asked to do an order on a sudden 
one time, & we couldn’t do it. 
 
-As you know, we have to finish the order 
first, & then we receive the payment. 
 
-Usually whenever we sell products, we 
distribute the money among the ones who did 
the sewing, & the embroidery, each will 
receive her wage, & the rest of the profit is 
saved in the cashbox.  

SC: 
A lot of external factors intervene, mainly the 
Syrian crisis in the middle of the project. The 
camps had 4 times the population they had 
before, the funds were coming more for 
Syrians instead of Palestinians, and tensions 
arise between Lebanese and 
foreigners/refugees. The management tried to 
adapt to those changes. 
 
HA: 
The security issue was the main external 
factor. The situation inside the camps affected 
the project, e.g. in Tripoli a lot of clashes, and 
sometimes we couldn’t go or move to Tripoli; 
however, we tried to manage the 
coordination through phone calls, emails. 
 
AG: 
Antes de empezar el proyecto hicimos un 
análisis de riesgos, y había unos riesgos que 
pensamos que iban a pasar y que al final no 
pasó nada, como por ej. que los hombres de 
las familias no déjense a las mujeres acudir a 
los talleres, que al final no fue un problema 
mayor. 
Y el riesgo con el que no contábamos era la 
guerra en Siria que genero la masa de 
refugiados sirios en los campos palestinos 
(que por ejemplo Ein el Helwe paso de 70.000 
personas a 120.000 personas), el desarrollo 
del ISIS, tiroteos en los campos (por ej. en 
Trípoli había francotiradores que tiraban en 
todo lo que se movía)   
Conocemos el Líbano y entendemos 
perfectamente lo que es trabajar en países 
con alto riesgos, habíamos contemplado la 
cuestión de la inseguridad. Sin embargo, el 
proyecto se identificó antes de que estallara la 
guerra en Siria, empezaba lo que era la 
primavera, empezaban las manifestaciones, 
pero no había una situación de guerrea, no 
había el ISIS, ni Al Nostra tenía el estatus que 
tiene ahora, no estaban los refugiados 
cruzando las fronteras 
Y también la situación ahora es excepcional y 
más en Trípoli y en Saida   
 

Security situation. Alternative plans were 
carried out and then everything was 
implemented according to the plan. 

Security of course. Because of the problems in 
Tripoli some couldn’t come, but you have to 
deal with it, this is part of the project.  

BAK: 
The security situation. Nothing more comes to 
mind! You know, at the end of the project, we 
had a very small part in it  
 
JWD: 
Overall the objective of the training was 
achieved. I believe follow up must be ensured 
to know what happened next. Regular follow 
ups are essential, coops are helpful and there 
is a need for networking events to support the 
beneficiaries expand their network and sell 
their goods and services. 

- Bad relationship between Cives Mundi and 
Najdeh (if it can be considered as an external 
factor)  
- Security problems that generated delays 
(especially in the North) 
= however, the management was flexible and 
even improved 

C7. Was the 
balance of 
responsibilities 
between the 
various 
counterparts 

 SC: 
The communication (and hence coordination) 
was not optimal. 
 
 
 

No it was not appropriate, some had more 
responsibilities in terms of daily management. 
We should have had equal responsibilities. 
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appropriate? 
 
 

HA: 
No, between the main partners, Cives Mundi 
and Najdeh, the responsibilities were not 
balanced. For instance, Nadjeh was not 
consulted in all the aspect of the proposal 
which led later to some problems and 
misunderstanding in a lot of activities and 
management issues. For example, they now 
have this problem regarding the transfer of 
the project equipment: for Najdeh? for the 
beneficiaries? From the beginning we know 
that the equipment should be transferred to 
the beneficiaries but now Najdeh says that the 
equipment should be for them especially in 
Ein El Helwe camp as the women work in 
Najdeh office, this is an example of 
misunderstanding between Cives Mundi and 
Najdeh. 
 
AG: 
El rol y el papel de cada uno quizás no era 
desde un principio para cada actor del 
Proyecto, problemas de organización. 
También Najdeh no era consciente de porque 
Cives Mundi quería tenerlo todo controlado, 
de que al final la responsabilidad del proyecto 
ante la UE era de Cives Mundi. No querían 
seguir las normativas ni los procedimientos de 
Cives Mundi  
A las reuniones con la UE, iban el equipo local 
o sea Natalia, Khadiji, Haytham y Maher  
 

C8. How 
unplanned 
results affect the 
benefits received 
(positively or 
negatively) and 
could have been 
foreseen and 
managed? 
 

 SC: 
Some problems like the one between the 
women in Rashidiye and the women of the 
camp next to it could have been prevented (by 
having 2 different workplace). If there were 
better follow ups and better communication, 
the problems with the local partner could 
have been prevented. The turnover of the 
staff could have been maybe prevented. But 
there were also a lot of external factors that 
could not have been prevented (political 
stability, tension in the camps). 
 
HA: 
The project affected the relation between 
Cives Mundi/Najdeh and other NGOs that also 
work in Tatreez because they say that we 
want to change the Tatreez, we want to 
interfere including something from outside 
Tatreez but other people are very happy as 
they see new things, new products that meet 
all the people not only older people (as 
Tatreez is normally seeing as a product for 
elderly). However, now our product can be 
used by anyone, even young people. 
 

As said, we have contributed to the promotion 
of the project and beneficiaries’ productions 
in different ways, including our shop in 
Hamra. This promotion benefitted 
economically the beneficiaries (marketing, 
selling, and embroidery). I think also this link 
with Najde also motivated women somehow 
to much more producing in order to sell their 
products.    

   

C9. During the 
project 
implementation, 
was there a 
synergy with 
other projects or 
programs? 

 SC: 
Yes with other embroidery projects. I also 
think that the GUPW should have had a bigger 
role in the project, because they are present 
in all the camps, they work with woman. They 
were in charge with the awareness campaign. 
 

Not collectively. There are some NGOs also 
producing embroidery. They were not part of 
this project (like In3ach for instance), but they 
are producing different types of embroidery 
items, much more expensive. We did not have 
synergy with other EU project and I did not 
hear that such kind of handcrafts projects are 

  The EU is not aware of any synergy that might 
have been developed with other EU 
projects/programs, but usually we favor that. 
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HA: 
See. steering committee 
 
AG: 
Cives Mundi está implementando el proyecto 
el “Youth Voice” en el Libano con el cual se 
hizo cosas complementarias ya que en este 
proyecto hay una campaña de sensibilización 
de la importancia de la mujer y el trabajo y 
entonces nos sirvió para ambos proyectos. 
También con proyectos privados con el de 
Anat en Siria. 
Con proyectos de la UE, no 
 

supported by the EU in Lebanon or at the 
regional level. I know they are supporting 
economic empowerment projects but not 
within this frame. I know they are doing things 
around fair trades, but they don’t have any 
link with the Palestinian community in 
Lebanon. They are much more working among 
Lebanese community but not with Palestinian. 
 

C10. If any failure 
or shortcoming 
appeared: were 
they due to the 
fact that 
fundamental 
issues were not 
taken into 
account during 
the 
implementation 
of the project, 
such as questions 
of gender, 
environment and 
inequality? 
 
 

 SC: 
No. 
 
HA: 
Environment issue wasn’t taken into account 
 
AG: 
No ha sido un aspecto fundamental que se ha 
tenido en cuenta durante la implementación 
del Proyecto tampoco era un proyecto que 
permitiese transversalizar el medio-ambiente 
por así decirlo  
 

In terms of work environment, yes things 
were taken into consideration. In terms of 
health situation of the embroidery workers, 
this was also taken into consideration during 
the implementation of the project. Recycling 
no, but usually they don’t do a lot of rubbish, 
they reuse everything. 

We didn’t think about the environmental 
impact of this project, I do think about it all 
the time. because I work in eco design and 
sustainable design. So first, let’s the social part 
be really well done, and then we will talk 
about the rest. You can’t find sustainable 
textiles there, its’ very difficult, it’s extremely 
expensive, they all come from abroad. After 
what happened in Syria, even the silk comes 
from abroad. In terms of logistics, of bringing 
in the textiles, makes it not so environmental. 
But there are important textiles for many 
other things so it’s better if we adapt to what 
we can find there, than if we are now saying 
ok, let’s do it with all ecological textiles. I work 
with companies that do that here. Then it will 
be different. I give you the textiles, you 
produce and we sell, but then they really need 
a partner in Europe. But this is a different 
process. 
What I said is you are losing a lot of textiles. 
We started to use patterns, some never used 
patterns before, not ever in their lives, so the 
use of patterns and adapting the pattern to 
the textile and losing a little bit and with this 
little bit we do patterns and things. So I 
explained them that with a meter you can do 
much more than you did before.  That is the 
1st step to eco design. So the proper use of the 
material, no waste. And what do you do with 
the waste, you put it apart and maybe we can 
do some of the products with the waste. So 
that’s why all these little buttons with silk and 
everything, because you can do it. I told them, 
at the end the small products are much more 
profitable, because they do it with leftovers 
more or less, so it’s much more profitable 
than the bags and they do it very fast. We sell 
these at 11/12$. They do it in nothing because 
it’s a little bit and I saw many of those. They 
are beautiful. I told them you have to think 
about the products at many things, the waste, 
the time you spend in the products, how easy 
for you is to make it. And they are very 
profitable, extremely. Even the stores there 
told me, this is great because we can sell it by 
15 maybe and it’s in silk, and it’s very well 
done.   
 
 
 

BAK: 
As far as fundamental issues are concerned, I 
think that it was specifically the gender issue 
that was taken into account, not environment 
or human rights. The major goal was to give 
the women skills that maybe are usually more 
male oriented, a leadership, taking control of 
their outcomes, empowering them so that 
they can say “hey, this my job and this what I 
need to do to make this work” whereas 
maybe they weren’t able to do that before. 
 
JWD: 
Not much. As part of the training, we focused 
our attention on empowering beneficiaries to 
become entrepreneurs and become financially 
independent despite all the challenges they 
are facing.  We covered environmental issues 
as part of the PEST analysis (Political, 
Environmental, Social and Technological). In 
this part we looked at the problems and 
explored how we can turn them into 
opportunities, and if not, how to anticipate 
those problems and adapt accordingly. 
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C11. Which 
activities/results 
have led to a 
greater 
individual, 
economic and 
social 
independence of 
the beneficiaries 
in the project? 
 
 

-Mostly we have benefited from Victoria. - She 
was very friendly & yet strict. She taught us all 
kinds of textiles, how to buy them & how to 
match them with colors. 
 
-Our cashboxes are still empty, no funds. 
 
 
 

SC: 
The awareness campaign was important. 
Getting more skills on things they already 
knew how to do, the trainings on embroidery, 
as well. Finally, having a space to do 
embroidery outside home, in a workshop 
where the working conditions are completely 
different (with enough light, enough furniture, 
and electricity). The workplace is also a place 
where all woman meet 3-4 times a week 
minimum. Before the project they did not 
have a place to meet. Now the woman are 
self-confident, strong and ambitious. In 
summary, I think that the combination of 
both, the awareness campaign and the 
trainings, increased a lot their confidence.    
 
HA: 
I think the designing trainings were the best 
activities because now most of all the 
beneficiaries can do their own design. Before, 
they were given a drawing or a sketch and 
they were asked to do like this, but now they 
can draw the design, choose the colours and 
kind of materials and they can build their own 
design. This is very important.    
 
AG: 
Los resultados que llevan todas las actividades 
de las formaciones de las 120 beneficiarias y 
de las ToT. Y el tema de las ToT ha sido muy 
importante porque al final de las 15 formadas, 
3 (una de cada campo) han sido como las 
líderes lo que ha influido un montón en el 
proyecto  
 

Trainings, in terms of providing workers with 
upgraded skills and for gathering them 
(exchanging information, knowledge). 
Awareness raising, in terms of other activities 
that they are involved in, some of them not all 
of them, with Najde also. 
The daily attendance to the workshops in the 
camps. 

 

Of course FUNDESARTE’s activities 
contributed to a greater individual, economic 
and social independence of the beneficiaries. 
 

BAK: 
See answer C10. That was the key aim, and 
that was something that Jad focused on; not 
only the technical stuff, e.g. making sure that 
they knew how to write an income statement 
or look at what their expenses are or how 
they’re going to make a profit from it, but also 
standing up for their rights, been able to 
negotiate with the stakeholders and things 
like that. So yes, I think that was a key aspect 
of it. 
 
JWD: 
The training I delivered was pretty much 
practical and effective when it comes to 
personal development, business planning, 
sales and marketing and management. For 
those who were focused and serious, now 
they have all the tools needed to be able to 
step up and make a difference. 

 

C12. In the 
specific context 
of the targeted 
camps, how 
would you define 
the correlation 
between the 
equal access and 
control over 
economic 
resources, and 
the 
empowerment of 
Palestinian 
refugee women? 
 

-Yes, women could work anything in the 
camp, Tatreez, bakery, sweets, … 

HA: 
I think that thanks to this project, most of the 
women now share a small percent in the 
budget of their home with the man/husband 
in some way because they earn money and 
they can bring money to the home budget. Of 
course not a lot but still a small percentage as 
to really see the results, this needs time; 
indeed, the women just finished the 2/3 years 
of trainings and they currently don’t have 
much products to sell but now they start 
working on their own. To really evaluate this, 
we need at least 2 years to see the results on 
the home budget and families 
 
 

Empowering women is a cycle of different 
components starting from the economic, 
finishing at legal level. It’s a cycle that women 
should somehow go through, including the 
social, encountering the traditions, norms, all 
of these. But it is important to start with the 
economic, it’s the first step toward the self-
confidence of women and the participation. 
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D. IMPACT 

 BENEFICIARIES CIVES MUNDI NAJDEH FUNDESARTE AMIDEAST EU 

D.1. To what 
extent the 
planned overall 
and specific 
objective are 
been achieved? 
And, how far that 
is directly due to 
the project? 
 
  

D.1. Impacts in your life conditions: 
 
D1. Since your participation in this project, 
has your living condition improved? What 
significant changes have occurred in your 
lives (detail) and to what extent are these 
changes likely to be sustained? 
-Within the last two months, yes a little bit 
better, but before no, because we were in a 
training level, but now it’s a production level. 
 
-If Sergio will continue following up with us, 
for sure it would be better. 
 
D2. What about your economic incomes, 
have they significantly increased?  
-Yes, well after Houssam started to put our 
products in Najdeh shop “Al Badiya”, a lot of 
products were sold out. 
 
-At the beginning of the project, Najdeh didn’t 
ask us to display our products in their shop, 
because the products we made were mostly 
samples & prototypes. But, now yes.  
 
D3. What about your socioeconomic rights 
and your equal access and control over 
economic resources: have these been 
improved thanks to the project? 
-Somehow yes, but in Al Bared, we are paying 
a monthly rent for the cooperative we are in. 
So sometimes, we would pay the rent from 
the profit we gain from selling. Furthermore, 
we pay for electricity & water supply monthly. 
 
-We are in Najdeh center as in Ein Helwi & 
Rashideyi. 
 

SC: 
The main objectives are achieved, but I think 
that the general objective (empowering the 
woman inside the camps) is very general. We 
are talking about a small group of woman in 
the camps, so it is achieved partially. 
Hopefully, this small group will start to get 
more and more woman involved. 
 
HA: 
In general, I think it’s now too early to 
measure the real impact, because the project 
finished in July so only 6 months ago and we 
need at least from 1 to 2 years to really see 
the things. 
 
AG: 
El Proyecto sí ha contribuido al OG y se ha 
logrado el específico, más que acceso 
igualitario al trabajo sobre todo al acceso y 
control de los recursos económicos. 
El tema de acceso igual al trabajo es un tema 
de derechos laborales que es más complicado 
de medir, y que no lo podemos medir con sólo 
nuestro proyecto sino igual dentro de un año 
 

The contribution towards the economic and 
social empowerment have been achieved. 
Women have also been empowered as a 
group, at each camp level. They have been 
empowering themselves as a group which is 
also good. 

Yes it helped them.   

D2. Have the 
impacts of the 
project been 
facilitated / 
constrained by 
project 
management, by 
co-ordination 
arrangements, by 
the participation 
of relevant 
stakeholders? 
 
  

 SC: 
It’s too early to measure the impact of the 
project. Regarding the implementation of the 
project, the management team and local 
partner did sometimes facilitate and 
sometimes constrained the project. The 
differences between Nadjeh and Civis Mundi 
had a negative impact.   
 
AG: 
A pesar de todos los problemas de gestión que 
ha habido, yo creo que el proyecto en sí, el 
impacto no se ha visto afectado por eso nada 
más que por alargarse en el tiempo que esto 
también creo que ha sido positivo para el 
proyecto  
 

At the beginning, managers have not been 
receiving contribution fees which was really 
hard for them, to contribute voluntary 
without receiving any contribution or fees. 
Later on, they have been receiving simple fees 
which was good but was not enough. 

   

D3. Did the 
assumptions 
identified in the 
project’s log 
frame result to 

 SC: 
Yes they were coherent. New assumptions like 
the Syrian crisis were later taken into account. 
 
HA: 

The regional conflict was not taken into 
account when we submitted the proposal. We 
started working on it at the end of 2011 I 
think. But even at the beginning of 2012 
nobody was expecting this amount of influx of 
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be coherent?  
Were other 
assumptions 
taken into 
account during 
the 
implementation? 
If yes, which 
ones? 
 

The main assumption in the logframe is about 
the security issues, so it was more than 
coherent and of course taken into account 
during implementation. Also, another 
assumption that arose during implementation 
was the problem of the Lebanese laws, 
especially when we wanted to create the 
cooperative as to do a cooperative you should 
be Lebanese. The law prevents Palestinian to 
do a cooperative.   
 
AG: 
Creo que sí las hipótesis eran coherentes, que 
hicimos un buen análisis de las hipótesis y 
también de los riesgos. Una que no habíamos 
tomado en cuenta pero que salió durante la 
implementación del proyecto fue la guerra en 
Siria que tuvo repercusiones en el Líbano 
 

displaced people and degradation of socio 
economic situation in the region. The 
consequences of the regional conflict, this was 
something new. 

D4. Do you think 
that the overall 
impact of the 
project could 
have been 
achieved 
otherwise? 
 

 SC: 
Yes, if the beneficiaries had been more 
involved since the beginning the impact would 
have been greater. It’s not that they were not 
involved, they were receiving trainings, but 
they were not involved in the 
management/coordination. In terms of 
logistics, it made things harder. There’s 3 
different camps, but during the first year and 
half, most of the trainings were happening in 
one of them (so only some of the beneficiaries 
could come to a different camp). The trainings 
could have happened in the 3 camps at the 
same time. More people would still maybe be 
involved 
 
HA: 
With a fairer distribution of the budget, we 
could have done things better; for example, 
for the cooperatives, if we had made a 
separate budget and conserve part of this 
budget after the end of the project for 6 
months to support the cooperatives, it would 
have been better. Because now, if the women 
in Ein El Helwe want to move from Najdeh 
office and rent another place, they can’t as 
they don’t have any money. In Naher-El Bared, 
they suffer now from renting because they 
still don’t have big benefits and what they 
earn goes directly for the rent. 
I think the project is now endangered to 
continue because of this problem: in Naher el 
Bared, the women have problem paying the 
rent and in Ein El Helwe and Rashidie, the 
women can’t move out Najdeh offices as they 
don’t have money to pay the rent of a new 
place. 
 

AG: 
Podría haber muchos otros tipos de proyectos 
que contribuyeran al empoderamiento 
económico de las mujeres, eso sí, pero en la 
identificación vimos que estas mujeres tenían 
un potencial que estaba desaprovechado o 
sea que no era empezar por así decir desde 

Within the development at the regional and 
local level, I don’t think so, especially at the 
economical national level (not only at the local 
level, I’m not talking about the camps, I’m 
talking about the whole economic situation at 
the country level) and the ongoing 
consequences of economic crisis in Europe. It 
was one of the market that where we were 
aiming to promote the project. 

  The overall impact is good; however, with a 
better management of the project, it could 
have been better 
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cero, o sea era algo que estas mujeres hacían, 
pero de manera no organizada que no se 
aprovechaba; puede haber más formas, pero 
esa sí creo que ha sido una buena forma. 
Enfocar en el Tatreez fue porque sabíamos 
que las mujeres venían haciendo en este tipo 
de costura y además el tema de que esta 
cultura pase de unas generaciones a otras, a 
nivel de identidad cultural es importante  
 

D5. To what 
extent the 
economic 
support given to 
the Palestinian 
refugee women 
has served: 
D5.a. to 
strengthen their 
skills to access 
and control 
income 
generating 
activities; 
 

-Yes, to a great extent. 
 

SC: 
They are managing their own small business 
now. They now know how to price products, 
they decide how much they pay each selves 
(for the one doing the embroidery, for the one 
doing the sewing), they have their own 
treasurer, account, coordinators, the one in 
charge to go to the shop to get raw materials. 
In that sense, they are fully in control. They 
still need to have a little bit of support, 
because there are things that they are still 
learning on the spot, when new challenges 
arise. I feel they are in power to take the lead.    
 
HA: 
At least now the women have gained skills 
that they can use to earn money and they can 
also work inside their house if they don’t want 
to / can’t go outside or to another place to 
work. The project gave them all the skills they 
needed to be able to work from their home 
but they can also go to the cooperative to use 
the equipment. The center is open every day 
from 8am to 3pm and the women can come 
whenever they want, they have the keys 
 
 

For sure, there’s a big difference between the 
beginning and the end of the project. 

 BAK: 
Yes, I think the training proposed by Amideast 
did contribute to that. The content was a lot 
of planning and a lot of “how you’re going to 
move forward and how you’re going to 
develop your business plan”; so yes I think 
that was one of the goals of the training. Now, 
whether it did succeed or not, I don’t know 
because we didn’t have any follow-up with 
that afterwards 
 
JWD: 
Yes 

 In your opinion, did the project contribute to 
economically empower the Palestinian 
women refugees? 
In a certain extent, in the camps yes. 
However, many problems of management and 
no clear exit strategy: what are they going to 
do with the online shop? is there any follow-
up of the capacity building foreseen? etc. 

D5. To what 
extent the 
economic 
support given to 
the Palestinian 
refugee women 
has served: 
D5.b. to provide 
them alternatives 
for conciliation 
between house 
and work 
 

-What is special about this project, is that in 
other similar projects, they will ask you to 
embroider a certain piece of textile, you finish 
it & they pay you your wage & that’s it. But 
here, we feel like its our second home, the 
production is ours, we are working in a 
comfortable atmosphere. 
 
-We are a group, so if one is sick, another 
could fulfill her duties, or if she wants she can 
finish the work at home. 
 
D5c. to increase your participation in entities 
of political decision-making? are your 
capacities in communication, leadership and 
advocacy strengthened? (practical examples) 
-Yes there is some participations. Some of the 
beneficiaries are affiliated to Fateh 
(Palestinian Movement) & other movements. 
 
-Well Im (Lutfiye) affiliated to the GUPW, also 
to another Lebanese association. We have 
weekly meetings with a main objective; 
improving the socio-economic situation. It is a 
partner with a Danish NGO. 
 
-In the camp, we have here People’s 
Committee, security committee, & civil 

SC: 
They go 3-4 times a week to a workplace 
normally in the morning. It’s a space where 
there are only woman and they can bring their 
children. So I think they really find a way to 
conciliate house and work with something 
they really love to do. In 6 months, we never 
faced the problem of woman not being able to 
come to work. 
 
HA: 
See above 
 
AG: 
Hasta el punto de que las mujeres han 
decidido crear una organización y empezar a 
hacer lo que se ha hecho en este proyecto por 
su cuenta, o sea a generar ingresos y a 
controlarlos ellas.  
 

As said, it contributed but not to the extent to 
serve their families or themselves. They are 
not the only one controlling the economic 
resources unfortunately as all Arab women 

 BAK: 
See above 
 
JWD: 
Yes 
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committee. 
-But no the beneficiaries are not affiliated to 
none of these committees, because they will 
ask them to make home visits & so on, & 
maybe its volunteering, non-profitable tasks. 
 

D6. Did the 
project 
contributed to 
raise awareness 
throughout civil 
society in 
Lebanon to 
defend and to 
protect the 
economical and 
labour rights of 
Palestinian 
women refugees? 
 
  

D6. Impact in the civil society / in the camp: 
D6a: Do you think the project contributed to 
raise awareness throughout the civil society 
in Lebanon to defend and to protect your 
economical and labour rights as Palestinian 
women refugees? 
-In Saida, it’s unlike the other areas. The last 
exhibition (Khan El Ifranj) we participated in, it 
was established to highlight on the Palestinian 
culture & traditions. 
 
-It was established by the Women’s 
Committee that is sponsored by former 
deputy Mrs. Bahia Al Hariri. 
 
-It was created as a kind of service to 
encourage & support the citizens of the camp 
after the hard times they suffered lately. 
 
D6b: If accurate, what changes in policies, 
practices, ideas and beliefs, and attitudes 
have happened? 
-Inside the camp, some changes occurred, but 
outside it is hard to change such things in a 
short time. 
 
D6c. Do you feel that you are now an actor in 
the process of the economic development of 
your camp? 
-Yes we feel that, & mostly we are happy that 
we are changing our own situations. 
 

SC: 
We tried our best through press releases, 
newspapers, TV spots in 2 main Lebanese TV 
stations, most of the attendees of the closing 
ceremony were not Palestinian, and through 
the promotion of the shop in Hamra (where 
you can not only find products and catalogues, 
but also brochures explaining the objectives of 
the project).   
 
HA: 
I think this is a big problem, not a problem of 
awareness but a problem of law that prevents 
the Palestinian, not only the women but the 
Palestinian people in general, to work in more 
than 71 professions in Lebanon; they can’t 
work as a doctor, as an engineer, as a lawyer, 
as a journalist, as a lot of jobs in Lebanon. This 
is the main problem. And there’s another 
problem for the women in particular since, as 
you know, there is some gender 
discrimination. So they have to face two 
problems. 
This project could be implemented as the 
women didn’t have to directly face the law as 
they can work from inside the camps. 
 
Regarding the Lebanese government, I think 
it’s very hard if not impossible to change the 
law because the structure of Lebanon is very 
strict, there’s a sectarian system which 
prevents to give the Palestinian their rights. 
This is a political issue 
 
AG: 
Hemos hecho lo posible para que así sea peor 
es muy complicado porque la relación de los 
libanes con los refugiados palestinos es 
complicada, ya no sólo al nivel gubernamental 
sino al nivel de la sociedad civil; entonces no 
sé hasta qué punto, pero algo sí contribuyó el 
proyecto, por esto se han hecho todas las 
campañas. Sin embargo, es súper complicado 
de medir, el cambio de actitud de la gente. 
Creo que algo sí se ha hecho, aunque sólo sea 
de la gente libanesa que participó en el 
proyecto. También es significante que cuando 
hayamos organizado algún evento que hayan 
acudido mucha gente libanesa, que muestra 
que han entendido que es importante 
defender los derechos laborales de las 
mujeres refugiadas palestinas   
 

No unfortunately. This result was affected by 
the priority, the changes of priorities at the 
national level (the fear of refugees both 
Syrians and Palestinians, the settlements). 

 HAK: 
I can imagine the whole project itself would 
but I think the part that Amideast had was 
very specific so I don’t think it would have a 
major impact on Palestinian rights. I think it 
probably even made maybe the women feel a 
little bit like they run into a roadblock. 
However, even though the project didn’t do 
the cooperative, the women were able to 
come together and work together as a group 
so I think the outcome was good, even though 
the final goal was not achieved.  
During the project implementation, Amideast 
never signed up a proposal for legal assistance 
to implement the cooperative (although it was 
originally design in the project proposal, in 
R4), we just signed the proposal to deliver the 
initial trainings in small business and 
entrepreneurship (R3). There was no final 
agreement with KDC, who was the 
organization we were going to do the legal 
training and legal assistance with. We 
received an email from Cives Mundi stated 
that the project was no longer going to do a 
cooperative agreement for the Palestinian 
women, but wanted to provide them with 
skills to start a business and keep it running.  
We did the original training for 15 women, 
and then they went and trained the other 
women. It was implemented through the 
Entrepreneur Institute at Amideast (Jad was 
the trainer). 
 
JWD: 
To a certain degree; It wasn’t my focus. 
 

During the awareness events, yes something 
has been done 
 

D7. To what 
extend the 
project 
contributed to 
reinforce CSOs’ 
capacities to 

 SC: 
I think that the need to collaborate between 
different Palestinian organizations working 
with woman was strengthened. The skills of 
the staff of different organizations were also 
built because they were attending some of the 

No unless we are talking about the partners 
only within this frame of work, that’s it, but 
not broader than this. 
I think that one of the weakness of the project 
is that it was not linked to the Right to Work 
campaign. As Najdeh, we have a Right to Work 

 HAK: 
See above 
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protect 
Palestinian 
refugee women’s 
economic rights, 
and to 
economically 
protect most 
vulnerable 
Palestinian 
refugee women 
in refugee camps 
in Lebanon. 
  

trainings of the project.   campaign where we are advocating for the 
Palestinians right to work. It started in 2004 
and it’s ongoing, I think this project is much 
more tackling the issue of economical right of 
women at the local level not at the national 
and country level. 

D8. What are the 
most positive 
effects of the 
project? Were 
there negative 
effects that 
aroused during 
implementation 
or afterwards? 
 
 

D8a. What are the most positive effects of 
the project? 
-Well, it helped us provide self-independency, 
sustain our families, & feel stronger. 
-I think that it had enhanced our embroidery 
skills & sewing techniques as well 
 
D8b. Were there negative effects that 
aroused during implementation or 
afterwards? 
-If there is another project, we think it should 
include better planning strategy. 
-Also, the target group must be informed 
about all the details in the project, & to be 
provided with timeline schedule including all 
the activities that will be performed. 
-& to be able to solve any sudden problem, 
such as what happened in Al Bared, were they 
are paying monthly rent on their own. 
 

SC: 
That the woman are running their own 
business now, that they have a safe place to 
talk about their issues, that other 
organizations who were first doubting about 
the products (because the products are 
revolutionary) are now admiring them. Also, 
that the woman are very strong.  
 
HA: 
Before most of the women couldn’t go outside 
their home and work as the husband prevent 
that but now I think that most of them can go 
outside and stay for a long time to work and 
go back home. This is a very positive thing, 
especially that now the man understand that 
the women can help him with the home 
budget. I think this is a positive effect. 
Also, the change in the design is a positive 
effect as it was very innovative, first project to 
do that in all the camps.  
The negative impact would be the problems 
that aroused with other NGOs because i) they 
think that we steel the women from them, the 
women they used before to work for them, 
pay little and take all the benefits; and ii) we 
do new things, we made a revolution in the 
Tatreez designs which wasn’t 
understood/accepted by the other NGOs    
 

The most positive is the skills improved, self-
confidence. In my opinion these are the 2 keys 
things. The negative: I did not hear by any 
women, even by the leaders and managers of 
the working groups something negative. Not 
from our staff also. 

 

Most positive effect, I think is the self-
acquirement of dignity and also group 
working. Team working for me is empowering. 
If you know you are you can work with other 
and help each other. The 3 camps are now 
connected which is amazing. Sharing things 
gives you power also. This is one of the most 
positive effect. Of course they do things, but 
this is secondary.  
The most negative effect is the feeling that 
they still depend on. I think of course that it is 
too soon to cut. They still send me the colors 
asking “do you think it matches?” I say “what 
do you think?”  
Of course, Even if they have strengthened 
their capacity, they still need support. Now 
they know how to walk, but if someone knows 
how to walk, you don’t leave them. Now is the 
moment to really support them. This is why I 
am working with them from distance. Maybe 
it’s slower, maybe it’s more complicated, but 
they are not prepared so you can’t leave 
them. At least I have to chat with them and 
they know I’m there. I don’t know if it helps, 
but they know I’m there. And they know 
somehow, the money, this is why they send it 
here.  
 

BAK: 
With the training that Jad delivered, the 
positive effects were that the women got 
business training, how to progress with their 
organization and technical skills, e.g. balance 
sheet, income statement, and how to set up a 
business and to track their finances, and 
business development. Also, knowing what 
Jad does in motivational technics, I think that 
probably some of the secondary positive 
effects that were not in the proposal were in 
the leadership, and you know giving the 
women ownership or encouraging them to 
take ownership of their products and what 
they producing and looking for how they’re 
going to be able to market them. 
 
JWD: 
The most positive effects I worked on 
delivering were re-boosting the energy levels 
of the beneficiaries, helping them to regain 
confidence in their potential and supporting 
them to stay positive and keep walking during 
the tough times. I also helped them figure out 
a balance between work and personal life, 
plan a project and discover ways on how to 
differentiate themselves in a competitive 
market. 

 

D9. Were any 
other groups 
affected 
negatively by the 
project?   

-No, the project is distinguished by combining 
the traditional embroidery with modern 
designs. Means that we kept the genuine 
embroider, & by that we received some notes 
from other similar projects claiming that our 
work is not acceptable to limit the size of 
embroidery. 
 
-Also, in exhibitions we have some touches 
between other projects, because they used to 
popular before. 
But we are the ones who are selling the most 
now. 
 

SC: 
I don’t think so. 
 
HA: 
The other NGOs working in Tatreez (in a 
certain extend as they criticized the changes in 
the Tatreez patterns)  
 
AG: 
No 
 

No.    

Q1. How the men 
of your 
entourage 
reacted to your 
participation in 
the project? 

-They started to encourage & appreciate our 
work, & witness the great effort we put in 
each product. Furthermore, they help us 
sometimes with the ironing & other things. 
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E. SUSTAINABILITY 

 BENEFICIARIES CIVES MUNDI NAJDEH FUNDESARTE AMIDEAST EU 

E1. Ownership of 
objectives and 
achievements: 
how far all the 
partners were 
consulted on the 
objectives’ 
identification? 
Were the 
beneficiaries 
involved in the 
identification, 
management and 
maintenance of 
the project? 
Did all the 
partners agree in 
the beginning and 
remain in 
agreement during 
the 
implementation 
of the action?  
 
 

E.1. Ownership of the project: 
E1a. Were you involved in the identification, 
management and maintenance of the 
project? Did you all agree in the beginning 
and remain in agreement with the project 
objectives during the implementation of the 
action? 
-No, the decisions were already taken 
previously. 
-No, & Muna was there & she knows how we 
got informed about each activity, the same 
way like “tomorrow a new training workshop 
will begin”. 
-Sometimes the timeline of activities wasn’t 
suitable. -For example; when Haike finished 
the first workshop, we directly started 
another workshop with Angeles, & it was such 
a hectic month, we felt tired & depressed. 
 
E1b. Regarding the Tatreez, did you 
participate in the design decisions, for 
intense in the creation of new models? 
-Well yes, with Victoria we had the chance to 
pick up the models that we want to work on, 
from the samples she showed us, and then 
she would pick us the combination of colors. 
 
E1c. Do you feel that the project is now yours 
to be continued? 
-Yes sure, we are not working for certain 
people in this project, & we exert great effort 
in the production process, so at the end we 
feel happy for the products we made 
together. 
-And the special thing here; we feel it’s our 
second home, like we can go to work 
whenever we can, we are not obliged to strict 
schedule. 
 

SC: 
I’m not best placed to talk about the initial 
phase of the project. As for the 
implementation and maintenance phase, the 
beneficiaries were very much involved at the 
end of the project. And in terms of objectives, 
there are no disagreement between partners. 
Disagreements are more related to 
procedures, functionalities. 
 
HA: 
In general, yes. We met all the beneficiaries 
before we began and we explained what we 
would do and what was our plan  
 
AG: 
Para las mujeres, al finalizar la 
implementación, yo creo que el proyecto es 
suyo, totalmente.  
Quizás al principio, el proyecto falló en que las 
mujeres no fueron tan involucradas y por eso 
no entendían el objetivo final o donde 
queríamos llegar; entonces quizás hubo un 
falló en un principio tratarlas como simples 
beneficiarias y no como actoras activas de la 
implementación, pero se ha ido solucionando 
a lo largo de la implementación del proyecto. 
De hecho, si no hubiese mejora no 
hubiéramos llegado a donde hemos llegado   
 

Yes, in the beginning all partners were 
consulted. Not the beneficiaries at the 
beginning, but directly after we started the 
implementation of the project, the 
beneficiaries were consulted and they have 
been always consulted on everything, 
including the maintenance of the workshops, 
their priorities, the materials, the 
equipment’s. It was ongoing. Maybe it’s 
because of that, the beneficiaries feel that 
they own the project. They feel that the whole 
project is there baby, they are growing it up. 

 BAK: 
The beneficiaries were not involved in the 
initial decision on what the content of the 
training would be, a needs assessment wasn’t 
done before as we delivered basically material 
that had been delivered to other similar 
groups of women who had needs for 
entrepreneurial skills. The content was 
planned for the women before the training 
implementation; however, the content was 
adjusted from one session to another taking 
into account the level and knowledge of the 
women.   
 
JWD: 
There was basic coordination between Natalia 
and Allyson from Amideast to decide in the 
structure of the program. I have no clear idea 
if Natalia was basing her requests on 
information gathered from the beneficiaries 
or not. From my side, I have recommended 
these topics since I have shaped this program 
since 2006 for underprivileged women and 
been successfully delivering this workshop 
with proven record. However, the 
beneficiaries were involved in adapting this 
program to their current situations and ask 
questions to relate the detailed info to their 
personal lives. At some points they would find 
the subject too good to be true but then start 
relating to it and start figuring out ways for 
the implementation. In all cases I believe 
follow up is essential in this regard. 

 

E2. Policy 
support: were the 
financing 
organization’s 
policy and the 
national policy 
complementary? 
How did the 
national / 
sectorial / 
budgetary 
political priorities 
affect the 
project? What 
was the level of 
support from the 
governmental, 
public, private 
and CSO?  
 

 SC: 
The only thing that was not in compliance 
with Lebanese policies was the creation of a 
cooperative. For the EU there was no 
problem, but from the Lebanese government 
perspective, it was not easy to create a 
Palestinian cooperative. 
 
HA: 
Inside the camps, there are no authorities for 
the Lebanese government, but local 
authorities known as the Popular Committees. 
With these latter, we shared our proposal 
from the beginning, we explained our project 
and what we would do and they accepted the 
project and helped us in many things. We 
didn’t have any problems with the local 
authorities inside the camps and also after the 
end of the project, and exit of Najdeh and 
Cives Mundi, they still support this project. 
 

There was no support from any government 
or governmental institutional body for the 
NGOs working with the Palestinian 
community. We don’t have a kind of financial 
or technical or whatever support. We as 
Najdeh or following all the rules and 
requirements, including the submission of 
financial reports, etc.  

  Apart from the financial contribution, to 
what extend the EU delegation supported the 
project?  
The EU delegation: 
had regular contact with both partners, 
responding to any email enquiries 
Reviewed documents presented, for instance 
in the case of the visibility and dissemination 
documents  
Took action immediately when necessary 
Shared the ROM results with the partners 
Assisted the local coordinator 
Compared to other grants, we supported 
them a lot. 
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E3. Institutional 
capacities: what 
was the degree of 
commitment of 
all parties 
involved, such as 
Government (e.g. 
through policy 
and budgetary 
support) and 
counterpart 
institutions? To 
which extent the 
project is 
embedded in 
local institutional 
structures?  
 

 SC: 
Inside the camps popular committees and 
institutions (UNRWA) were very supportive 
(providing beneficiaries, helping the woman 
on different issues). Once all beneficiaries had 
a blood test in a hospital in Ain el helwe.  
I rarely had to deal with Lebanese authorities. 
We wanted to link the products with the 
ministry of Foreign Affairs but it did not 
happen (to commercialize the products at the 
airport). 
 
HA: 
The project is well inserted inside the camps. 
The local authorities considered it as a proper 
project of the camps to improve the economic 
situation of the women 
 
AG: 
En la identificación, sí que los popular 
committee nos mostraron su apoyo, luego 
durante la implementación, no sé hasta qué 
punto, pero por los informes que he leído, sí 
que hubo buenas relaciones con ellos 
 

I think there are differences in the level of 
commitments between different NGOs, which 
is normal. There’s difference in capacities, in 
sustaining, in managing, in human resources. 
But everything was managed, all local 
partners have been involved in implementing 
all the activities until the end of the project. 
What I could see, is that the workers are 
having their own structure now. I think that 
based on what we have agreed with them, 
this can be sustained. We are hosting now the 
workshops, we are not taking anything from 
them, it’s freely offered to them, later on 
when they will start having a small amount or 
income, they will have to contribute to the 
running cost of the centres. Until now I think 
everything is going well, but it’s a different 
initiative now.     
 

   

E4. Financial 
sustainability: did 
the project 
budget (and 
changes made 
during 
implementation) 
result to be in 
adequation with 
its purpose? To 
what extend the 
E.U. subventions 
contributed 
towards the 
achievement of 
the objective in 
such a way that it 
will last after the 
end of the 
project? 
 
 

 SC: 
Yes they were in adequation. The 
sustainability is one thing, and the 
achievement of the objectives is one thing. 
There are many other factors to take into 
account when it comes to achieving the 
objective of the project. “Empowering the 
woman in the camps” can’t be achieved by 
the EU subventions only, but let’s say that the 
right budget was allocated to try to ensure the 
sustainability of the project. 
 
HA: 
I think the project should have put more 
money to plan the sustainability issue after 
the exit of Cives Mundi and Najdeh. For 
instance, in the cooperative, the women need 
a lot of money for the running costs at the 
beginning so that they can continue their 
work and there’s no money. They have the 
skills, they have the tools and the equipment 
but to continue their work in another place 
(not Najdeh office) they have a problem. And 
they can’t continue in this place if they want 
to develop and extend their production and 
sells, they need to have their own place. 
 
AG: 
Teníamos una estrategia de salida, pero nos 
hemos dado cuenta que no era suficiente; 
Sergio y Victoria siguen trabajando con las 
mujeres y si no estuviese Sergio metido, pues 
seguramente estaría Sandra apoyándoles. O 
sea que al final el garantizar la sostenibilidad 
de este proyecto en concreto ha sido más 
complicado de lo que pensábamos.  
Creemos que el proyecto es sostenible pero 
también creemos que se podría mejorar esta 
sostenibilidad. Las mujeres, si siguen con los 
esfuerzos, en el Líbano sí que podrían seguir 

I think that without the contribution of the EU 
this project could not have been achieved. 
The objectives will be sustained by the local 
partners and local groups, not by the EU. Until 
now it’s sustainable, and it will continue.   

 JWD: 
The program was very well designed to suit 
their needs but I am not aware if Amideast or 
other related parties have structured a follow 
up program, a coop or any other related 
strategies to sustain it.  I heard from Natalia 
and Haytham that Cives Mundi (or Najda) 
have structured facilities for them, including 
courses in embroidery and a website to 
promote their products; but I was not 
personally in touch after the end of this 
program. 

Yes, especially after the adjustment (2nd year) 
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solas; de hecho, ya hay varias tiendas que 
venden sus productos y son capaces de ir a 
otras tiendas, han aprendido en este proyecto 
a venderse, como un poco de marketing, etc. 
Luego es otra cosa al nivel internacional, el 
poder exportar, que es más complicado 
porque tienen que manejarse muy bien con 
Internet, con otros idiomas, etc. 
Por ej. ahora con la campaña de navidad han 
vendido para 3000 euros, entonces esto ya les 
da para pagar el alquiler en los campos de 
refugiados, para comprar material, para 
producir y empezar otra vez el ciclo. Yo creo 
que económicamente le proyecto es 
sostenible, yo creo que lo que les falta es un 
poco de empuje como más en habilidades 
operaciones del día a día, de cómo gestionar 
el día a día de un negocio (balance, stock, 
cash-flow, auditoria, etc,); y eso no creo que 
se consigue con formación sino con un 
acompañamiento de un año a la organización. 
Para garantizar la sostenibilidad al 100%, no 
estaría mal plantear otras actividades  
 

Is there an actual 
possibility the EU 
delegation will 
continue to 
support 
financially this 
kind of project 
and or target 
groups? 
 

     EU always support this kind of projects/target 
groups = check call for proposals in the 
website 

E5. Has the 
project not 
infringed 
essential aspects 
of the target 
group’s culture? 
Have socio-
cultural and 
gender aspects 
endangered the 
sustainability of 
the project during 
implementation 
or will after 
termination of 
donor assistance? 
Are the changes 
in Tatreez design 
infringed the 
traditional 
culture? 
 

E.5. Respect of culture and tradition 
E5a. Has the project not infringed essential 
aspects of your culture? Have socio-cultural 
and gender aspects endangered the 
sustainability of the project during 
implementation or will after termination of 
donor assistance?  
No No, perhaps but other people would say it 
didn’t infringe with the full embroidery 
tradition. 
 
E5b. What do you think about the changes 
proposed in the Tatreez patterns and 
models? is it a good thing for the 
sustainability of the project? Did it respect 
the essence of traditional Tatreez? 
I will tell you something; my daughter now 
wouldn’t wear an authentic traditional dress 
& go out, but she likes the new models we are 
making like modern embroidered bag, or 
sometimes a fancy shawl for her nights out 
with friends. 
-Nowadays, not only young girls, but in 
general women would prefer to purchase a 
modern design bag with some sophisticated 
embroidery pattern on it, it seems useful & 
yet still fashionable. 
-& as you see now, you can’t wear a full 
embroidered cloth in your daily life activities, 
so light patterns are being admired a lot, & 
that’s why people prefer our products. 

SC: 
No, the project has not infringed essential 
aspects of the target group’s culture. One of 
the main challenges in the beginning, was the 
perception of the products that the women 
were going to make. Incorporating new 
colours, designs, and shapes was against the 
traditional designs and that’s why there were 
some issues with other organizations at the 
beginning. But at the end, it was proofed the 
designs were not against the traditions and 
many organizations that were against these 
products are now trying to replicate it.   
 
HA: 
The project respected the culture and 
tradition; we didn’t change anything in the 
Tatreez, we used the same things but with 
new patterns, new models, and new design. 
We also have all the books of Traditional 
Tatreez available for the women, they can 
take the original pattern and insert in new 
models. We also teach the women the history 
of the Tatreez, the origin of the patterns, 
where it was created, etc. because a lot of the 
women had heard about the Tatreez but 
didn’t know the history behind it. 
The Palestinian culture of the women was of 
course also respected as if we don’t we would 
have faced some problem and couldn’t 
achieve our objective 

The project is still sustaining the embroidery 
Palestinian culture, including the colours 
(because we have traditional colours in the 
Palestinian embroidery). So many of the new 
embroidery designs are not respecting these 
traditions, while this project is still respecting 
the tradition which is good in my opinion. For 
the designs (I’m not talking about the stitches, 
I’m talking about the designs of the products), 
there was much more upgraded and 
additional designs which is also good in order 
to meet the attitude of the clients especially in 
Europe. Regarding the culture of the 
community, we usually as Najdeh respect the 
culture, although we are trying to encounter 
all discrimination even in terms of culture 
against women and roles. So I think this was 
respected. 

We never changed Tatreez, they used to 
change it, and they used to do monsters with 
Tatreez, that doesn’t have anything to do with 
this geometrical, organic traditional Tatreez, 
so what I did with them is recover the real 
Tatreex. I love tradition and I love the Tatreez 
well done. all the Tatreez you see here in the 
catalogue, is old Tatreez taken from old books 
and old samples of Tatreez. We really 
recovered the colours. they use sad ones (they 
use grey, beige which are not in the Tatreez 
tradition. Tatreez tradition is very strong, it’s 
blue. All these colours are traditional, they are 
very basic, fundamentals, playing colours and 
we use them again. So what we did is recover 
of traditional Tatreez and apply it to non-
traditional products.  
We changed that, saying we take traditional 
Tatreez, old books, and we start using stripes 
like the old books. This is the strength of the 
projects, the colours and how to apply the 
colours. Tatreez is extremely tradition. The 
girls were super happy. First because the 
decisions were taken between them. It’s like 
what Tatreez should you put and they would 
take the book and use this kind of product 
with this kind of... The colours were the most 
difficult part, and they would take days and 
days. With Heike also, this combination and 
this combination. The way of doing, I didn’t 
impose anything. They picked the colours. So 

BAK: 
Definitely, that was taken into consideration! 
Whenever we do any training for a group of 
Palestinians, we have to take into account the 
legal framework in Lebanon for people, 
especially if they’re looking for jobs, if they’re 
looking for employment, what type of things 
can they do, what type of things can’t they do, 
etc. 
Also, we respected the cultural framework as 
part of the training was trying to be able to 
direct the women as to different ways than 
they can take over their productivity while at 
the same time dealing with the complex of 
families and husbands and religion 
 
JWD: 
Again, we discussed adaptability to social and 
cultural aspects in the PEST analysis during the 
program, but this was a small section. 
However, I believe these beneficiaries need 
much more support than just having a 
training. They need a small ecosystem, a place 
to work, a network, support from their 
families, financial support and constant 
motivation to be able to sustain their projects. 
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AG: 
Los cambios que se han aportado en el 
Tatreez van a permitir sobre todo la 
sostenibilidad económica porque las mujeres 
están haciendo productos que no hace nadie  
 

we decided together. I’m a transmitter. I said 
“are you willing to do a collection of shopper 
bags?” and they were super happy. So we had 
100 models of different shopper bags and I 
brought one to see how it’s done, and each 
one of them through the pictures decided to 
do this and this and I transformed as every 
designer do. Every designer does that. They 
take things that already exist and transform it. 
So they took different models from different 
brands, they transformed and applied Tatreez.  
Of course, not that I’m a sort of judge, but I’m 
deciding with them, because they have 
doubts, and I say I think this is nicer and this 
could be better. This is too organic, this is 
extremely geometric, you should change this. 
Of course I do that because I’m teaching but 
the final decision was taken in group and we 
have problems with that. One of the group 
said “no” I didn’t like it, the other one “yes” I 
did, and they were fighting each other and I 
came in and I said if the group says that, you 
have to do it. The other was very mad but 
when she saw the product she was amazed 
and said I was wrong. So it’s a process of 
learning, learning is that, learning is not doing 
Tatreez, learning is a work in process that’s 
why we did it together.  
The background colours are the things that we 
changed the most and we simplified the 
Tatreez. They normally use a lot and they take 
hours and hours so it’s not worth it at the end. 
So we said less Tatreez, more colours, more 
quality in textiles. Its’ like let’s buy quality 
textiles, do less Tatreez, and do more sewing. 
But this is all traditional Tatreez, taken from 
really old books. 
 

 
E6. Has the 
project 
contributed to 
promote equality 
of opportunities 
between men and 
women? If yes, 
will it continue 
after its 
implementation? 
 
 

E6. Gender issue: 
E61. Has the project contributed to promote 
equality of opportunities between men and 
women? If yes, do you think this equality will 
continue? 
While I’m working at home, my husband starts 
checking out the products & everything 
around. So I ask him “what do you think of 
your wife now?” He would stare, & with a 
surprised look answers me “WOW, I never 
thought you could do all of that, but you did”. 
 
E62.  Are the men in your entourage 
supportive to the fact that you continue with 
the project? 
-His friends would come visit us, & comment 
like “Oh man! Your wife did all of that!” “So 
you let her work ha” 
-Men around support & encourage us, they 
can’t say anything more haha. 
-Well, my husband would do me the ironing! 
-Haha, and mine do the gluing! 
-And mine do the detaching of the canavas! 
-Maybe later they’ll ask for a monthly salary! 
 

SC: 
Yes, because the project provided the woman 
with the opportunity to manage their own 
small enterprise and that will last. 
 
HA: 
In our Palestinian society, we don’t see any 
inconvenient with the idea of the women 
working as actually inside the camps, a lot of 
women already work; so the problem is not 
inside the camps but to work outside, in the 
Lebanese society, this is the problem because 
of the Lebanese laws. I think that more than 
70% from the Palestinian society don’t have a 
problem with the women to work, including 
the Islamic parties. We met with them here 
and we discuss about the project, and they 
don’t have a problem with the work of the 
women. 
 
AG: 
Es muy difícil saberlo todavía, pero creo que sí 
hemos plantado la semilla para que las 
mujeres se independicen y trabajen por su 
cuenta; entonces este cambio de actitud 
puede contribuir a la hora de reclamar un 
acceso igualitario a las oportunidades.  

The whole project was designed for women so 
it was providing job opportunities for women 
and income generating activities for women 
which means the job opportunities for women 
are expanded so in a way it created more 
equality of opportunities.  
We didn’t have any bad reactions from the 
men. 
 

  

 BAK: 
Yes. The women were given the same skills 
that would be given to men and even more, 
such as how to overcome the obstacles that 
they would face. 
If it will continue after the project 
implementation? Yes, I don’t think the women 
are going to take what they’ve learned and 
just go back to where they were before they 
were exposed to these things; they are going 
to take advantage of what they’ve learned 
from the training and be able to use it later. 
 
JWD: 
Yes. I discussed a lot the role of women in 
society despite all the challenges they face. I 
also focused on their difficult role regarding 
the balance between being productive at work 
and maintaining a good family spirit. However, 
follow up is essential in this regard.   
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Q. Is a follow-up 
of the trainings 
/beneficiaries 
plan? Is Amideast 
available if a 
beneficiary has 
some doubt when 
for instance 
working on a 
business plan or 
marketing 
strategy?  
Do you think, the 
beneficiaries 
would need some 
additional 
trainings to 
strengthen their 
capacities? 
 

    BAK: 
I don’t know the detail for this project; 
however, in my experience every program 
should have a built in afterwards for some 
type of monitoring and see where the women 
have reached and then what you could do for 
them further because once they go out and 
they start using the skills that you’ve 
empowered them with, they’re going to need 
something else. 
Most of all the trainers that Amideast worked 
with is willing to respond to some questions 
and continue to give guidance even after the 
training period. 
 
JDW: 
Follow up is the key now. I can’t talk on behalf 
of Amideast regarding their availability; I have 
stopped taking projects from them since a 
while. 
We all need continuous training to stay up to 
date in the current economic instability. This 
culture must be embedded in their lives and 
follow up is surely essential. They might not 
need intensive training as we did, but they 
surely need problem solving clinical sessions 
where we meet, see their projects, discuss 
possible solutions for their challenges and 
provide mentorship and support to help them 
keep expanding.   
 

 

E7. How are the 
target groups 
dealing with the 
operation and 
maintenance 
costs since the 
project ended? 
 
 

E7. Sustainability of the activities: 
E7a: How are you dealing with the 
operation/management and maintenance 
costs since the project ended?  
-Well now after we started to sell, we are able 
to provide most of the expenditures, bit by 
bit. 
-If the cashbox is empty, we would distribute 
the expense on each of us, & pay from our 
own. 
 
E7b: are the responsibilities/roles well 
defined?  
-Yes of course, all of the tasks are distributed 
among each one of us. 
-Remember as I said before, they feel they 
own the project. 
-One does the arrangement of threads. 
-Another writes down the shopping list. 
-One does the packaging. 
-Each one has her own role, & that’s for them 
to feel they are important, & not only the 
trainers being able to run the teamwork. 
-Ah also one collects the receipts. 
-Another one irons the fabrics. 
 
E7c: How do you promote the products? 
Visibility?  
-Regarding marketing, we the trainers take 
care of this one. 
-As a trainer of Al Bared I have met a shop 
that want to display our products, so I 
informed Faten & Somaya to prepare 
products to put them there too. I gave him my 

SC: 
As any small enterprise, it needs time to kick 
off but the means are there for it to be 
profitable. Right now, the business in Nahr el 
Bared is making enough profit to pay the rent 
and salaries. It’s covering its cost. 
 
HA: 
I think the women made a committee inside 
each camp, a committee responsible to 
manage and administrate the cooperatives 
with distinct responsibilities: one for the 
finance, one for the tissues, one for the 
design, one for the marketing, etc. Also, they 
were trained with Amideast on this 
administrative part, how to run their own 
business, to set a business plan, to pricing, to 
packaging, etc., the project gave them these 
skills so that they can continue on their own.   
I think that if someone is now supporting 
them to go to another place, the women 
could work more and keep on with the project 
but they still need some pushing to sustain 
this project 

Leila: 
Hala is following up with the workers after the 
end of the project. We had some collective 
meetings with them here as Najdeh to check 
how we can stop the whole coordination 
system and mechanism as Najdeh and as 
groups in the different locations.  
 
Hala: 
we are following up till now, everything 
regarding orders for example. The shop 
manager comes here and takes the 
merchandise to the shop. He sat with them. 
He looked at the printed brochures and took 3 
items of each product to the shop. The first 
time they were all sold. Now it’s Christmas 
season, it’s already sold.  
Victoria and former project manager are also 
following up with them and taking orders 
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phone number & he will contact me soon. 
-And also it’s the same for me, If was asked by 
a shop for our products, I will inform the other 
trainers as well. 
 
E7d: who is managing the online shop and 
the Facebook page?  
 I (Faten) am managing the Facebook page 
and I keep in touch with the other ToTs via 
WhatsApp. For example, I sent to Lotfiye “we 
have 8 orders”. 
 
E7e: Can you get benefits and /or a salary 
from the sales of the products? 
-Well, we hope so haha, we already asked for 
that. 
-But it’s kind of better as we started to sell the 
production. 
-Yes its different, at the beginning the project 
was in its training level, but now in the 
production level. 
-& now as you see the products are set for 
marketing, Najdeh took many products, & 
other shops too. We are also receiving some 
emails for additional orders. 
 
E7f. Are you putting into application the 
good practices recommended in the 
workplace? Has your working conditions 
(also health related) improved?  
-Yes sure, we also took lectures in details 
about these good practices. 
-Well the lighting is good, & we have a 
comfortable atmosphere to work in. 
 
E7g. The creation of the cooperative has met 
some legal constraints, have you found an 
alternative? 
-Cives Mundi claimed at the beginning that 
they will establish an association for us. An 
independent association carrying the name of 
the project “Tatreez”. 
-And they asked us you want it to be an 
association or organization, and we preferred 
an association. 
-But the lawyer said it is too expensive to 
establish. 
-An association (cooperative) disagrees with 
the Lebanese Law. 
-Haytham & Khadija contacted the lawyer. 
 

E8. To what 
degree have you 
learnt from this 
experience? What 
will you now do 
differently, or 
what will you do 
more of? 
 

-It was an amazing experience, & it has 
changed the path of our lives. 
 
-We are capable of communicating with 
people in the best ways. 
 
-We now know how to deal with money in a 
professional way. We also acquired the 
technique of pricing the products, & how to 
calculate the percentage of sewing & so on. 
 
-We can run the project now. 
 

SC: 
It’s basic to speak the language of the 
beneficiaries. Better communication with the 
local partners is really important, bigger 
involvement that needs to be facilitated from 
the international partner as well, more 
involvement on the beneficiaries’ side, better 
planning of activities, we were always on the 
rush. The project was maybe too much 
ambitious; it should have been more foot on 
the ground. Ideally the project manager that 
start the project would end the project. 
 
 

Hala: 
I learned a lot of things, most importantly that 
one should keep following up on everything. 
We learned a lot of lessons from this project. 
One should not take a quick decision, he 
should wait and observe the situation first and 
then decide. The mistakes that happened in 
this project can be corrected in another ones. 
 
Leila: 
In terms of partnership, this would be totally 
changed, done in a totally different way. We 
will never go through any partnership without 
going in details on the common values, and 

 BAK: 
We were very positive about starting in on the 
project, we thought this was something that 
Amideast really wanted to do as it’s part of 
our opportunity to education, it’s part of 
Amideast’s mission to help groups, gender, 
female, to help the Palestinian population; so 
it is something that we were really excited 
about. 
Had we have been able to eventually sign with 
the cooperative part and then implement 
that, we’re pretty that there would have been 
a cooperative at this point but the project 
took another direction. I know that there 
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HA: 
I think there is a very big difference between 
what we wrote in the proposal and what we 
implemented in the ground. I think for a 
better proposal we should go deeper and 
discuss more with the target group in the 
ground to define better what to propose 
because there are a lots of hidden needs for 
the people. I think this is very important and I 
will take that into account for a future 
proposal    
The proposal in general is very interesting and 
important for the Palestinian refugee women 
in particular and our society in general 
because we met two goals: the first is the 
economic empowerment and the second is 
the development of the Tatreez. This is very 
important as now we can spread the Tatreez 
in more countries, for example in Europe 
because we have some new models that can 
be accepted by European people. 
Another thing, the Syrian crisis is affected the 
Palestinian refugees because today most of 
the NGOs and donors support the Syrian 
refugees however there is also a very bad 
situation for the Palestinian in Lebanon inside 
the camps and I think they still need more 
support. If you see now the EU proposals in 
the website, they almost all go towards the 
Syrian refugees. This affects in general the 
Palestinian situation. The EU should mitigate 
between the different refugees, 50% for the 
Palestinian and 50% for the Syrian refugees.  
The Syrian crisis affects the situation in the 
camps as you can imagine, the situation is that 
a refugee hosts another refugee. In Ein El 
helwe for instance about 20.000 Syrian 
refugees came to live to the camp meanwhile 
the camp is already suffering from a lot of 
problems and a bad economic situation 
 
AG: 
Tenemos mucha experiencia en proyectos de 
cooperación internacional y en el Líbano, pero 
al ser el primer proyecto que hemos hecho 
con la UE, hemos aprendido muchísimo, sobre 
todo en todas las cuestiones de 
procedimientos, reglas y exigencias de los 
proyectos cofinanciados la CE. También 
hemos aprendido más sobre las mujeres 
refugiadas, cosas que se pueden hacer, cosas 
que no se pueden hacer  
Hemos aprendido también en cómo 
organizarte mejor en futuros proyectos, como 
tratar con las otras ONGs, como tratar con las 
beneficiarias sobre todo el tema este que no 
habían entendido muy bien desde un principio 
lo que el proyecto intentaba hacer para llegar 
a su objetivo final  
De todos los errores que hemos cometido, 
hemos aprendido un montón 
De valorización general, yo lo valoró 
positivamente, o sea el proyecto ha salido 
pese a todos los problemas que ha habido, las 
actividades se han hecho, los resultados se 

the equal responsibilities and roles.  There’s a 
difference in terms of values and in terms of 
partnership approaches. 

were challenges for the creation of this 
cooperative, however people and legal 
organizations we contacted at the beginning 
were pretty positive that it could be done. I 
don’t know why Cives Mundi decided not to 
do it, maybe they investigated that it would 
be too complex to do it or that it would have 
taken too much time or maybe because you 
need to have at least 4 or 6 members of the 
board who are Lebanese and want to take 
ownership of this so it wouldn’t be a 
Palestinian owned cooperative. 
 
JWD: 
I personally loved this initiative. This 
experience taught me that women in camps 
just like any other people living in the MENA 
region (having personally delivered in 12 
countries so far), all have big fears regarding 
starting small businesses. People don’t know 
how to manage their lives, their finances, their 
time…Ideas come and go, opportunities are 
not well explored and people are scared to 
start and to achieve something out of their 
comfort zones. I learned that by listening to 
people we discover amazing potential to be 
uncovered. I also believe that every person 
can be an entrepreneur and break all the 
ceilings of fear and smash the boundaries 
stopping us from becoming successful. After 
all there will always be a vast majority of 
people who nag about the situation and there 
will always be a small elite category of true 
entrepreneurs who believe in their potential, 
benefit from our workshops and take all the 
steps needed to change their lives and make a 
difference in their communities. Support is 
always needed but what is more important is 
the personal initiative of each person eager to 
learn and enjoy this long adventure called life. 
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han cumplido y el objetivo específico se ha 
cumplido y era un proyecto en un contexto 
difícil  
 

Q3. What was the 
particular 
features of the 
intervention that 
made a difference 
(Added-value of 
this project)? 
 

-The sophisticated modern designs. 
 
-The concept of independency, in which the 
beneficiaries aren’t working for certain 
people. 
 
-The gathering of beautiful people. 
 
-The ability to market (local & international). 
 
-The way it connected 3 camps together. 
 
-That it made us stronger & independent 
women. 
 
-The way we share opinions, & discover new 
designs. 
 

     

Q4: What 
recommendations 
could you make 
for the future 
projects? 

-Well first, to obtain better planning methods. 
 
-Distributing budgets to be according to 
priorities. 
 
-Each & everyone working in the project to be 
informed about all the details. 
 
-No to be surprised with unexpected 
problems. 
 
-To receive a timeline schedule of all activities. 
 
-There should be some kind of tangible 
encouragement (like tiny amount of money). 
-like in our case the cashboxes were empty; 
there should be certain amount in each 
cooperative to run the production. 
 

     

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annex 4 
Questionnaires 
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TRANSLATION INTO ENGLISH OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE’S ANWERS 

 

Questionnaire 1 

1.  1.- Finding a job. 
2- Improving the socio-economic situation. 

 
11.  1- Not selecting me at the beginning of the project. 
              2- Not inviting me to participate in every activity. 
 
12.   1- Acquiring communication skills & getting to know more people. 
           2- Benefiting from the project. 
 
18.  In “Tatreez” project budgets were wasted, knowing that the beneficiaries could have benefited from the 

wasted amounts. For example, the large amounts spent on training workshops. 
 
ID5a- 6 
ID5b-2 
ID6 a- 350 000l.l 
ID5-improvement to some extent  
 

Questionnaire 2 

1. 1- Finding a job, & improve overall living situation. 

                2- To empower women. 
                3- Self-sufficiency. 
 
11. 1- Selecting beneficiaries. 
              2- Selecting the target group. 
              3- Lack of raw materials. 
              4- Lack of planning especially regarding informing about the activities. 
 
12.   1- Ability to empower women. 
             2- Raising income. 
             3- Getting engaged in community & knowing people. 
 
18.        More support to the project. 
               Better planning process. 
               Informing all employees & target group of the project’s objective.  
              The target group must be up-to-date to all upcoming activities. 
 
ID7c- no one 
 

Questionnaire 3 

1.   1- Finding a job & be independent. 
 
9.       There was lack of planning. 
 
11.   1- The selected beneficiaries didn’t match the criteria. 
                2- Lack of raw materials. 
 
12.   1- Getting more independent economically. 
        2- Getting more skillful. 
 
18.  The budget must be distributed in a way to achieve the project’s objective. 
 
ID5b- my husband only  
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Questionnaire 4 

1.   1- Finding a job. 
               2- Improving the socio-economic situation. 
 
11. 1-  Lack of raw materials. 
 
12. 1-  Introducing new concepts & ideas. 
 
18. Not to waste the budgets as in “Tatreez” project. 
 

Questionnaire 5 

1.   1- Finding a job. 
              2- Improving the socio-economic situation. 
              3- Changing the daily routine. 
 
11. 1-  Delays in implementation of the activities. 
 
12. 1-  Getting to know more people. 
 
18.       Better presentation to the project’s objective. 
 
ID1-42 
ID5a-4 
 

Questionnaire 6 

 
1.   1- Finding a job. 
              2- Changing the daily routine. 
              3- Fulfilling the time. 
 
11.      1- Not inviting me to all activities. 
            2- Not selecting me from the beginning. 
 
12.    1- Getting to know more people. 
         2- Gaining communication skills. 
         3- Acquiring modern design ideas. 
 
18. Detailed presentation of the project & its objective. 
 
ID1-58 
ID5a-3 
 

Questionnaire 7 

1.   1- Finding a job. 
              2- Providing the daily needs. 
 
12.     1- Getting to know more people. 
          2-Acquiring modern design ideas & color matching techniques. 
 
18.  Better planning. 
       Better training. 
       More organization. 
 
ID1-3 
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Questionnaire 8 

1.   1- Increasing the income. 
               2- Acquiring new information. 
 
11.    1- The type of the beneficiaries. 
            2- Lack of raw materials. 
 
 
12.   1- Acquiring the best sewing & finishing techniques. 
           2- Marketing & promoting the production. 
 
18.     Wasting the project’s budget. 
            Not inviting all beneficiaries to every activity. 
            Planning wasn’t that efficient.  
 
Id5a-4 
Id5b-2 
 

Questionnaire 9 

 
1. 1-  Finding a job to sustain the needs of the family. 
 
12. 1-  Communicating & contacting with other people. 
 
18.  Better presentation to the project. 
            Improving the project. 
 
Id1-38 
ID5a-6 
ID7c-2 
ID6a-5000 
Id6b-5000 
 

Questionnaire 10 

1.  1- Finding a job to sustain the needs of life. 
               2- Changing the daily routine. 
               3- Fulfilling the time. 
 
11.  1- Not selecting me from the beginning. 
                 2- Not inviting me to every activity. 
                 3- Delays in the implementation of activities. 
 
12.  1- Getting to know more people. 
                2- Learning new concepts & designs. 
                3- Sharing opinions. 
 
18. Focusing more on planning process. 
             Not to have delays in the implementation & wait till the end of project. 

 
ID1-48 
ID5a-7 
ID5b-3 
ID7c-2 
ID6a-400 000l.l. 
ID6b-6000000l.l 
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GENERAL FINDINGS 

 

Profile of the beneficiaries: 

A total of 10 beneficiaries completed the questionnaire of the final project evaluation. Regarding their 

permanent location, 7 woman lives in Ain el Helwe, 2 in Rashidiye and 1 comes from Baddawi camp. They 

fall in the age range of 38 and 58 years old. The below figure shows the age breakdown of the woman in 

detail: 

  

 

Findings 

5 out of the 10 participating woman have been to high school, 4 to secondary school and one can’t read 
and write. A majority of 80% are married and 20% are single. Their average family size is 5.2 members.    

Woman were first asked to identify their most urgent needs at the time the project started. Close to all 
respondents (90%) answered “finding a job”. This question enabled participants to list more than one 
need. The most frequent answers are illustrated in the following figure:  

   

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

38

40

42

47

48

49

50

53

58

Age breakdown of woman

39%

26%

9%

4%

22%

Most urgent needs :

find a job improve living conditions independence

new skills change daily routine
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Since all woman expressed livelihood concerns, Tatreez project whose main aim is to “economically 
empower vulnerable Palestinian woman” can be categorized as relevant.  

The beneficiaries were then asked to what extent the project activities helped them improve their life 
conditions. According to 90% of them, the activities were “helpful to a certain extent”. Only 10% stated 
that they were “helpful”.  

 

 

 

 

As to know what would have happened to them and to their family if they did not benefit from the project, 
it is worth noting that a high rate of 80% reported “no change”. Only 20% stated that their situation would 
have been “worse” which indicates that the project achieved a modest   impact on the beneficiaries. This 
is further supported by the fact that only 57% reported an increase in income before and after the project.  

Woman were also asked if the project had a positive impact on a camp level. Out of the 9 woman who 
answered this question, 6 claimed “yes” and 3 said “no”.  But encouragingly enough, a majority of 71% 
respondents asserted that the men of their entourage reacted positively to their participation to the 
project. A minority of 14% said “no” and another 14% answered “average”.   

Regarding how they were selected as a beneficiary to the project, most woman selected more than one 
answer mentioning both, that they were “approached by the NGO” and that “others approached the NGO 
on their behalf”. Correlated to the statements made by the project management, it confirms the changes 
that occurred in the selection process. In addition, when asked whether Civis Mundi/Najde explained 
them the selection criteria, 100% of the woman who provided an answer answered affirmatively. 

Most woman (90%) said that they were not involved in working with CM/Najde to plan and design the 
type and content of activities. 10% only stated that they were involved. This highlights the lack of 
participatory approaches in some phases of the project. In this regard, questionnaire found that 60% of 
women are moderately satisfied with their participation in the project, 20% aren’t, and 20% are. 

 

0%

10%

90%

0% 0%

% of woman who finds that the activities were 
helpful to improve their life conditions  

very helpful helpful helpful to a cerain extent not helpful not helpful at all
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Beneficiaries were also asked if there were any constraints /problems affecting the implementation of the 
activities provided by the project. As per questionnaire results, 77% participants said “yes”. In significantly 
less proportions, 11% replied “moderately” and 11% “no”.  The figure below illustrate in further details 
the top listed problems:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20%

60%

20%

If satisfied with their participation in the project:

yes moderate no

41%

24%

24%

12%

Problems encountered with projects:

selection criteria

lack of raw materiel

wasn't invited to attend the activities

delays in the implementation of activities
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Concerning the most positive effects of the project, the most frequent answers is “acquiring new skills” 
as shown in the next figure. It indicates the effectiveness of the trainings conducted during the project. 

 

 

 

 

As to know if since the project they are more likely to participate in entities of political decision-making, 
a majority of 78% said that they are, while a minority of 22% reported that they’re not. It should be noted 
that out of the 8 woman who see more likelihood of participation, 4 specified “socio-political entities”. 

 

 

 

45%

40%

10%

5%

acquiring new skills meeting new people increasing income empowering women

Most positive effects of the project:

78%

22%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

yes

no

Are you more likely to participate in entities of 
political decision-making?
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The questionnaire included a table asking beneficiaries to rate their level of satisfaction with different 
aspects of the project. Results show a “high satisfaction” rate with the timeliness of the project (90%) and 
the “timeliness of the activities/benefits” (78%). In order of importance, it appears that woman are “fairly 
satisfied” with the “adequacy of the activities proposed” (89%), the “sustainability of the project” (88%), 
“Civis/Mundi/Najdeh’s interface with them” (88%) and “Civis/Mundi/Najdeh’s responsiveness to their 
opinion” (80%). No dissatisfaction with none of the listed aspects were recorded.       

 

 

   

 

Beneficiaries were next asked to rank their overall satisfaction with the project. In equal proportions, they 
stated that they were “highly satisfied” (50%) and “satisfied to a certain extent” (50%). 

It is encouraging to learn that in regard to the impacts of the project, all woman believe that they are 
likely to be sustainable.   

 

 

 

 

 

90%

78%

30%

13%

50%

10%

13%

22%

10%

11%

30%

10%

10%

60%

89%

88%

20%

80%

88%

Timeliness of project (When you first knew about it)

Timeliness of the activities /benefits

Method of implementation

Adequacy of the activities proposed

Suitability of the project

Commodity of the activities implementation (workshop place)

Cives Mundi / Najdeh’s responsiveness to your opinions

Cives Mundi / Najdeh’s interface with you

Level of satisfaction on:

not satisfied at all not satisfied satisfied to a certain extent satisfied highly satisfied
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Compared to similar benefits provided by other similar project, the results are very much in favor of the 
activities/benefits proposed by Tatreez project (except for the “method of implementation” reported to 
be at 70% as good as other projects method of implementation). 

 

  

 

Finally, beneficiaries were asked to give additional comments and recommendations that might improve 
any future projects. All of them provided recommendations including the following: “better planning”, 
“better communication on project’s objectives”, “better communication on project’s activities” and 
“better budget management”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

70%

10%

50%

11%

60%

10%

70%
100%

90%

50%

44%

40%
20% 20%

10%

44%

Timeliness of
the activities

/benefits

Method of
implementation

Adequacy of the
activities
proposed

Suitability of the
project

Commodity of
the workplace

ONG’s interface 
with you

Overall NGO
performance

Ranking of Tatreez project activities/benefits compared to 
similar projects 
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PERSONS INTERVIEWED IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE EVALUATION 

 
 
IMPLEMENTING ORGANIZATIONS AND STAKEHOLDERS 
 

Name Position 

Haytham Abdo CIVES MUNDI Project Manager 

www.civesmundi.es 

Sergio Cozar CIVES MUNDI Project Manager 

www.civesmundi.es 

Ana Gómez 

 

CIVES MUNDI Middle East Responsible Technician (in Spain) 

www.civesmundi.es 

Leila El Ali  

 

NAJDEH Executive Director  

www.association-najdeh.org 

Hala Atallah  NAJDEH Accountant 

www.association-najdeh.org 

Victoria de Pereda  

 

FUNDESARTE Trainer  

www.fundesarte.org/en/ 

Beth Ann Khalil  

 

AMIDEAST Director, Training Department 

http://amideast.org/lebanon 

Jade W. Dagher AMIDEAST Trainer 

http://amideast.org/lebanon 

Muna Shebli Project Translator  

 
 
EU DELEGATION TO LEBANON 
 

Roula Wehbe Abbas 

 

EU Project Officer - Civil Society/Administrative Reform               

http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/lebanon/ 

 
 
BENEFICIARIES 
 

Name Palestinian Refugee Camp 

Sobhiye Ahmad Ain el Helwe camp 

Amal Shabayta Ain el Helwe camp 

Basma Natour Ain el Helwe camp 

Amal Mahmoud Saida, Villat area 

Souhaila Abd Al Majid Ain el Helwe 

Salam Kassem Rashidieh camp 

Soumaya Saleh Al Seddik  Bourj al Chemali camp 

Faten Youssef Al Miari Ain el Helwe camp 

Loutfiye Salem Naher el Bared and Beddawi camps 

Fatima Achkanta Saida, Villat area 
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DOCUMENTS AND WEBSITE CONSULTED 

 

 

Legal 

Grant contract –External Actions of the European Union- DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

 

Request of Amendments 

Request of Amendment-DCI GENRE20121181 -Tatreez -Cives Mundi- 

Addendum_2_budget_fc-2_ 18112014 

Request amendment #2 Nº DCI-GENRE_2012_301-156_18112014 

Addendum nº3 Nº DCI-GENRE_2012_301-156_15052015 

Request amendment #3 Nº DCI-GENRE_2012_301-1…6_15052015 

 

 

Project documents 

Description of the Action – Part B – Cives Mundi - Full proposal- DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

Descripción de la Acción - PARTE B FORMULARIO- Cives Mundi - DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

Logical Framework - Cives Mundi - DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

Budget of the Accion Cives Mundi - DCI-GENRE/2012/301-156 

 

 

RESULT-ORIENTED MONITORING (ROM) 

Monitoring Report, MR1465, 22/10/2013 

 

 

AMIDEAST report  

Final Report Starting a business Training for Palestinian Women for Cives Mundi.  

 

 

FUNDESARTE 

First Mission Report - Primera misión en diseño y creación de nuevos modelos de bordado tradicional Tatreez 11- 
15 de noviembre de 2013 

Second MissionReport - 2 marketing ES Segundo taller de comercialización nacional e internacional de productos 
de bordado artesanal palestino “Tatreez” 3–7 de noviembre de 2014 

Methodology - Activity 1.1.2: 120 women are trained in creating designs as well as in national and international 
marketing of embroidery products. Madrid, February 2013 
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STUDIES 

Good practices guide, Socio-economic Empowerment of Divorced / Widowed Women  

From exclusion to empowerment, Divorced and widowed women in Palestinian refugee camps, Tatwir Center for 
Studies  

 

 

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 

Flyer EU campaign 24052013 

TV Spot, Palestinian Women right to work-Tatreez campaign Cives Mundi 24052013 

Palestinian Women right to work-Tatreez campaign- Cives Mundi 24052013 

 

 

REPORTS 

Interim Report Cives Mundi 2013, DCI-GENRE 2012 301-156 

INTERIM NARRATIVE REPORT, Cives Mundi-Tatreez Dec-Nov 2013 

LogFrame reviewed Interim report Cives Mundi Nov 2013 

Timetable Tatreez Amended-Cives Mundi 21022013 

INTERIM NARRATIVE REPORT UPDATED VERSION 11th AUGUST 2014 

TATREEZ TIMETABLE- Cives Mundi - DCI-GENRE_201… March 2014 

Quarterly financial report Feb 2015 Tatreez Cives Mundi 

Quarterly narrative report Tatreez- Cives Mundi Feb 2015 Cives Mundi 

 

 

WEBSITES: 

Cives Mundi: www.civesmundi.es 

Najdeh:   www.association-najdeh.org/english/ 

AMIDEAST:  http://amideast.org/lebanon 

ANAT:   www.anat-sy.org 

FUNDESARTE:  www.fundesarte.org 

TATREEZ:  www.tatreez.info 

Facebook page:  www.facebook.com/tatreezproject/?fref=ts 

Online shop:  www.tatreezshop.com 

 
 

http://www.anat-sy.org/
http://www.tatreez.info/
http://www.facebook.com/tatreezproject/?fref=ts
http://www.tatreezshop.com/
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LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

(Based on findings from the final report)  

 

ACTIVITIES FORCASTED ACTIVITIES ACHIVEMENT % 

R1. Increased economic   protection of the most economically vulnerable Palestinian refugee women in Lebanon. 

R1.A1 Training program on 
traditional Palestinian 
embroidery (Tatreez) for 120 
Palestinian craftswomen and 
15 trainers among them. 

2013 

- A 6-months training in advance sewing training and finishing Tatreez products 
has been provided to 120 women. 

- Visit to the souks in Beirut with 15 beneficiaries  

- Creation of small library about Palestinian Traditional Embroidery 

2014 

- Training Program on traditional Palestinian embroidery (Tatreez) for 120 
Palestinian craftswomen and 15 trainers among them. 

A 6-months training in advance sewing training and finishing Tatreez products 
have been successfully provided to 120 women as continuation of the training 
that started in 2013 by the Syrian organization ANAT and the Spanish 
organization FUNDESARTE.  

- TOT training on traditional Palestinian embroidery (Tatreez) for 15 Palestinian 
craftswomen from the three camps and Traditional Tatreez embroidery courses 
by 15 trainers (who benefited from ToT) for 120 Palestinian craftswomen from 
the three camps. 

After the ToT received the mentioned trainings, 3 of them were selected to 
transfer knowledge and skills acquired to the beneficiaries  
 

100% 

R1.A2. Training program for 
120 Palestinian craftswomen 
(in Ein El Helwe, Rashidie and, 
Beddawi camps) in creation of 
national and international 
designs as well as in 
marketing strategies of 
embroidery Palestinian 
products. 

In 2013:  

- Six 3-days workshops in regional Designs in Tatreez and Palestinian Patterns 
origin have been provided to 15 TOT women by Fundesarte. 

- Two 6-days training in international designs and new fashion have been 
provided to 1 TOT handcraft women by Fundesarte 

- One 5-days training have been provided on Marketing to 15 TOT handcraft 
women by Fundesarte. 

In 2014/2015: 

One 15-days marketing training provided to 15 TOT handcraft women by 
Fundesarte (November).  

Three more 5-days workshops were implemented by Fundesarte in 2014 (June) 
and 2015 (March and April) in each refugee camps 

 

100% 

R1. A3 Training for 120 
Female Palestinian 
craftswomen in self-
employment opportunities. 

During 2014, AMIDEAST delivered 3 workshops on self-employment 
opportunities for a total of 24 hours per workshop, as follows:  

Ein el Helwe, Sidon. Aug 6, 8, 13, 15 2014 

Rashidieh, Tyre. Aug 20, 22, 27, 28 2014 

Naher Al Bared, Tripoli. Sept. 3, 10, 11 2014 

 

Unfortunately, due to the political and security instability in the camps during 
the second phase of the project only 63 Women of the 120 initially expected 
were trained and skilled in all the different competencies in order to set up small 
businesses within the camps. 

75% 
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R1. A4 Created a cooperative 
of Palestinian refugee 
craftswomen with three 
headquarters, one in each 
camp (Rashidie, Ein El helwe 
and Beddawi). 

Given the legal restrictions Palestinians face to create a cooperative, this activity 
was modified and replace by the following (after amendment approval): 

- Advanced trainings in new designs using Tatreez patterns and in handcraft 
sewing and finishing (1-week intense courses in each camp). 

- A collection of small items was designed and included in the catalogue of 
products made by the beneficiaries 

- An online shop is created and functioning (www.tatreeshop.com) 

- A Facebook page is created and regularly updated 

 (https://www.facebook.com/tatreezproject/?hc_location=ufi) 

- A full renovation of Najdeh’s Al Badia shop (Hamra, Beirut) was carried forward 
by the marketing specialist, to increase the number of customers  

- A test event was set up in T Marbuta café (Hamra, Beirut) in Sept. 2014 

- A Marketing specialist was hired in April 2015 in order to provide a deeper 
assessment of potential customers within the national market. 

- 500 Informative leaflets and catalogues were printed in English and Arabic in 
order to facilitate the sales of the products. 

100% 

(after 
amendm

ent 
approval)  

Level of achievement of R1 94% 

R2 Diffused alternatives and good practices for the conciliation between personal and work life of Palestinian refugees 
craftswomen in the three camp 

R2.A1. Publication of a study 
on the situation, scope and 
problems derived from socio 
economic exclusion of 
divorced/widowed Palestinian 
refugee women in the camps 
of Rashidieh, Ein El Helwe and 
Nahr El Bared. 

The study was carried out in June/July 2014 and published in 2015.  

400 copies in Arabic and English were distributed among the different NGOs, 
local, national and International, working in the refugee camps of Ein El Helwe, 
Rashidieh and Nahr El Bared increasing the awareness of the challenges. 

A commitment from some of the Associations, involved during the process was 
obtained in order to follow up with the proposed solutions aiming to improve 
the situation of Palestinian Women in the camps. 

100% 

R2. A2. Publication of a guide 
of good practices at 
workplace for female 
Palestinian workers and 
adoption in action target 
areas working environment. 

- A unique Code of good practices at the workshop have been published and 
disseminated amongst the 120 women.   

400 copies of the guide were distributed among the different actors working 
with Palestinian women inside the three refugee camps.   

- Equipment of each workspace to improve the women’s health condition at 
work (appropriate tables and chairs for sewing activities; lamps).  

- Medical services provided to the beneficiaries (55 have been provided with eye 
glasses, 38 with medication for their eyes, 3 with surgery needed to protect their 
vision; and 2 needed physiotherapy)      

100% of the beneficiaries are adopting the good practices at work described in 
the document at their workshop established in each of the refugee camps 
improving their health condition 

100% 

Level of achievement of R2 100% 

R3.  Sensitization and awareness raised on the necessity of Palestinian refugee women in Lebanon in having access and 
control of income generating activities. 

R3.A1. Awareness campaign 
on the necessity of Palestinian 
refugee women in Lebanon in 
having access and control of 
income generating activities. 

In 2013:  

• distribution of 1000 posters and 1000 stickers in the three camps                                                                                                                                

• broadcasting of a one-minute TV spot 10 times a day in channel 2000 local TV 
(available in all the Palestinian refugee camps) during October 2013 

In 2014: 

• broadcasting of a 1-minute TV spot, advocating for the empowerment of 
Palestinian Women living inside the camps for 1 week and in 2 of the main TV 

100% 
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Stations in Lebanon (Al Manar and Future) during the last 10 days of the project. 
(http://www.tatreez.info/en/videos/ ) 

• An awareness campaign was initiated in each of the camps with main focus on 
the topic "the right for equal opportunities for Palestinian women".   

• A 15-minutes documentary about the project and its outcome was produced, 
disseminated and uploaded online.  

•A closing ceremony was held in July 2015 with representatives from 
Palestinian, Lebanese and International NGOs, representatives from the Spanish 
Embassy, a representative from the European Union and some of the 
beneficiaries. During the event, the documentary was shown, the products were 
showcased and the TOTs together with the EU representative communicated to 
the audience the main achievements reached obtained during the project.    

Level of achievement of R3 100% 

R4.  Strengthened the civil society organizations capacities in the defense of Palestinian refugee women economic rights in 
Lebanon and sensitized the Palestinian refugee community as well as the national territory. 

R4. A1 Training by GUPW 
trainers for 120 Palestinian 
female refugees in leadership, 
communication and advocacy                                                

In 2013:  

• 30 one-day sessions were provided to beneficiaries in the 3 camps on 
advocacy, communication and leadership.  

• 3 part-time communication officers trained beneficiaries on advocacy and 
lobbying before local authorities and ensured continuous communication 
between beneficiaries and women representatives from popular committees.   

• A final document is elaborated by the beneficiaries at the end of the courses 
and submitted to the popular committee to provide recommendations on how 
to include women related issues at work in their agenda.  

• By the end of the project, a total of 10 workshops were delivered in each of 
the camps by the GUPW (General Union of Palestinian Women) in leadership, 
communication and advocacy.                                                

100% 

R4. A2 Produced a TV 
program on economic rights, 
with participation of local and 
national women leaders 

Many challenges were faced in this activity.  First, hiring of a journalist with the 
necessary skills, second recording points of view in the camps.  An amendment 
was agreed and new sub-activities were added to replace this activity: 

- Production of two 30 seconds TV Spots broadcasted from 10 times in peak 
hours in two of the most viewed national TV channels (see R3.A1) 

- Production of a documentary by Cives Mundi Communication dept. to raise 
people awareness about the actions and rights of Palestinian working women 
making visible the impact of the action in the women´s beneficiaries´ life. 

- Road board banners advertising Tatreez products and actions will be posted 
in Beirut main street advertisement places in May 2015. 

- A final closure even in Beirut (see R3.A1) 

100% 

(After 
amendm

ent 
approval) 

  Level of achievement of R4 100% 
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